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Emerging environmental contaminants are chemicals entering the environment and 
may elicit adverse ecological effects. They are not commonly monitored therefore the 
continuous use of those chemicals may lead to a ubiquitous presence in the environment. 
Due to their probable persistence, they may occur for a long time in the environment. 
Pharmaceuticals and active ingredients in personal care products are bioactive chemicals 
seen as potential environmental pollutants, which received an increasing attention in the 
last decade because they are designed to interact with specific pathways and processes in 
target humans and animals (Daughton and Ternes, 1999). 
Triclosan (TCS) is a personal care product with many fields of application and is of 
public interest for several years now. Monitoring studies showed that TCS is a ubiquitous 
chemical in the aquatic environment. Aquatic organisms are exposed to TCS in a broad 
range of concentrations, from ng L-1 up to lower µg L-1. TCS has a bactericidal effect for 
various types of gram-positive and gram negative bacteria. TCS targets a specific bacterial 
fatty acid biosynthetic enzyme, enoyl-[acyl-carrier protein] reductase (Schweizer, 2001). 
Therefore the terminal reaction in the fatty acid elongation cycle is inhibited (Levy et al., 
1999). Although effects on non-target organisms are reported, the Mode of Action (MoA) 
of TCS is not well examined for those organisms.  
The aim of this PhD thesis was to investigate effects of TCS on non-target 
autotrophic organisms at different levels of biological complexity in the aquatic 
environment. In this thesis microalgae have been found to be very sensitive to TCS. In 
some cases even higher sensitivities than in bacteria were observed, which is in accordance 
with published effect data (Harada et al., 2008; Orvos et al., 2002). Similarly to bacteria, 
high species sensitivity differences were observed for algae (Franz et al., 2008). In bacteria 
these sensitivity differences can be ascribed to several resistance mechanisms reported in 
Schweizer (2001). These findings lead to the question about the reasons for species 
sensitivity differences in algae. A mesocosm study was performed to detect effects of TCS 
across levels of biological organization and to investigate the impact of sensitivity 
differences on complex aquatic communities. For that purpose, structural and functional 
effects parameters were observed.  
In chapter A two different algae species (the chlorophyte Scenedesmus vacuolatus 
and the diatom Nitzschia palea) as well as biofilm communities were exposed to various 
concentrations of TCS to determine effects on reproduction and photosynthetic activity on 
aquatic algal organisms of different biological complexity. A high sensitivity was observed 
for S. vacuolatus. It was shown that sensitivity differences of three orders of magnitude 
Summary   
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exist between the suspended chlorophyte and a periphyton community. Chlorophytes were 
found to be the most sensitive organisms, followed by suspended diatoms, diatom biofilms 
and multispecies biofilms. Relevant factors, which might affect the toxicity and may lead 
to species sensitivity differences, were examined in this chapter, namely the life form of 
the exposed organisms, which impact the bioavailability or different exposure times. 
Exposure durations varied in comparison to the generation times of the investigated species 
in order to distinguish between acute and chronic effects. It could be shown that the 
exposure time influences the sensitivity of algae to TCS. However, the variation in 
exposure time could not explain the sensitivity differences of three orders of magnitude 
between algae species. Further findings revealed that sensitivity differences could not be 
attributed to the life form nor the generation time of the microalgae tested. The high 
difference in species sensitivity to TCS and the application of an available quantitative 
structure-activity relationship (QSAR) led to the hypothesis that multiple target sites in 
algae exist.  
Based on the hypothesis, revealed in chapter A, chapter B focussed on the question, 
if different MoA may account for the observed species sensitivity differences. QSARs 
were used as tool to yield relevant information for a mechanistic interpretation of 
experimental data (Hermens, 1995). Furthermore, the Toxic Ratio (TR) concept of Verhaar 
et al. (1992) was used to quantify excess toxicity by comparing the predicted and observed 
toxicity of TCS. According to the TR-concept TCS could be classified as specific acting 
chemical in chlorophytes. Additionally, QSARs for chlorophytes available in the literature 
could be used for MoA predictions. The measured toxicity of TCS was two orders of 
magnitude higher than the calculated toxicity using a QSAR for an uncoupling MoA, 
which strengthen the hypothesis of a specific MoA in chlorophytes. Unfortunately, the TR 
concept could not be applied for diatoms due to the missing baseline QSAR for narcotic 
chemicals for this algae class. Therefore, toxicity data for diatoms using chlorophenols 
with an uncoupling MoA were generated to establish a relationship between the toxicity 
and the lipophilicity of the chemicals. The comparison of this relationship with a QSAR 
for uncoupling MoA for chlorophytes reveal that both QSARs give similar results for 
lipophilic substances although different algae species from different algae classes and 
different endpoints (inhibition of reproduction and photosynthesis, respectively) were used 
to compile the QSARs. The measured toxicity of TCS for diatoms corresponds to the 
calculated one using the established relationship. This is an indication for an uncoupling 
MoA of TCS in diatoms. For further specifications of the MoA in chlorophytes the flow 
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chart of Neuwöhner et al. (2008) was used. By reference to a quantitative comparison of 
four endpoints, the MoA can be narrowed down with the help of reference substances. 
Using this scheme, a comparable pattern in the toxicity of the investigated endpoints to the 
reference compound Sea-Nine was found. This compound inhibits the growth of cells 
through a disruption of metabolic pathways, like special enzyme inhibition. Thus, an 
inhibition of processes or enzymes being involved in the cell division process seems to be 
a plausible MoA of TCS in chlorophytes.  
The observed effects in algae, the species sensitivity differences and the known MoA 
in bacteria lead to the question of the ecological relevance of TCS when considering 
complex aquatic communities. In a natural biofilm community, bacteria and algae co-occur 
and interact. It was hypothesised that the effect of TCS on abundance and diversity of the 
heterotrophic part of the biofilm is remarkably high because a specific MoA of this 
bactericide is known. This direct effect on bacteria leads to indirect effects on algae. 
However, direct effects on algae were also expected which therewith indirectly influence 
the bacterial community. With the aim of evaluating the toxicity of TCS and observing 
effects on structure and function on natural biofilm communities, a mesocosm experiment 
was conducted to establish cause-effect relationships between TCS exposure and biological 
responses under controlled conditions (chapter C). Mature biofilm communities were 
exposed to TCS. To ensure a continuous exposure, partitioning-based dosing using silicon 
rods as passive dosing device loaded with TCS were used. In this study, the structural-
based parameters chlorophyll a was investigated to describe the biofilm biomass 
(autotrophic fraction) while the bacterial abundance was used as an indicator of the 
heterotrophic fraction development. The functional-based parameters photosynthetic 
activity and sediment stability were investigated to demonstrate the linkage between 
community composition and ecosystem function. The experiment showed that TCS affects 
the community structure and function for both, the bacterial and the algal component of the 
biofilm. Although the biomass of the communities did not change over the experimental 
duration, changes in the species composition could be observed for diatoms. The decline of 
the relative abundance of one taxa (diatoms) was compensated by an increased relative 
abundance of another taxa (chlorophytes). A delayed effect (measured after six days of 
TCS exposure) on the photosynthetic activity of the biofilm were observed at 
concentrations of at least 25 µg L-1. In comparison to short term experiments (24 h, chapter 
A) with biofilms, acute effects on photosynthetic activity were observed at 900 µg L-1. 
Therefore the comparison to acute experiments indicates the importance of long-term or 
Summary   
chronic experiments, where effects of TCS could be determined at considerably lower 
concentrations. Stress on individual organisms may also affect biotic interactions, which 
could lead to quite diverse effects on the whole community. Although biofilms are 
complex systems with different protection mechanisms, effects of TCS could be detected. 
This thesis shows the relevance of combining tools of ecotoxicological effect 
assessment using algae tests with available models or methods to obtain a comprehensive 
understanding of the impact of chemicals in the environment and their MoA. Using the 
example of TCS, observed species sensitivity differences could be assigned to different 
MoA in the investigated chlorophyte S. vacuolatus and the diatom N. palea. Chronic 
exposure experiments using biofilm communities reveal effects of TCS at population- and 
community-level, which lead to functional impacts on the whole communities. This work 
shows that the personal care product TCS can affect non-target organism such as algae via 
complex mechanisms and present an ecological risk due to its ubiquitous presence in the 
environment. 
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  Introduction 
 
1 Pharmaceutical and personal care products 
Pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCP) are a chemically diverse group 
of biologically active compounds. For a long time they received little attention in 
comparison to the conventional "priority" pollutants, like pesticides, when studying the 
impact of chemical pollution (Daughton and Ternes, 1999). Due to the many different uses 
PPCPs can be grouped into disinfectants, fragrances, insect repellents, preservatives or UV 
filters (Brausch and Rand, 2011). They entering the aquativ environment mainly via 
sewage effluents (human drugs) or agricultural runoff (veterinary drugs) (Brain et al., 
2008). Since the 1970s they are regularly detected in the aquatic environment (Fent et al., 
2006; Kolpin et al., 2002). PPCPs are designed to interact with specific pathways and 
processes in the target organisms (Brain et al., 2008). Therefore the major problem of 
PPCPs in the aquatic environment arises from those mechanisms of action. Effects of 
PPCPs on nontarget organisms were published by Daughton and Ternes (1999) however 
potential subtle effects and the chronic toxicity especially on aquatic organisms were 
mostly unknown (Brain et al., 2008; Fent et al., 2006). To examine the potential risk of 
PPCPs release into aquatic ecosystems like lakes and rivers the aquatic toxicity of these 
substances has to be investigated (Boxall et al., 2012). 
 
2 Triclosan - a personal care product 
Triclosan (TCS, 5-chloro-2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol, CAS no. 3380-34-5, 
Figure 1) is a wide spread personal care product.  
 
Figure 1: Chemical structure of TCS 
 
Due to its antimicrobial activities TCS is used as an ingredient in disinfectants, 
soaps, toothpastes, oral care products, shampoos, deodorant including cosmetics and many 
other veterinary, industrial and household products, like plastics, children´s toys, cutting 
boards, handles, hospital tables etc. (Bhargava and Leonard, 1996; Dann and Hontela, 
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2011; Sabaliunas et al., 2003; Schweizer, 2001). The most common trade names for TCS 
are Irgasan or Irgasan DP300. Concentrations of TCS in PPCPs are in the range of 0.1 – 
0.3% of product weight (Ciba Specialty Chemicals, 2001b; Sabaliunas et al., 2003). In 
Europe TCS was introduced in 1972 for oral care products (Jones et al., 2000). Since then 
the use increased drastically. Between 1992 and 1999 more than 700 products containing 
TCS were on the market (Schweizer, 2001). Due to this extensive use the global 
production of TCS exceeds 1,500 tons per year (Dann and Hontela, 2011). The quantity of 
TCS used within the EU reached approximately 450 tons in the year 2006 (EC, 2010). In 
the EU 85% of the total volume of TCS is used in PPCPs in comparison to textiles (5%) or 
plastic and food contact materials (10%) (EC, 2010).  
Due to this high production and usage amounts, the potential of a high release of 
this compound in the environment can be assumed. 
 
3 Environmental exposure and fate 
In contrast to pharmaceuticals, personal care products are intended for external use. 
Regular use of these products leads to a release into the environment. Several studies focus 
on environmental concentrations of PPCPs detected all over the world (Boyd et al., 2003; 
Chalew and Halden, 2009; Kolpin et al., 2002; McClellan and Halden, 2010). Problematic 
is that many of these compounds are regarded as environmentally persistent, bioactive or 
have a potential for bioaccumulation (Mackay and Barnthouse, 2010).  
TCS, an antimicrobial disinfectant, is one of the top 10 most commonly detected 
organic wastewater compounds for frequency and concentration (Brausch and Rand, 
2011). Due to the high amount of TCS produced and used worldwide it can be detected in 
concentrations in the ng L-1 to µg L-1 range in the environment (Chalew and Halden, 2009; 
Dann and Hontela, 2011). In the review of Brausch and Rand (2011) TCS was described in 
a range of <0.1 to 2300 ng L-1 and a median concentration of 48 ng L-1 in all studies 
published till 2011. It was also detected in the groundwater in the UK up to a concentration 
of 2110 ng L-1 (Stuart et al., 2012). TCS had an overall detection frequency of 57.6 % in 
139 U.S. streams across 30 states during 1999 and 2000 (Kolpin et al., 2002) and 62.7% in 
a monitoring dataset from 2006 to 2008 including 572 water bodies in Saxony, Germany, 
covering 802 sampling sites (von der Ohe et al., 2012). The median and maximum surface 
water concentration of the 6756 samples in Saxony was 13 and 1100 ng L-1, respectively. 
In other countries concentrations in surface waters (rivers, lakes) were measured in ng L-1 –
16 
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range. Between 59 and 75 ng L-1 were observed in Japan (Nakada et al., 2008), Switzerland 
(Singer et al., 2002), and Australia (Ying et al., 2007). This indicates the ubiquity of TCS 
in the aquatic environment. 
The main entry paths for TCS in the environment are waste water treatment plants 
(WWTP) and the spreading in surface water and solids due to the application of sewage 
sludge in the environment (Chalew and Halden, 2009; EC, 2010). Several studies show 
that TCS has been detected worldwide in effluents of WWTP (Kookana et al., 2011; 
Lindstrom et al., 2002; Paxeus, 1996; Ricart et al., 2010). Concentrations between 20 ng L-
1 to 86 µg L-1 in the influent of WWTPs were analytically determined (EC, 2010). 
Elimination processes such as biodegradation, phototransformation, sorption and 
subsequent sedimentation can remove between 58 to 99 % of TCS in WWTPs, depending 
on technical capabilities and different treatment processes (Guang-Guo and Kookana, 
2007; Kumar et al., 2010; Lindström et al., 2002; Reiss et al., 2002; Singer et al., 2002). 
Singer et al. (2002) studied the occurrence and fate of TCS in Swiss WWTPs. They could 
show that 79% of TCS was biologically degraded whereas 15% was removed with the 
excess sludge. 6% of the TCS entering the plant could be measured in the effluent and 
entered the receiving surface water at a concentration of 42 ng L-1 (Singer et al., 2002). In 
general the residual amounts of TCS in wastewater effluents can be measured in 
concentrations of 23 ng L-1 up to 5.4 µg L-1 (EC, 2010; Kumar et al., 2010). TCS exhibits 
significant persistence and partitioning in sewage sludge or biosolids. Therefore about 50 ± 
19 % of the incoming mass persists and remains in biosolids (Chalew and Halden, 2009), 
which leads to concentrations in the range of higher µg kg-1 to mg kg-1 DW (Chalew and 
Halden, 2009; EC, 2010). Due to the discharge of WWTP effluents into surface waters and 
the land application of biosolids, TCS and many other biocides enter the environment.  
 
For investigations on the environmental fate the physico-chemical properties of a 
substance are crucial. Physical and chemical properties of TCS which is classified as 
halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon with functional moieties representative of phenols, 
diphenyl ethers, and polychlorinated biphenyls (Ahn et al., 2008) are given in Table 1. 
  17 
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Table 1: Physical and chemical properties of TCS (data from Dann and 
Hontela (2011) and U.S.FDA (2008)) 
Molecular formular C12H7Cl3O2 
Molecular weight 289.55 g/Mol 
Physical state White to off-white crystalline powder 
Odor barely detectable aromatic odor 
Boiling point 280-290 °C 
Melting point 55-57 °C 
Vapor Pressure 7x10-4 Pa at 25 °C  
Water solubility 10 mg L-1 
0.1 N NaOH: 23.5 g L-1 
Solubility in solvents 
ethanol, acetone: highly soluble 
Stability thermal stable 
Log Kow 4.76 
pKa 8.1 
 
Although TCS is hydrolytically stable, it can be removed in the environment by a 
combination of microbial degradation, photodegradation, and adsorption (Nakada et al., 
2008). Bioaccumulation and transformation is affected mainly by environmental 
conditions, like the pH value. The pH of surface water, usually in the range of 7-9, is 
overlapping with the acid dissociation constant (pKa) of TCS, which is 8.1 (Tixier et al., 
2002). At pH values above the pKa TCS occurs in the dissociated form. The sorption to 
organic matter of the dissociated form of TCS is low (Lindstrom et al., 2002). Also the 
photolysis rate is pH dependent due to different UV absorbance spectra of the dissociated 
form in comparison to non-dissociated TCS. Therefore dissociated TCS is photolyzed 
several orders of magnitude faster than the non-dissociated form (Lindstrom et al., 2002). 
Accordingly the calculated half-lives vary from 2 to 2000 days, depending on pH, latitude 
and time of year (Tixier et al., 2002). 
The solubility or Kow–value are used as parameters to evaluate the persistence of 
chemicals or the potential to bioaccumulate in the environment. The water solubility 
indicates the occurrence in the aquatic environment. The log Kow is used to evaluate if 
substances have the potential to bioaccumulate. High log Kow-values above 4 are regarded 
as indicator that a substance may tend to bioaccumulate. Low Kow-values indicate 
environmental mobility which is typically for pesticides which are fairly hydrophilic 
(Stuart et al., 2012). TCS (log Kow = 4.76) has a high potential of bioaccumulation to 
18 
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organics which becomes evident in the high measured concentrations in biosolids 
(McClellan and Halden, 2010).  
In summary it could be seen that the high amounts of TCS entering the WWTPs are 
removed to a great extent; however, the treatment technologies are not able to remove all 
of the substance. The entering and dispersion of TCS leads to a ubiquitous presence of 
TCS worldwide (von der Ohe et al., 2012). The removal of TCS in the environment is 
strongly dependent on changes in the suspended solid concentration and especially the pH 
value which influences the dissociation of TCS and therefore the overall removal rate 
(Sabaliunas et al., 2003). Nevertheless TCS is an environmentally relevant substance with 
average concentrations of 0.45 µg L-1 in surface waters in Saxony (von der Ohe et al., 
2012). 
 
4 Mode of action of TCS in bacteria 
The mode of action (MoA) comprises all physiological and behavioural signs that 
characterise a type of adverse biological response (Escher and Hermens, 2002). In contrast, 
the mechanism of action is a detailed understanding of biochemical interactions that result 
in toxicity (ECETOC, 2007; Walker et al., 2003).  
TCS is an antimicrobial agent, effective against various types of gram-positive and 
gram-negative bacteria, some fungi and viruses (Schweizer, 2001). The question about the 
MoA of TCS was answered first in 1998. Mc Murry et al. (1998) could show that TCS 
blocks the lipid synthesis in Escherichia coli by inhibiting the FabI enzyme and that 
mutations in the fabI gene (which encodes enoyl reductase, involved in fatty acid 
synthesis) leads to a TCS resistance. The bacterial FabI, trans-2-enoyl-ACP reductase is 
an important regulatory step of fatty acid synthesis (FAS), since it is a key enzyme which 
catalyzes the NADH-dependent reduction of α,β-unsaturated fatty acids bound to the acyl-
carrier protein which is the terminal reaction in the fatty acid elongation cycle (Levy et al., 
1999; Stewart et al., 1999). TCS acts site-specific by mimicking the enzyme´s natural 
substrate (Levy et al., 1999). The inhibition of fatty acid synthetic enzymes like FabI by 
antibacterial agents like TCS leads to the inhibition of bacterial growth (Campbell and 
Cronan, 2001). If FabI activity is inhibited after TCS treatment FAS and consequently lipid 
synthesis as well as acetate incorporation is inhibited as well (McMurry et al., 1998). 
Analogously the inhibition of InhA, the enoyl-acyl carrier protein reductase from 
Mycobacteria like M. smegmatis and M. tuberculosis, by TCS was shown by McMurry et 
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al. (1999) and Parikh et al. (2000). Chemical agents targeting the pathway of fatty acid 
biosynthesis are attractive for the development of and the use in antimicrobial agents. 
However, TCS is not active against all bacteria. For example Pseudomonas aeruginosa is 
resistant against TCS because it contains a second, TCS resistant enoyl reductase, the 
FabK protein (Heath and Rock, 2000). As FabK is not a target for TCS the essential step in 
the bacterial fatty-acid synthesis is not inhibited. It was shown that the minimum inhibitory 
concentration (MIC) was four orders of magnitude higher for the TCS-sensitive E. coli, 
when FabK was transformed into an E. coli strain (Heath and Rock, 2000).  
Before this MoA was published in 1998 it was assumed that TCS has only a 
membranotrophic MoA (Regös et al., 1979), were at low concentrations an interference 
with bacterial nutrient uptake and at high concentrations a leakage of intracellular 
components was observed. Villalain et al. (2001) showed that the antibacterial effects of 
TCS are partially affected by membranotrophic effects which result in destabilised 
structures and influences on the functional integrity of cell membranes. TCS is effective in 
low concentrations against gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria as well as yeast and 
mold species (Bhargava and Leonard, 1996). The study of Escalada et al. (2005) showed 
that at high concentrations TCS is rapid-acting and affects all phases of bacterial 
population growth.  
MIC-values for TCS vary considerable between 10 to 30,000 µg L-1 (Bhargava and 
Leonard, 1996; Ciba Specialty Chemicals, 2001a; von der Ohe et al., 2005). Some bacteria 
which are resistant to broad-spectrum antibiotics were also affected by TCS (Imokawa et 
al., 1982). This may be caused by the specific MoA of TCS. 
In general the MoA of TCS in bacteria is well examined. The existence of the FabI 
gene makes the organism susceptible for TCS. However the existence of FabK instead or 
additional to FabI in some bacteria lead to TCS-resistance. The MoA in other organisms 
apart from bacteria has not been examined in detail until now.  
 
5 Effects of TCS on aquatic organisms 
 Harada et al. (2008) investigated the acute toxicity of different PPCPs by several 
bioassays to bacteria, algae, crustaceans, amphibians and protozoa and revealed effects in 
the order of mg L-1 in selected bioassays. In this range only TCS affected all aquatic 
organisms. Algae were the most sensitive organisms as determined by half-maximal effect 
concentration (EC50) for various indicators of toxicity (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata, 
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EC50: 12 µg L-1, 96 h, growth) followed by protozoa (Tetrahymena pyriformis, EC50: 210 
µg L-1, 96 h, growth), crustaceans (Daphnia magna, EC50: 260 µg L-1, 48 h, mobility), 
bacteria (Vibrio fisheri, EC50: 520 µg L-1, 15 min, bioluminescence), and amphibians 
(Xenopus laevis, EC50: 820 µg L-1, 96 h, mortality). These results are consistent with 
former findings of Orvos et al. (2002). They also determined the toxicity of TCS to fish, 
which is in the range of 260 to 370 µ g L-1, corresponding to other studies conducted with 
fish (Oliveira et al., 2009). Orvos et al. (2002) determined algae to be the most susceptible 
organisms with EC50-values for observed changes in biomass in 96 h tests in the lower µg 
L-1 range (1.4 µg L-1), which was consistent with the study of DeLorenzo and Fleming 
(2008) (3.5 µg L-1). Yang et al. (2008) classified TCS as the most toxic antibacterial 
compound out of the 12 tested antibacterial agents for the freshwater green algae P. 
subcapitata. The IC50 value (growth inhibition) was 0.53 µg L-1. Coogan et al. (2007) 
investigated the bioaccumulation potential of TCS in algae. As algae have high lipid 
concentrations, there is a high potential to incorporate hydrophobic substances. Coogan et 
al. (2007) showed bioaccumulation factors between 900 and 2100 for TCS, therefore an 
impact on higher trophic levels cannot be excluded.  
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Figure 2: Species sensitivity distribution for TCS based on the U.S.EPA ECOTOX data base V.4.0 
conducted for algae, fish, crustaceans, and Lemnoideae. EC50 values were used as effect data. Striped 
lines show the 95% prediction interval.  
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Figure 2 shows a species sensitivity distribution (SSD) for TCS. In general SSDs 
model the variation in sensitivity of species of different taxonomic groups to a particular 
stressor (Posthuma et al., 2002). Therefore single-species toxicity data is used to determine 
a range of toxicant sensitivity and to determine a chemical concentration protective of most 
species in the environment (Wheeler et al., 2002). Toxicity data for TCS was collected 
from the ECOTOX v.4.0 database provided from U.S. EPA 
(http://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/index.html, data query: February 2011; U.S.Environmental 
Protection Agency, 2007). The taxonomic groups (amphibians, fish, crustaceans, other 
invertebrates, algae, flowering plants & ferns) were selected with the advanced database 
query. Endpoints which give the half-maximal effect (EC50, LC50 or IC50 in µg L-1) were 
selected. Toxicity tests from laboratory studies were selected conducted in fresh water and 
all possible exposure types (e.g. flow-through, static, lotic, lentic…) were chosen. The 
logarithm of the EC50 data was averaged for each species (geometric mean), ranked, and a 
cumulative plot of logarithmically transformed data against the rank assigned percentiles 
was constructed. This procedure was performed with the CADDIS's SSD Generator 
(http://www.epa.gov/caddis/da_software_ssdmacro.html; U.S.Environmental Protection 
Agency, 2010). This tool fits the most commonly applied distribution, the log-probit, to the 
toxicity data. 
According to these selection criteria 40 data points in the ECOTOX data base were 
available for 15 species. The sensitivity was in the range of three orders of magnitude (0.97 
to 1370 µg L-1) with highest sensitivity for cyanobacteria (Anabaena flosaquae) and 
chlorophytes (e.g. Scenedesmus subspicatus). The range of sensitivity was very small for 
crustaceans (Ceriodaphnia dubia and D. magna) with less than one order of magnitude 
(EC50-values between 115 to 410 µg L-1). Toxicity data for five different species of fish 
were available. The range of sensitivity was small. The EC50-values vary between 220 – 
602 µg L-1. A similar sensitivity range could also be observed for crustaceans. The 
sensitivity for lemnoideae (Lemna minor) varied between 23.3 µg L-1 to 7.9 mg L-1 (2.5 
orders of magnitude). The study with Lemna gibba indicated an EC50-value (62.5 µg L-1) 
in between this range (Orvos et al., 2002). The less sensitive species in this SSD was L. 
minor, however this high value in the SSD (mean EC50-value at different exposure times) 
for Lemna arose from a study of Küster et al. (2007), where very high sensitivity values 
were observed at short exposure durations, not comparable to the standard growth test 
(ISO/DIS 20079). The sensitivity range for chlorophytes was small with EC50-values of 
0.53 to 4.7 µg L-1 (raw data) and mean EC50-values of 1.4 µg L-1 for S. subspicatus and 2.2 
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µg L-1 for P. subcapitata. The algae with the lowest sensitivity displayed in the SSD is the 
desmidiacean unicellular Closterium ehrenbergii (EC50-value = 620 µg L-1). In the study of 
Ciniglia et al. (2005) the asexual reproduction of C. ehrenbergii was determined with the 
growth inhibition test (GI test) by counting the cell numbers after five days. The observed 
EC50-value of 620 µg L-1 was more than two orders of magnitude higher than for the other 
chlorophytes. The authors ascribed these high differences in species sensitivity due to 
different size of these algae. Kent and Currie (1995) stated that smaller unicellular 
phytoplankton is more sensitive than larger cells. Therefore the surface/volume ratio may 
be a good predictor of differential sensitivity. As the surface/volume ratio of C. 
ehrenbergii is four times higher than that of P. subcapitata (Kent and Currie, 1995) a 
lower sensitivity is expected for C. ehrenbergii (Ciniglia et al., 2005). The variation within 
the group of diatoms was smaller with 19.1 µg L-1 for Navicula pelliculosa and 66 µg L-1 
for Skeletonema costatum. A sensitivity rank for algae resulted in the order cyanobacteria < 
chlorophytes < diatoms with varying sensitivities across three orders of magnitude. For 
aquatic organisms in general the rank is as followed algae < crustaceans = fish. 
The SSD of TCS was fitted with a log-probit distribution. The fit does not describe 
the data very well (R² = 0.86). The data display two distributions, one between 60 – 1000 
µg L-1 including fish and crustaceans and one in the lower µg L-1-range where algae and L. 
gibba are depicted. This is similar to SSDs for specific acting compounds, where target 
organisms are affected in the lower µgL-1 range and non-target organisms show toxicities 
several orders of magnitude above. These different distributions at different concentration 
ranges are a hint that different MoAs can be expected for TCS.  
In general acute toxicity data exist for a variety of aquatic species and spread over 
three orders of magnitude. This high variation in sensitivity indicates that different MoA 
for different classes of aquatic organisms can be assumed. Especially for the group of algae 
sensitivity differences over three orders of magnitude exist.  
 
6 Studies on effects of TCS in aquatic communities 
Besides measuring mainly acute effects in single species tests also studies are 
essential focusing on chronic effects, interactions between species and therefore on the 
environmental relevance of PPCPs. Studying the impact on ecosystems and on the 
biological communities inhabiting these ecosystems are of essential importance. With the 
help of biofilm communities effects on structure and function can be observed with 
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different endpoints (e.g. photosynthesis, biomass, community composition, or due to the 
objective of the studies more specific endpoints like catalase activity or thymidine 
incorporation), at different time scales (short term vs. long term exposure) and for different 
test systems (flow-through systems or (semi-) static systems) in a more simplified way in 
the laboratory or under environmentally realistic conditions in the field. There are many 
studies on biofilm communities describing the influence of herbicides (McClellan et al., 
2008; Pesce et al., 2010; Ricart et al., 2009; Schmitt-Jansen and Altenburger, 2005), metals 
(Barranguet et al., 2000; Duong et al., 2008; Paulsson et al., 2000; Thi et al., 2010) or 
pharmaceuticals (Bonnineau et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2005; Yergeau et al., 2010). 
Only a handful studies investigated the effects of TCS on microalgae communities 
(Lawrence et al., 2009; Ricart et al., 2010; White et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2003). White 
et al. (2005) evaluated the growth inhibiting effects of TCS on periphytic communities, 
colonizing on artificial substrate in dependence on different amounts of nutrients using a 
passive diffusion periphytometer. After one week they found a stimulating effect on algal 
growth due to the addition of nutrients but an inhibition of algal growth with increasing 
concentrations of TCS. Wilson et al. (2003) examined the effect of three antimicrobials 
including TCS on the succession of natural freshwater planktonic algal communities. They 
showed that the investigated compounds influenced the structure and function of algae 
assemblages. TCS mainly affected chlorophytes in natural freshwater assemblages and led 
to a consistent reduction of algal genus diversity over two weeks of exposure (Wilson et 
al., 2003). Lawrence et al. (2009) studied the effects of TCS on riverine biofilms over eight 
weeks of exposure. At a concentration of 10 µg L-1 TCS effects on microbial community 
composition, algal biomass, architecture, and activity were observed. They found a shift 
from an autotrophic towards a more heterotrophic dominated community (Lawrence et al., 
2009). Also Ricart et al. (2010) investigated the effect of TCS on riverine biofilms after a 
short-term exposure (48 h). The effects on target (bacteria) and non-target organisms 
(algae) were observed separately. They showed that in an established biofilm TCS affected 
both compartments, but a higher toxicity was observed for bacteria than for algae.  
In general studies on the effect of TCS on natural biofilm communities are scarce 
and long-term experiments are difficult to implement due to the physicochemical 
properties of TCS. For an environmentally relevant consideration both the autotrophic and 
the heterotrophic fraction of the biofilm have to be examined. Furthermore indirect effects 
have to be considered as bacteria and algae co-occur and interact in the biofilm. A direct 
effect on bacteria e.g. by a bactericide could lead to indirect effects on non-target 
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organisms. In general a positive correlation exists between the primary production of 
phytoplankton and bacterial abundance (Cole, 1982; Rier and Stevenson, 2001).  
 
7 Scope and aim of this work 
TCS shows a ubiquitous present in the aquatic environment. Effects on non-target 
organisms are reported however the MoA is not well examined for those organisms. In 
some cases non-target organisms (algae) are even more affected than the target-organisms 
(bacteria). Therefore this thesis aims to investigate effects of the antibacterial compound 
TCS on non-target phototrophic aquatic organisms at different levels of biological 
complexity. Effects of TCS on different algae classes were investigated by conducting 
single species tests (chapter A). Thereby also time dependent effects were evaluated to 
exclude the influence of the generation time for different algae species. Possible reasons 
for the detected high species sensitivity difference between the investigated algae species 
are discussed. 
Chapter B investigates if different MoA are the reason for the observed species 
sensitivity differences. Therefore different approaches were used. Firstly publicly available 
QSARs were applied and the TR-concept was used to quantify excess toxicity. For diatoms 
no QSARs are available therefore a relationship between the toxicity and the lipophilicity 
of chlorophenols with an uncoupling MoA was established, which could be used for MoA 
predictions. Secondly a flow chart for the classification of physiological MoA established 
by Neuwöhner et al. (2008) was used, where additional endpoints were investigated to gain 
a more detailed explanation about possible MoA-mechanisms in chlorophytes.  
To investigate the impact of sensitivity differences on complex aquatic 
communities and to detect effects across levels of biological organization, a mesocosm 
study was performed (chapter C). Beside changes in the community composition which 
already provide insight into structural changes and therefore on affected species under 
consideration of species interaction also functional aspects have been considered. 
Therefore natural communities were brought into the lab by using river water and a natural 
inoculum. During the cultivation phase the biofilm grew on an artificial substrate (glass 
beads). The established biofilms were then exposed to TCS in different concentrations over 
a period of 10 days. Adverse effects of TCS on structure (biomass) and function 
(photosynthetic activity, sediment stability) were investigated for bacteria and algae. 
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Furthermore interactions between the autotrophic and the heterotrophic fraction of the 
biofilm were considered.  
The general aim of this thesis was to evaluate the phytotoxicity of TCS in the aquatic 
environment in systems of different biological complexity. The causal analysis of 
sensitivity differences of microalgae was the main focus of this work.  
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Abstract 
Differential sensitivities of microalgae to triclosan (TCS) have been reported, 
which may have significant implications for environmental risk assessment of this widely-
used biocide. Therefore, the aim of this study was to derive a mechanistic understanding of 
varying microalgal sensitivity to this substance.  
The toxicity of TCS was evaluated to microalgal systems varying in biological 
complexity and systematic position (a synchronized culture of the chlorophyte S. 
vacuoloatus, a diatom N. palea cultivated in suspension as well as attached to surfaces and 
periphyton communities). The results revealed (1) differences in sensitivity of the selected 
microalgal systems of three orders of magnitude and (2) highest sensitivity of the 
chlorophyte to TCS in the range of environmental concentrations. To investigate algal 
sensitivity to TCS in more detail, bioavailability was considered by investigating 
suspended and attached living algae. Differences in the generation time (in comparison to 
test duration) of the species were addressed by evaluating and modelling concentration-
time-effect relationships. However, varying sensitivities of the selected microalgal systems 
remained unexplained. Comparison of species-specific toxic responses to calculated effect 
concentrations, derived from quantitative relationships for narcosis and uncoupling mode-
of-action, leads us to the conclusion that TCS may address multiple target sites in different 
microalgal species.  
 
Keywords: chlorophyll fluorescence, concentration-time-response model, periphyton, 
pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs), toxicity assessment, uncoupler 
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1 Introduction 
Triclosan (TCS, 5-chloro-2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol) is widely used as a 
broad-spectrum bactericide in pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs). It has 
been used as an ingredient in hand-disinfecting soaps, deodorants, household cleaners, 
dental hygiene products and textiles for over 30 years (Singer et al., 2002). The widespread 
use of TCS becomes apparent in wastewater treatment plants (WWTP). In the UK 
concentrations of up to 21.9 µg L-1 were measured in the influent of WWTPs (Reiss et al., 
2002; Sabaliunas et al., 2003). Elimination processes such as biodegradation, 
phototransformation, sorption or sedimentation can remove up to 96% of TCS in WWTPs 
(Guang-Guo and Kookana, 2007; Lindstrom et al., 2002; Reiss et al., 2002; Singer et al., 
2002). Nevertheless, the residual amount of TCS in wastewater effluents resulted in 
surface water concentrations of 1.4 to 90 ng L-1 (Lindström et al., 2002; Singer et al., 2002; 
Tixier et al., 2002) or even up to 2.3 µg L-1 in U.S. streams (Kolpin et al., 2002).  
TCS is effective against a wide range of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria 
as well as yeast and mold species at low concentrations. MIC-values (minimum inhibitory 
concentration) of TCS for different bacteria stains generally range between 10 and 3000 µg 
L-1 (Bhargava and Leonard, 1996). Several studies investigated the toxicity of TCS on 
higher aquatic organisms (Canesi et al., 2007; DeLorenzo et al., 2008b; Ishibashi et al., 
2004; Orvos et al., 2002; Tatarazako et al., 2004) with EC50-values for crustaceans 
(Daphnia magna mortality 390 µg L-1, Ceriodaphnia dubia survival and reproduction 240 
µg L-1, 48 h), fish (mortality 260 – 370 µg L-1, 96 h), higher plants (Lemna gibba growth 
inhibition > 62.5 µg L-1, 7 d), and five microalgae species (growth inhibition 0.7 to > 66 µg 
L-1, 96 h). The microalga Selenastrum capricornutum (EC50 4.7 µg L-1, growth inhibition) 
was reported to be 30-fold more sensitive to TCS than the bacterium Vibrio fisheri (EC50 
150 µg L-1, bioluminescence inhibition) (Tatarazako et al., 2004). In conclusion, 
microalgae were the most sensitive organisms to TCS but significant differences in 
sensitivity in the range of two orders of magnitude were found between algae (Orvos et al., 
2002), giving rise to the question for the reason of these findings.  
A first explanation might be sought in the physico-chemical properties of TCS. 
TCS has a pKa value of 8.1, which is in the range of surface waters, respectively the test 
medium. Therefore, the pH-regime during exposure, which may change during primary 
production of autotrophic organisms as a result of carbon consumption, may result in 
different extent of ionization of TCS. Photodegradation during exposure of autotrophic 
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organisms may also be a relevant process as photodegradation of TCS in its dissociated 
form is reported to be very fast (Lindström et al., 2002; Tixier et al., 2002). Therefore, 
comparable exposure conditions are essential for comparative sensitivity studies in 
different phytoassays.   
Significant differences in sensitivity may result from varying bioavailability of the 
compound, e.g. for different life forms of algae. Bioavailability may be lower in biofilm-
associated cells than for suspended cells because of the presence of extracellular polymeric 
substances (EPS) that may reduce diffusion, as has been reported for bacterial biofilms 
exposed to TCS (Tabak et al., 2007). This may be even more pronounced for periphyton as 
has been shown for inorganic toxicants, with a negative correlation between toxicity and 
algal biomass (Guasch et al., 2003).  
While acute and chronic effects are differentiated in aquatic toxicity, the ratio 
between exposure duration and generation time often remains unclear. For organisms with 
generation cycles in the range of days, such as microalgae, standard exposure durations of 
24-72 h could result in acute or chronic effects, respectively. As the duration of a full 
reproduction cycle varies significantly between different algae, the influence of exposure 
time in relation to generation time needs to be considered in comparative studies. 
Therefore, acute effects are defined as effects resulting from experiments lasting shorter 
than one reproduction cycle and chronic effects from experiments that last longer than one 
reproduction cycle. 
Moreover, different modes of action (MoA) of TCS have been reported for bacteria, 
where TCS has been described to block the lipid synthesis by inhibiting the enzyme enoyl-
acyl carrier protein reductase (FabI) (Levy et al., 1999; McMurry et al., 1998) and to 
destabilise the cell membrane (Villalain et al., 2001), causing structural perturbations with 
resultant loss of permeability-barrier functions (Phan and Marquis, 2006). A specific MoA 
in algae has not been reported, so far.  
Based on the above considerations, several possible factors were identified to 
account for the remarkable differential sensitivities of microalgae to TCS. Therefore, the 
focus of this study was to clarify whether life form, generation time or taxonomic position 
of microalgae determines the sensitivity of microalgae to TCS. An experimental design 
suitable for a variety of microalgal systems was developed, to exclude the influence of 
physico-chemical conversion of TCS and to enable measurements of the same observation 
parameter (inhibition of photosynthesis). The effect of TCS was investigated for the 
unicellular chlorophyte Scenedesmus vacuolatus, the diatom Nitzschia palea and for 
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periphyton communities under comparable exposure conditions. Different life forms were 
addressed by growing N. palea in suspension and attached on surfaces. Furthermore, a 
community assay was included to link monospecies-based results to effects in systems of 
higher biological complexity. Finally, the relevance of exposure time in relation to 
generation time was addressed by observing and modelling acute and chronic effects. 
 
2 Material & Methods   
2.1 Cultivation of test organisms 
A synchronized culture of the unicellular chlorophyte S. vacuolatus (strain 211-15 
SAG, Göttingen, Germany) was grown photoautotrophically. The composition of the 
inorganic, sterilized and buffered test medium and the conditions of the cultivation were 
described by Altenburger et al. (2004). The cells were synchronized by a light/dark cycle 
of 14/10 h and a periodic dilution to the standard cell density of 1x106 cells mL-1 at the 
beginning of the light phase (Altenburger et al., 2004). 
N. palea (strain unknown) was obtained from the association of the Wahnbach-
Talsperrenverband (Siegburg, Germany). The suspended culture was cultivated in flasks in 
a climate chamber at 20 ± 2 °C under continuous light with a light intensity of 130 µmol 
photons m-2 s-1 and was grown in a sterile Bacillariophycean medium (Schlösser, 1994). 
This diatom species was used for experiments to compare the toxicity to suspended as well 
as attached living algae. For testing biofilms, the cells were transferred into 24 well-plates 
with glass discs (diameter 1.5 cm) as a substrate. The cells were allowed to settle and to 
grow on discs for one day. The cultivation conditions adjusted for the suspended culture 
were also used for the biofilm establishment. 
Periphyton was grown in 20-L aquaria. The water was taken from the Mulde River, 
Germany and replaced weekly to ensure a constant inoculation of algal cells and to avoid 
nutrient depletion. Algae colonised the glass discs (diameter 1.5 cm), which were arranged 
vertically in Plexiglas holders in the aquaria. The cultivation conditions are described in 
detail in Schmitt-Jansen and Altenburger (2005). The biofilms were grown for at least two 
weeks. Physicochemical parameters (pH value, oxygen content, soluble ion concentration) 
were measured in the fresh river water and before renewing the water after one week. The 
pH in fresh river water was in average 7.7 and increased up to 9.5 during a week. Oxygen 
content ranged from 6.0 mg L-1 to 18.8 mg L-1. The mean conductivity was 466 µS cm-1 
and ranged from 269 µS cm-1 to 757 µS cm-1. 
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2.2 Standardised test design for suspended and attached microalgae  
To determine acute and chronic effects of TCS on suspended and attached 
microalgae, a standardised protocol was developed to avoid differences in responses 
caused by different testing conditions. The standard test vessels (Pyrex culture tubes, QVF 
Glastechnik GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany) were altered to hold the biofilm glass discs in a 
vertical position, so the same test vessels could be used for experiments with algae in 
suspension and with biofilms. Magnetic bars were applied for stirring the medium, to 
homogenise algal suspension and to reduce boundary layer effects. The studies were 
conducted at 28 ± 0.5 °C in a water bath. The pH value during the test period was adjusted 
below the pKa value of 8.1 to pH 7 or below, to minimize physico-chemical conversion of 
TCS, and was stabilised over the test period using buffered media. The buffer and the pH 
had to be optimized for each system. Toxicity experiments were conducted using simulated 
sunlight provided by a halogen lamp (SOL500, Dr. Hoenle, Munich, Germany). To prevent 
photodegradation of TCS, the UV-part of the spectrum (< 400 nm) was filtered with an 
UV-filter (clear-SR, WIPA-Technik, Tettnang, Germany). For N. palea a different filter 
(Opalfilm, silver, Haverkamp, Münster, Germany) was used to eliminate UV as well as to 
reduce light intensity to 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1, which was in the range of cultivation 
conditions and optimal light conditions for N. palea (von Denffer, 1949).  
TCS (CAS RN: 3380-34-5, purity 99.8%, Calibochem, Switzerland) was dissolved 
in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, CAS RN: 67-68-5, Merck, Germany). Controls and solvent 
controls were prepared for each experiment. The used amount of 1‰ DMSO in the final 
test solution had no effect on the results (data not shown). The diluting series for TCS were 
adjusted to the sensitivity of the tested algae system. Detailed information about testing 
conditions is provided in supplementary data (Table S1). 
2.3 Measurements of community structure and biomass  
Algal classes of periphyton communities were distinguished by a multi-wavelength 
pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM)-fluorometer, using a Phyto-PAM (Fa. Walz, Effeltrich, 
Germany) as described by Schmitt-Jansen and Altenburger (2008). 
Because there is a good correlation between the minimal fluorescence yield F0 and 
the chlorophyll content (Jakob et al., 2005; Schmitt-Jansen and Altenburger, 2008), 
fluorescence measurements were also used for biomass determination.  
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2.4 Measurements of cell density and fluorescence quenching 
analyses  
Cell densities of S. vacuolatus were measured using a cell analyser system (TTC, 
Schärfe System GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) as described by Altenburger et al. (2004).  
Effects on photosynthesis were quantified by measuring the maximum quantum 
yield using PAM-fluorometry. The PAM-measuring principle and the saturation pulse 
method were described in Schreiber et al. (1986) and Schreiber (1996). Different algae 
systems require different configurations of PAM-fluorometers (Fa. Walz, Effeltrich, 
Germany). For very thin suspensions of S. vacuolatus (algal density of at least 7.5x105 
cells mL-1) the fluorescence measurements were conducted using the WATER-PAM 
chlorophyll fluorometer. The chlorophyll fluorescence of N. palea biofilms for acute 
effects was recorded with the Phyto-PAM fluorometer. The MAXI-Imaging-PAM 
fluorometer was used for all other experiments. 
2.5 Concentration-response relationships and concentration-time-
effect models  
Concentration-response relationships were evaluated using a log-logistic model  
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where E is the effect, Θ1 – Θ5 are estimated parameters, c denotes the concentration in µg 
L-1 and t denotes the time in hours. 
3 Results 
Effects of TCS exposure were investigated for different microalgal systems with 
different life forms and different cumulative exposure times, but otherwise similar 
exposure conditions. There were major differences in the inhibition of the photosynthetic 
yield of the selected microalgal systems after 24 h of exposure (Figure 1A). The EC50 
values span three orders of magnitude from 3.7 µg L-1 for the chlorophyte suspension to 
900 µg L-1 for periphyton communities. The EC50 of the inhibition of reproduction of S. 
vacuolatus was about 1.9 µg L-1 (Figure 1A), so the effect of TCS on the chlorophyte for 
both observation parameters (photosynthesis and reproduction) was in the lower µg L-1 
range. The slopes of the concentration-response curves were similar for the single species 
response to TCS exposure, with an increase of the effect from 50% to 75% inhibition for a 
1.4 fold concentration increase. However, for periphyton the same effect enhancement 
required a 3.3 fold concentration increase. The parameter estimates of the concentration-
response relationships are documented in supplementary data (Table S4).  
To study the influence of different life forms, the effects of TCS on photosynthesis 
of suspended and attached-living N. palea were determined. There were no relevant 
differences in sensitivity of both life forms after 24 h of exposure (suspension 390 µg L-1, 
biofilm 430 µg L-1; Figure 1A). Even for longer exposure times of up to 48 h, the EC50 
values were in the same range for both life forms (300 – 400 µg L-1; Figure 2). 
To investigate whether the response of semi-naturally grown periphyton to known 
seasonal variations (e.g. species composition or nutrients in the water) prejudice the effect 
parameters, periphyton of different age and different algal classes composition were used. 
Diatoms dominated 14 day old periphyton (58%). These young biofilms were very thin and 
composed of a single layer of cells. The diatom fraction decreased with age, while the 
amount of chlorophytes increased (Table S2 in supplementary data). Although we can 
distinguish between very thin, young, diatom-dominated periphyton and thicker, mature, 
chlorophyte-dominated periphyton, we observed no differences in the sensitivity to TCS 
(Figure 1B). The EC50 values for periphyton communities of different age ranged from 0.9 
to 1.1 mg L-1 and were thus considered to be highly reproducible for these semi-natural 
assemblages. Although differences in algal classes did not result in differences in 
sensitivity, it is remarkable that differences between single species investigations of 
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chlorophytes and diatoms amounted to two orders of magnitude (Figure 1A). To examine 
the underlying causes for the observed high differences in sensitivity, further investigations 
focussed on single species.  
 
 
Figure 1: Concentration-response data and model for effects of 24 h exposure to TCS (A) for inhibition 
of photosynthesis of different microalgal systems (S. vacuolatus: ■ solid line, N. palea suspension: Δ 
dotted line, N. palea biofilm: 5 solid line, periphyton communities: ○ dotted line) as well as inhibition of 
reproduction of S. vacuolatus (□ dotted line) and (B) for inhibition of photosynthesis for periphyton 
communities of different age (14 days: ■ dotted line; 25 days: ○ dashed line, 40 days: ▲ solid line). The 
controls of 14-day old periphyton were plotted (□).  
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To examine the influence of exposure duration in relation to generation time, 
concentration-time-response-relationships were evaluated and modelled. For the 
synchronized culture of S. vacuolatus, a 24 h exposure time represents one generation 
cycle corresponding to chronic effects. To evaluate acute effects, photosynthesis of S. 
vacuolatus was measured between one and 17 h at different time points. The EC50 after one 
hour of exposure was two and a half orders of magnitude higher than the EC50 for 
photosynthesis after one reproduction cycle (Figure 2A). EC50 values decreased notably 
with time. After six hours of cumulative exposure, an EC50 of 4.1 µg L-1 was achieved and 
remained more or less constant. Rather than fitting independent concentration-effect 
models for the different cumulative exposure times resulting in high parameter numbers to 
estimate, global fitting of parameters and replacement of individual parameters by time 
functions were carried out using the SAS NLIN procedure (SAS, 1999) and using a 
modification of a generalized version of Haber’s rule as suggested by Altenburger et al. 
(2006). In a global concentration-time effect model as provided in equation 2, the 
concentration-time-effect relationship for S. vacuolatus yielded an EC50 estimate at infinite 
time (parameter Θ1) of 9.42 µg L-1, which indicates a high sensitivity of the photosynthetic 
activity of the chlorophyte to TCS. The estimated parameters of the model and their 
standard errors are shown in Table S3 in supplementary data.  
N. palea is an attached living diatom. For the described cultivation conditions, a 
duplication of cells takes two to four days. A 24-hours experiment should therefore detect 
acute effects. To produce a life form comparable to S. vacuolatus, the N. palea culture was 
stirred continuously to prevent the cells from attaching to surfaces. Because of these 
adverse conditions, the reproduction of the cells was delayed and could not be determined 
as a reliable endpoint. The reproduction time increased to seven to nine days and the 
stabilisation of the culture conditions was not sufficient over that period of time. Therefore, 
measurements with N. palea in suspension were carried out to a maximum exposure of 48 
h. First measurements between one and seven hours of exposure resulted in EC50 values 
between 122 and 146 µg L-1, which increased with time to about 400 µg L-1 after 24 and 48 
h, respectively. The steep decrease of EC50 values at very short exposure times, as it is 
distinctive for S. vacuolatus and N. palea biofilms, was maybe not captured, but the 
observed data indicates a decrease for shorter exposure times (Figure 2B, Table S7 in 
supplementary data). A 3 fold increase of the values between 7 and 24 h is similar to the 
data of S. vacuolatus where the increase is about 2 fold between 6 and 24 h. This could be 
related to recovery. 
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Figure 2: Dependence of median effects on cumulative exposure time arising from the concentration-
response curves for photosynthetic activity of (A) S. vacuolatus, (B) N. palea in suspension and (C) N. 
palea biofilms. For N. palea biofilms short-term (■) and long-term (▲) experiments are indicated. The 
global model estimates the EC50-values for S. vacuolatus and N. palea biofilms with the concentration-
time-effect model according to equation 2 (solid line).  
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The acute vs. chronic effect of TCS to N. palea biofilms showed a trend similar to 
S. vacuolatus cells in suspension. The short-term test lasted up to 24 h and was measured 
with a Phyto-PAM-fluorometer. The effect of longer exposure was detected with an 
Imaging-PAM-fluorometer, with up to three days of cumulated response. A clear decrease 
of the EC50 values of about one order of magnitude within the first 10 h was shown (Figure 
2C). Investigations up to an exposure time of 72 h show that the EC50 value remained 
constant between 300 to 400 µg L-1. On the basis of the concentration-response curves of 
the measured time points, the concentration-time-effect response was modelled using the 
global concentration-time-effect model (equation 2). The concentration-time-effect could 
be described with four parameters (Table S3 in supplementary data). The model fit was 
good and described the course of time-dependent EC50 values very well. The EC50 estimate 
at infinity (Θ1) was 324 µg L-1, which captured the observations very well. 
 
4 Discussion 
Experiments with the four algal systems showed differences in sensitivity of three 
orders of magnitude after 24 h of exposure to TCS, with EC50 values between 3.7 µg L-1 
for S. vacuolatus and 900 µg L-1 for periphyton communities based on photosynthesis 
inhibition. The most sensitive parameter observed was the reproduction of S. vacuolatus 
(EC50 = 1.9 µg L-1). Thus, TCS was found to be toxic for chlorophytes at observed 
environmental concentrations (DeLorenzo and Fleming, 2008a; Kolpin et al., 2002). 
Capdevielle et al. (2008) summarized chronic effect data of TCS in a species-sensitivity-
distribution by using no-observed-effect concentrations (NOECs) or various low effect 
concentrations (EC10 – 25 values) for 14 aquatic species, which ranged over three orders of 
magnitude between 0.53 µg L-1 for chlorophytes and 290 µg L-1 for fish. Orvos et al. 
(2002) found varying sensitivities for algae to TCS with largest differences in EC50 values 
between Scenedesmus subspicatus (0.7 µg L-1) and the diatom Skeletonema costatum (> 66 
µg L-1) in 72 h and 96 h growth inhibition tests, respectively. The growth inhibition test of 
Scenedesmus capricornutum revealed comparable EC50 values (4.7 µg L-1) to those 
described in our study (Tatarazako et al., 2004). MIC-values of TCS effects on different 
bacteria strains range mainly between 10 and 3000 µg L-1 (Bhargava and Leonard, 1996). 
This shows that TCS may be even more effective against algae than against the 
specifically-affected bacteria.  
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To identify reasons for the differential sensitivity of microalgae, the impact of the 
life form of both suspended and attached-living microalgae, as well as taxonomic position 
and generation time were considered in this study.  
 Tabak et al. (2007) compared the susceptibility of planktonic and biofilm-
associated Salmonella typhimurium to TCS. They showed that cells within a biofilm were 
substantially less affected by TCS than suspended cells after 60 min of exposure to TCS. 
The tolerance of cells in a biofilm was attributed to low diffusion through a protective 
layer of exopolysaccharide matrix (EPS). Because of its abilities of nutrient storage 
(Flemming and Wingender, 2001), high buffer capacity against changes in pH, salinity, ion 
concentration (Decho, 1990) or sorption of metals by negatively charged functional groups 
(Kaplan et al., 1987), EPS have been found to protect cells from harsh environmental 
conditions. The same effect was reported for periphyton communities. Because of the 
complex experimental setup when dealing with periphyton and complicated biological, 
chemical and structure-related aspects, Guasch et al. (2003) concluded that toxicity 
evaluation in biofilms should be based on longer exposure times to exclude the decreased 
diffusion by algal biomass. In our study, the two life forms of N. palea cells show 
significant differences after short-term exposure to TCS (Figure 2B, C), where biofilm-
associated diatoms were three times less affected than cells in suspension. However, when 
the test duration was extended to 48 h, both life forms showed similar responses to TCS 
exposure, indicating that steady state conditions were achieved. The contrasting time-
dependent course of EC50-values for both N. palea life forms (Figure 2B, C) may be 
explained with metabolic conversion or adaptation, since we can exclude a loss of the 
substance due to the optimized test system.  
In addition to single species biofilms, semi-naturally grown multispecies biofilms 
were investigated. In spite of different age, algal composition and biomass, they were less 
affected than single species cultures and showed very reproducible concentration-response 
characteristics in terms of median efficiencies and slope (Figure 1B). The consistently 
lower slopes of the periphyton may confirm the finding that bioavailability in biofilms is 
limited in comparison to suspended cultures. Wilson et al. (2003) investigated the 
succession of planktonic communities to determine the effect of PPCPs on natural 
freshwater algal assemblages. TCS caused significant shifts in suspended algal 
composition, with the chlorophyte proportion (e. g. Chlamydomonas and Sphaerocystis) 
decreasing at concentrations of at least 0.15 µg L-1. There was also a significant reduction 
of chroococcalian cyanobacteria at a concentration of 0.15 µg L-1. The fraction of the 
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diatom Synedra, however, increased at exposure concentrations of 0.015 µg L-1 TCS. The 
algal biomass as a functional parameter, however, was not altered by TCS at 
concentrations of 0.15 µg L-1. In conclusion, the results of these succession experiments 
are in accordance with our finding that diatoms are more tolerant to TCS compared to 
chlorophytes. However, differences in acute photosynthesis inhibition between very young 
diatom-dominated periphyton and mature chlorophyte-dominated periphyton were not 
found in our study. It can be concluded that interaction of competing species in 
communities during long-term observation, as surveyed during succession of 
phytoplankton by Wilson et al. (2003), may be a more sensitive parameter than acute 
effects in already established assemblages of different algal composition. Comparable 
findings were recently shown for PSII inhibitors (McClellan et al., 2008).  
Experiments with a ratio of exposure time to reproduction time of < 1 or ≥ 1, 
respectively, were conducted to distinguish between acute and chronic effects. The time 
dependent courses of EC50 values show that there can be significant differences in effect 
concentrations, which account for at least two orders of magnitude by comparison of short-
term to long-term experiments. For each organism tested, the EC50 values reached a stable 
effect level after a few hours within the first reproduction cycle. This demonstrated an 
influence of the exposure time on the sensitivity to TCS. However, final effect levels 
between the chlorophyte and the diatom species differed by three orders of magnitude.  
Differences in toxic responses between species may also derive from different MoA 
of substances addressing multiple target sites. For unspecific or baseline toxicity, 
Altenburger et al. (2004) developed a quantitative relationship for S. vacuolatus between 
baseline toxicity and the logKow, based on a series of alcohols. Applying this relationship 
to the lipophilic substance TCS (logKow = 4.8), an EC50 for baseline toxicity of 2.6 mg L-1 
was calculated. Being a chlorophenol, TCS is an ionogenic substance with a pKa value in 
the range of physiological pH values. Uncoupling of the oxidative phosphorylation was 
reported for these compounds (Terada, 1981). Here, again, for S. vacuolatus a quantitative 
relationship for an uncoupling MoA and logKow, based on a series of chlorophenols is 
available (Walter, 2002) and given by 
Log EC50 (mol L-1) = - 0.69 x logKow - 2.56 
Applying this equation results in an EC50 of 389 µg L-1 for TCS. This conforms very well 
to the half-maximal effect concentrations found for N. palea (390 - 430 µg L-1), which 
leads us to the conclusion that the relatively low sensitivity of the diatom may be attributed 
to baseline toxicity and uncoupling MoA. This finding is additionally supported by the 
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concentration-time-response-relationship of N. palea, where the effect values do not 
decrease below the calculated uncoupling EC50 values after longer exposure times. This 
MoA was reported for rat liver mitochondria (Newton et al., 2005).  
In Escherichia coli, TCS has been demonstrated to block the lipid synthesis by 
specifically inhibiting the enzyme enoyl-acyl carrier protein reductase (ENR) (Levy et al., 
1999; McMurry et al., 1998). In this case, TCS acts site-specifically by mimicking the 
enzymes natural substrate (Levy et al., 1999). Such an inhibition of the lipid synthesis by 
TCS was also identified in the protozoan Plasmodium falciparum and Toxoplasma gondii 
(McLeod et al., 2001). The existence of ENR in bacteria, fungi and higher plants is known 
(Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL - www.expasy.org/sprot) and therefore, the site-of-action for 
TCS may occur in algae as well. The verification of whether the high sensitivity of the 
chlorophyte results from the presence of ENR or the low sensitivity of the diatom N. palea 
results from the absence of this specific target enzyme remains future work. A correlation 
between species-specific structural differences of this enzyme and the binding affinities to 
TCS was reported (Pidugu et al., 2004), which also may potentially be relevant for 
differences in sensitivity of microalgal species. Additionally, the complete inhibition of 
fatty acid synthesis does not necessarily correlate with a bactericidal effect, indicating that 
there may be other important MoA which are involved in its lethal effects (Escalada et al., 
2005). Membranotrophic effects, resulting from interactions of TCS with phospholipids of 
cells have been reported (Villalain et al., 2001). Their effects were interpreted as secondary 
effects, resulting in destabilized membrane structures (Villalain et al., 2001).  
In summary, clear differences in algal sensitivity to TCS were found, but the 
consistent sensitivity pattern, reported in literature and found in this study, could not be 
attributed to the life form or the generation time of the microalgae tested. Remarkable 
accordance of the sensitivity of the diatom and a calculated uncoupling MoA was found. 
This leads us to the conclusion that TCS may address multiple target sites, to a different 
extent in the tested organisms. Comparable findings were reported for bacteria (Escalada et 
al., 2005; Phan and Marquis, 2006) and may likewise explain the observed differences in 
sensitivity of microalgae to TCS.  
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6 Supplementary data 
 
Materials and Methods 
Table S1: Testing conditions for the used suspended and attached microalgae systems 
Microalgae system Temperature (°C) 
pH value/ 
buffer 
Light intensity 
(µmol photons m-2 s-1); 
light/dark cycle (h) 
TCS 
concentration 
range  (µg L-1) 
S. vacuolatus  
(acute) 
400; 14/10 1.33 – 75 
(acute vs. chronic) 28 ± 0.5 
6.7 ± 0.2/ 
phosphate 
400; continuous light 0.47 – 3840 
N. palea 
suspension 28 ± 0.5 7.0 ± 0.2/ HEPES 100; continuous light 50 – 500 
N. palea biofilm  
(acute) 
47 – 2000 
(chronic) 28 ± 0.5 
7.0 ± 0.2/ 
HEPES 100; continuous light 
100 – 500 
periphyton 
communities 28 ± 0.5 6.3 ± 0.3/ phosphate 400; 14/10 270 – 17300 
 
Results 
Table S2: Composition of periphyton communities used for experiments with 24 h of exposure to 
TCS. Fractions of algae classes on total biomass in %, total biomass measured as relative 
fluorescence with a multi-wavelenght-PAM-fluorometer 
Age (days) Cyanophytes (%) Chlorophytes (%) Diatoms (%) Total biomass (r.u.)
14 13 29 58 0.31 
25 28 35 37 5.17 
40 15 55 30 4.49 
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Table S3: Estimated parameters for the concentration-time-effect model for S. vacuolatus and N. 
palea biofilms, the maximum inhibition (Θ3) for N. palea biofilms was fixed to 100% 
 S. vacuolatus N. palea biofilms 
Parameter Estimated value Standard error Estimated value Standard error 
Θ1 9.42 2.4016 323.5 10.6883 
Θ2 1130.5 372.4 982.2 96.3758 
Θ3 112.2 12.6329   
Θ4 2.9639 0.3079 1.098 0.1268 
Θ5 1.3436 0.2596 4.333 0.3169 
 
Parameters of concentration-response relationships for all data presented in the article 
Table S4: Parameters of concentration-response relationships of photosynthetic activity (p.a.) and 
reproduction (repr.) for different microalgae test systems after 24 h of exposure to TCS, (n.e. = could 
not be estimated), Θ1 corresponds to the EC50 value (µg L-1) and Θ2 to the slope of the function 
Test system Θ1 Standard deviation Θ2 r² 
S. vacuolatus/ (repr.) 1.85 0.04 4.12 0.99 
S. vacuolatus/ (p.a.) 3.68 0.09 3.20 0.99 
N. palea suspension/ (p.a.) 389.87 15.34 3.80 0.97 
N. palea biofilm/ (p.a.) 429.17 n.e. 20.81 0.98 
periphyton communities/ (p.a.) 899.85 90.27 0.93 0.98 
 
Table S5: Parameters of concentration-response relationships of photosynthetic activity of 
periphyton communities of different age after 24 h of exposure to TCS, Θ1 corresponds to the EC50 
value (µg L-1) and Θ2 to the slope of the function 
Age of periphyton (days) Θ1 Standard deviation Θ2 r² 
14 899.85 90.27 0.93 0.98 
25 912.11 44.71 1.55 0.99 
40 1103.99 116.90 1.56 0.97 
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Table S6: Parameters of concentration-response relationships of photosynthetic activity after different 
time points of exposure with TCS of S. vacuolatus, Θ1 corresponds to the EC50 value (µg L-1) and Θ2 to the 
slope of the function 
Exposure time (h) Θ1 Standard deviation Θ2 r² 
1 683.09 31.57 4.42 0.99 
2 250.54 51.04 1.41 0.89 
3 52.69 4.44 1.37 0.99 
4 13.68 1.50 1.58 0.99 
6 4.11 0.09 2.93 0.99 
14 5.42 0.69 1.73 0.96 
17 4.71 0.66 1.28 0.98 
24 7.40 0.64 2.16 0.98 
 
Table S7: Parameters of concentration-response relationships of photosynthetic activity after different 
time points of exposure with TCS for N. palea in suspension, Θ1 corresponds to the EC50 value (µg L-1) 
and Θ2 to the slope of the function 
Exposure time (h) Θ1 Standard deviation Θ2 r² 
1 146.49 16.81 3.11 0.95 
3 125.02 27.69 1.69 0.83 
5 126.93 14.10 2.07 0.96 
7 122.43 19.43 2.07 0.91 
24 389.87 15.34 3.80 0.97 
48 402.66 0.03 109.38 1 
 
Table S8: Parameters of concentration-response relationships of photosynthetic activity after different 
time points of exposure with TCS for N. palea biofilms (acute as well as chronic effects) (n.e. = could not 
be estimated), Θ1 corresponds to the EC50 value (µg L-1) and Θ2 to the slope of the function 
Exposure time (h) Θ1 Standard deviation Θ2 r² 
1 1297.53 40.32 3.75 0.99 
4 480.84 n.e. 19.76 0.99 
7 405.45 29.33 5.81 0.99 
24 429.17 n.e. 20.81 0.98 
24 346.92 10.46 4.89 0.91 
48 343.24 14.69 3.56 0.85 
72 333.15 14.45 4.05 0.84 
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Data for an evaluation of additional endpoints in algae tests using S. vacuolatus was provided 
by Carolina Vogs. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Experimental data showed that chlorophytes (Scenedesmus vacuolatus) are highly 
sensitive against triclosan (TCS) and a high sensitivity difference between chlorophytes 
and diatoms (Nitzschia palea) exists (chapter A). These high species sensitivity differences 
led to the hypothesis that TCS may address multiple target sites in these algae species. To 
investigate if different Mode of Actions (MoA) are the reason for this species sensitivity 
differences, quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) will be used as tool to 
yield relevant information for a mechanistic interpretation of experimental data (Hermens, 
1995). Therefore, the relationship between the molecular structure or physico-chemical 
properties and the biological activity of a congeneric series of chemicals is used. In 
ecotoxicology biological activity is usually expressed as the concentration which evokes a 
certain biological response (e. g. EC50-value as half maximal effect). QSARs base on the 
assumption that compounds from the same chemical class should behave in a 
toxicologically similar manner (chemical-classification approach; Russom et al., 1997). It 
is assumed that toxic effects were imparted by the common structural components 
(Bradbury et al., 2003), with respect to specific interaction mechanisms and therefore 
similar biochemical interactions (Walker et al., 2003). However chemicals of one chemical 
class have not always the same MoA or do not have only one mode of action at all (Freidig 
and Hermens, 2000). For example the chemical class of phenols (to which TCS is 
classified) includes substances, which act as baseline narcotics, polar narcotics, uncouplers 
of oxidative phosphorylation or electrophiles (Aptula et al., 2002; Bradbury et al., 2003; 
Enoch et al., 2008). To predict the MoA of substances, QSARs should be mechanism-
based to get reliable models (MoA-based approach) (Nendza and Wenzel, 2006). A 
chemical can express different MoA in different species due to different interactions of the 
chemical on a biomolecular level (Nendza and Wenzel, 2006). The target site may vary 
between species and related effects are dependent on concentration and duration of 
exposure (Nendza and Wenzel, 2006). The prerequisite for such MoA-based QSARs is a 
clear differentiation between different MoAs by understanding the toxic mechanism behind 
and using selected in vivo or in vitro systems to distinguish those (Bradbury et al., 2003; 
Escher and Schwarzenbach, 2002; Nendza and Wenzel, 2006). Furthermore, qualitative 
(based on simple structural characteristics) or quantitative approaches (statistical analyses 
of physico-chemical properties) can be used to differentiate compounds according to their 
MoA (Aptula et al., 2002). 
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To predict the toxicity of unknown chemicals and to quantify excess toxicity the 
Toxic Ratio (TR) is calculated. The TR is the ratio between the predicted baseline toxicity 
and the experimentally determined toxicity. Excess toxicity reflects additional interactions 
with specific target sites, which go beyond the partitioning of the chemical into non-
aqueous phases like membranes and therefore beyond baseline toxicity. Therefore the TR 
is a measure for the extent of specificity of the effect (Neuwöhner et al., 2008). Using the 
TR concept, chemicals can be classified in several categories indicated by different MoA 
(Verhaar et al., 1992). A TR of 1 refers to a nonspecific MoA (narcosis or baseline 
toxicity), which is only driven by the lipophilicity of the compound (Verhaar et al., 1992). 
A TR between 5 and 10 indicates a slightly higher toxicity than baseline toxicity. These 
chemicals are not reactive and are characterized as less inert chemicals with a polar-
narcotic MoA. If the calculated TR is ≥ 10 (up to factor 104), compounds are classified 
either as reactive chemicals, showing an enhanced toxicity as compared to baseline toxicity 
or as specific acting chemicals, which exhibit toxicity due to specific interactions with 
certain receptor molecules (Verhaar et al., 1992). To distinguish between these two 
possible MoA also structural considerations have to taken into account. The toxicity range 
factors can be used as multiplication factors, which can be applied to the estimated 
baseline toxicity of a chemical to discriminate between different MoA. 
To refine the MoA investigation for S. vacuolatus the flow chart of Neuwöhner et 
al. (2008) was applied. This classification scheme uses the relative sensitivity of different 
physiological endpoints. A quantitative comparison of the endpoints is used to classify 
compounds into five different classes by linking the physiological effect pattern with its 
underlying MoA (Neuwöhner et al., 2008). Thus a deeper insight into the mechanistic basis 
of the MoA of chemicals is possible (Neuwöhner et al., 2008).  
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Figure 1: Flow chart for the classification of compounds according to their physiological mode of 
action. Graphic taken from Neuwöhner et al. (2008).  
 
In the study of Neuwöhner et al. (2008) this was derived for six reference 
compounds with a known MoA in algae (Figure 1). Beside the functional endpoint 
inhibition of photosynthesis (PS) also structural endpoints concerning cell division (CD) 
and cell volume growth (CVG) were measured and quantitatively evaluated in comparison 
to the integral endpoint reproduction. The CD parameter refers to the increase of the cell 
volume during the light phase. The failure to divide during the dark phase or a lower 
number of released autospores is regarded as a hint of a disruption of biosynthesis 
pathways, which are related to cell division processes (proteins, lipids, fatty acids) or a 
disruption of energy production (e.g. uncoupling) (Neuwöhner et al., 2008). If CVG is 
affected, the MoA can be assigned to the inhibition of biosynthesis pathways, which are 
required indirectly for energy or carbohydrate production, however, no effects can be 
observed for the CD parameter in this case (Neuwöhner et al., 2008). If the comparison of 
EC50 values shows that PS is more affected than reproduction, the substance can be 
classified as inhibitor of photosynthesis. 
In this chapter available QSARs for the investigated algae species (S. vacuolatus) 
were used to evaluate possible MoA of TCS. A QSAR for baseline toxicity as well as a 
QSAR for polar narcotics are available for the test system with the chlorophyte S. 
vacuolatus (Altenburger et al., 2004; Walter, 2002). However no comparable QSARs were 
available for the diatom N. palea which could be used to investigate possible MoA and 
therefore explain the high species sensitivity differences in comparison to S. vacuolatus. 
Therefore it was questioned if the existing QSARs for S. vacuolatus are transferable to N. 
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palea. In general QSARs are not considered to be transferable to test systems using other 
endpoints (IOMC, 2007). Consequently the existing QSARs for chlorophytes using 
reproduction as measured endpoint cannot straightforwardly be used to compare the 
measured toxicity for diatoms, where the functional parameter inhibition of photosynthesis 
was measured. For that reason the toxicity of chlorophenols with an uncoupling MoA was 
measured with the test system established for the diatom and a relationship between the 
toxicity and the lipophilicity (log Kow) was generated for N. palea in this chapter. This 
relationship was used to assess the MoA of TCS in diatoms. The results were interpreted 
regarding the investigated species sensitivity differences between N. palea and S. 
vacuolatus.  
 
2 Material & Methods 
2.1 Toxicity test and measured endpoints using S. vacuolatus 
The algae toxicity test conducted with S. vacuolatus is described in chapter A. The 
data of this test are used for calculations in this chapter. Additional parameters were 
recorded and calculated:  
The inhibition of algal reproduction (population growth) after 24 h was calculated 
according to Faust et al. (2001). Therefore the ratio between the cell number (CN) 
difference of the treated samples between t0 and t24 and the average CN difference of the 
controls was calculated.  
∑ = −
−−= n
i tcontroltcontrol
tsampletsample
CNCNn
CNCN
REPRO
1 0,24,
0,24,
)()/1(
1          (1) 
The endpoint cell volume growth (CVG) was calculated according to Neuwöhner et al. 
(2008). It can be expressed as total cell volume of the treated samples (tcvsample) (vol/mL in 
fl) in relation to the total cell volume of the controls (tcvcontrol). 
)()/1(
1
1 0,24,
0,24,
∑ = −
−−= n
i tcontroltcontrol
tsampletsample
tcvtcvn
tcvtcv
CVG          (2) 
The cell division parameter (CD) is the ratio of the fraction of treated cells with a volume 
<72 fl and the averaged fraction of control cells with a volume <72 fl. It can be calculated 
according to Neuwöhner et al. (2008) using the following equations: 
∑ = <
<−= n
i controlflcellvolume
sampleflcellvolume
fractionn
fraction
CD
1 ,72
,72
)/1(
1           (3) 
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The inhibition of photosynthetic activity was recorded as described in chapter A. The 
calculations are given in equation (10) and (11) in the chapter 2.5. 
2.2 Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) for S. 
vacuolatus 
A QSAR for baseline toxicity established for the 24h-algae test with S. vacuolatus 
(endpoint: inhibition of reproduction) was taken from Altenburger et al. (2004). The 
authors determined experimentally concentration-response relationships of 12 non-
electrophilic, non-reactive, non-ionized organic compounds and compiled a QSAR 
resulting in the following equation:  
Log 1/EC50(Repro, 24h) (mmol L-1) = 0.863 log Kow - 2.103        (6)  
A QSAR for polar narcotic acting compounds established for the same bioassay with S. 
vacuolatus was compiled by Walter (2002). The measured toxicity of seven chlorophenols 
was plotted against the log Kow resulting in the following QSAR: 
Log 1/EC50(Repro, 24h) (mmol L-1) = 1.435 log Kow – 2.800        (7) 
A mechanistic test system (Kinspec), which can be used to determine the toxicodynamics 
of bacterial membrane toxicity and therefore distinguish between baseline toxicity and 
uncoupling, was applied for substituted phenols by Escher and Schwarzenbach (2002). The 
authors also classified the selected compounds of the work of Walter (2002) (three 
monochlorophenols, two dichlorophenols and two trichlorophenols) with the Kinspec-
system. The results show that only monochlorophenols can be classified as baseline 
toxicants, whereas the di- and trichlorophenols act as uncouplers (Escher and 
Schwarzenbach, 2002). Therefore the assumptions for this MoA-based QSAR of Walter 
(2002) for polar narcotic acting compounds were re-evaluated and adjusted to an 
uncoupling-QSAR. Hence the data for the di- and trichlorophenols measured by Walter 
(2002) were complemented with some unpublished data from Walter for a 
tetrachlorophenol as well as pentachlorophenol (Table 1), also classified as uncouplers 
according to Escher and Schwarzenbach (2002) and a QSAR for an uncoupling MoA 
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(equation 8) was compiled for the 24 h algae reproduction test system using S. vacuolatus. 
Experimentally determined log Kow values according to Hansch et al. (1995) were used to 
generate the QSAR (Table 1). 
Table 1: Data basis for a QSAR with an uncoupling 
MoA for the 24h-algae test with S. vacuolatus 
Compound Log Kow (exp#) Log 1/EC50 (mmol L-1) 
2,4-DCP 3.06 1.57* 
3,5-DCP 3.62 2.30* 
2,4,5-TCP 3.72 2.92* ## 
2,4,6-TCP 3.69 2.21* 
2,3,4,5-TeCP 4.12 2.48** 
PCP 5.12 2.85** 
#data from EPI Suite, according to Hansch et al. (1995);  
##data not used to generate the QSAR (equation 8); 
*data from Walter (2002);  
**unpublished data from Walter 
 
Using the data from Table 1, the resulting linear regression shows a R² of 0.53. The 
data point for 2,4,5-TCP lies outside the 95% confidence interval. Removing this data 
point the resulting QSAR for an uncoupling MoA is as follows: 
Log 1/EC50 (mmol L-1) = 0.566 log Kow + 0.068          (8) 
with R2 = 0.87, s = 0.19, and F-value = 20.9.  
 
2.3 Toxic Ratio concept 
The TR-concept was used to evaluate, if TCS is more toxic than baseline toxicity 
and therefore elicit a specific MoA. The TR is defined as the ratio of a chemical's EC50 
estimated from a QSAR for baseline toxicity and the experimental EC50 value (Verhaar et 
al., 1992).  
 
erimental
baseline
EC
EC
TR
exp,50
,50=              (9) 
The EC50 for baseline toxicity (for S. vacuolatus) was calculated according to 
equation (6).  
2.4 Test substances for toxicity tests with N. palea 
 No QSARs established for the diatom N. palea were available in literature, which 
could be used to investigate the MoA of TCS in this diatom and to compare the results 
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with S. vacuolatus. Therefore the toxicity of chlorophenols (Table 2) was investigated for 
N. palea biofilms to establish a relationship between the biological response and the 
lipophilicity of the compounds for this diatom. Because there was an indication of an 
uncoupling MoA of TCS in diatoms, the compounds were selected according to their 
uncoupling MoA. This was done on the basis of the classification scheme published by 
Escher and Schwarzenbach (2002), where baseline toxicity could be distinguished from an 
uncoupling MoA using bacteria membranes.  
2,4-Dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP) was obtained from Merck, 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 
(2,4,5-TCP) and 2,3,4,6-Tetrachlorophenol (2,3,4,6-TeCP) were obtained from Riedel and 
Pentachlorophenol (PCP) from Sigma-Aldrich with purities >98%. Physico-chemical 
properties are given in Table 2.  
 
Table 2: Chlorophenols used for toxicity tests with N. palea. Data of their physico-chemical parameters 
were taken from EPI Suite; pKa values were taken from Escher et al. (2000). 
Substance 
2,4-
Dichlorophenol 
(2,4-DCP) 
2,4,5-
Trichlorophenol 
(2,4,5-TCP) 
2,3,4,6-
Tetrachlorophenol 
(2,3,4,6-TeCP) 
Pentachlorophenol 
(PCP) 
Molecular formula C6H4Cl2O C6H3Cl3O C6H2Cl4O C6HCl5O 
CAS RN 120-83-2 95-95-4 58-90-2 87-86-5 
MW (g mol-1) 163.00 197.45 231.89 266.34 
Log KOW (est) 2.80 3.45 4.09 4.74 
Log KOW (exp) 3.06 3.72 4.45 5.12 
Water solubility 
(est) (mg L-1 at 
25°C) 
614.2 114.1 17.9 3.09 
pKa  7.85 6.94 5.40 4.75 
Structure 
  
est = estimate, exp = experimental  
2.5 Algae cultivation and toxicity tests using N. palea 
The toxicity of different chlorophenols was investigated using N. palea biofilms. 
Therefore the algae culture was diluted with fresh growth medium (sterile 
Bacillariophycean medium according to Schlösser (1994) to about 1*106 cells ml-1 using a 
cell counter system (CASY® Model TTC, Schärfe System GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany). 
2 ml of the suspension was transferred in each well of 24-well plates containing glass discs 
(diameter 1.5 cm) as growth substrate. The algae cells have been settled for three days to 
form a biofilm. During this time the well plates were kept under the same conditions as the 
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suspended culture in a temperate room at 20 ± 2°C, under continuous light with a light 
intensity of 130 µmol photons m-2 s-1.  
For toxicity tests 30 ml glass vessels (Pyrex culture tubes, QVF Glastechnik 
GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany) were enhanced with indentations to hold the biofilm glass 
discs in the middle of the vessels in a vertical position. Growth medium was buffered with 
5 mmol/L HEPES buffer, adjusted to pH 7.0 ± 0.1, to keep the pH stable over the 24 h test 
period. In each vessel 20 ml medium, 20 µl of the test substance dissolved in 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, CAS RN: 67-68-5, Merck, Germany) and one biofilm disc was 
added. The used amount of DMSO in the final test solution was 1‰. For each experiment 
controls and solvent controls were prepared. The dilution series were adapted in screening 
tests according to the sensitivity of the biofilm and differed between the tested substances. 
For each tested concentration three replicates were prepared. Magnetic bars were applied 
for stirring the medium and to reduce boundary layer effects. The studies were conducted 
in a water bath at 28 ± 0.5°C under simulated sunlight provided by a halogen lamp 
(SOL500, Dr. Hoenle, Munich, Germany). The UV-part of the spectrum (< 400 nm) was 
filtered with an UV-filter (clear-SR, WIPA-Technik, Tettnang, Germany). Therefore the 
light intensity was reduced to 100 µmol photons m-2 s-1, which was similar to the light 
intensity used for cultivation. 
The photosynthetic capacity of the N. palea biofilm was assessed as effect 
parameter by measuring the inhibition of the photosynthetic yield, expressed as effective 
quantum yield Y(II). Therefore the chlorophyll a-fluorescence was measured after 24 h of 
chemical exposure with a MAXI-Imaging-PAM fluorometer (Fa. Walz, Germany). The 
glass discs were removed carefully out of the test vessels and were transferred in 24-well 
plates containing 2 ml of the corresponding media. The plates were dark adapted for 10 
min and chlorophyll fluorescence was measured using the saturation pulse method. The 
steady-state fluorescence F and the maximum fluorescence Fm were recorded before and 
after triggering the saturation pulse. The measurements were repeated four times in three 
min intervals to acclimate to measuring light. The last three measurements were averaged. 
The effective quantum yield was calculated according to Genty et al. (1989) and Schreiber 
et al. (1986). 
Fm
FFm
Fm
FvIIY −=Δ=)(        (10) 
The inhibition of the photosynthetic yield for the treated samples Y(II)treat was 
calculated in relation to the controls of the test Y(II)contr.  
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2.6 Modelling of concentration-response-curves  
Concentration-response relationships were evaluated using a log-logistic model. 
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Min and max, respectively stand for the minimal and maximal effect values, which were 
fixed to 0 and 100%. Conc stands for the exposure concentration in µg L-1, EC50 indicates 
the effect concentration, where 50% of the effect was observed and p is the slope of the 
concentration-response-curve. The parameters were estimated using maximum likelihood 
estimations in the software OriginPro 8G. 
2.7 Chemical analysis of chlorophenols in toxicity tests 
The exposure concentration of chlorophenols (Table 2) after 24 h test duration was 
measured by GC-MSD. Calibration curves had to be recorded for each substance. For that 
purpose 6-8 concentrations additional to the test concentrations were prepared, mainly in 
the lower concentration range, to yield up to one order of magnitude smaller 
concentrations. 20 ml brown glass vessels were used containing 5 ml buffered growth 
medium which was acidified with 15 ml bidest adjusted to pH 2. Chlorophenols were 
added dissolved in DMSO with a dilution of 1:1000. Chemical analysis followed 
immediately. Each concentration was measured in parallel and calibration curves were 
constructed. To test the real concentration in the media after 24 h test duration, 5 ml of the 
test medium and 15 ml of acidified bidest were mixed and immediately analysed. Two 
replicates were measured for each test concentration. The real concentrations in the tests 
were determined according to the calibration curves for each chlorophenol.  
All analyses were performed using a HP 5890 Series gas chromatograph (GC) 
equipped with a mass selective detector (MSD) HP 5972 (Agilent Technologies). The GC 
was fitted with a splitless injector with constant pressure (60 kPa). A CP-SIL 8CB-MS 
column was used (50 m x 0.32 mm i.d., 0.12 µm; 5% diphenyl + 95% dimethylsiloxane; 
Chrompack, Varian GmbH). Helium was used as carrier gas. The temperature program 
was as follows: 70°C for 2 min; 20°C min-1 up to 250°C for 5 min (except 2,4-DCP in 
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SCAN mode: up to 250°C for 1 min). The MSD was operated in SCAN mode (and SIM 
mode for low concentrations of 2,3,4,6-TeCP), the quantifier ions are listed in Table 3. The 
SPME (solid phase microextraction) was conducted at 25°C using an autosampler (MPS2, 
Gerstel) equipped with a 85 µm PA-fiber (polyacrylate). The agitator speed was 250 rpm at 
different extraction and desorption times for the different compounds (see Table 3). 
Table 3: Quantifier Ion (Q-Ion) for MSD and SPME extraction and desorption times for chemical 
analysis of chlorophenols 
Compound CAS Mode Q-Ion 
SPME 
extraction 
time (min) 
SPME 
desorption
time (min) 
2,4-DCP 120-83-2 SCAN 162 20 2 
2,4,5-TCP 933-78-8 SCAN 196 30 2 
2,3,4,6-TeCP (high 
concentrations) 58-90-2 SCAN 232 30 1 
2,3,4,6-TeCP (low 
concentrations) 58-90-2 SIM 230, 231, 232 60 2 
PCP 87-86-5 SCAN 266 30 2 
2.8 Relationship between the biological response and the lipophilicity 
for N. palea 
A relationship between the biological response and the lipophilicity for N. palea 
biofilms was compiled by plotting the EC50-values for the inhibition of the photosynthetic 
yield against the physicochemical parameter log Kow and a linear regression analysis was 
conducted.  
Log Kow values were calculated using the program EPI Suite (according to the 
experimental reference Hansch et al. (1995)). The EC50 data were converted from units of 
mg L-1 to mmol L-1 and were given in the logarithmic form. Sigma Plot 11.0 was used to 
run the calculations. For statistical description of the regression fits the following 
parameters were calculated: the standard error of estimate (s), the squared of the 
correlation coefficient (R²) and Fisher´s criterion (F).  
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3 Results 
3.1 MoA prediction of TCS in S. vacuolatus using the TR concept and 
QSARs available in literature 
To assess whether the toxicity of TCS for S. vacuolatus is due to baseline toxicity 
or a specific MoA, the Toxic Ratio (TR) was calculated. The QSAR according to 
Altenburger et al. (2004) (equation 6) was used to calculate the baseline toxicity of TCS 
(log Kow;est: 4.66), which resulted in an EC50-value of 0.012 mmol L-1 or 3.49 mg L-1, 
respectively. The experimentally determined EC50-value for the chlorophyte S. vacuolatus 
was 6.56*10-6 mmol L-1 or 0.0019 mg L-1, respectively for the measured endpoint 
reproduction (24 h exposure), which is three orders of magnitude higher than baseline 
toxicity (Figure 2). By comparing the estimated baseline toxicity with the experimentally 
determined EC50-value (equation 9) the resulting TR for S. vacuolatus is 1838. According 
to the calculated TR TCS could be classified as type 3 (reactive) or type 4 (specific acting) 
compound. Structural considerations of the classification scheme of Verhaar et al. (1992) 
help to distinguish between these two types. The structural conditions of TCS can not be 
described with the structural entities given by Verhaar et al. (1992) for chemicals of type 3 
which is an indication for a specific MoA.   
On the basis of a QSAR for polar narcotic acting compounds (equation 7) a QSAR 
for an uncoupling MoA for S. vacuolatus was developed (equation 8) using additional data 
of Walter (2002). Using this QSAR for an uncoupling MoA, the predicted toxicity (EC50) 
of 1.97*10-3 mmol L-1 (0.57 mg L-1) for TCS was calculated, which is still two orders of 
magnitude less toxic than the experimentally determined toxicity for S. vacuolatus 
(6.56*10-6 mmol L-1 or 0.0019 mg L-1, respectively; Figure 2). This reinforces the 
anticipation that the MoA of TCS for the chlorophyte S. vacuolatus is expected to be 
specific. However the predicted toxicity using equation 8 is comparable to the measured 
toxicity of the diatom N. palea (0.39 mg L-1, chapter A), indicating an uncoupling MoA in 
diatoms. However the toxicity test was conducted with a different algae species. 
Additionally a different endpoint (inhibition of photosynthesis) was measured.  
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Figure 2: QSARs for the test system with S. vacuolatus ■ for baseline toxicity according to Altenburger 
et al. (2004) (equation 6) and ● for an uncoupling MoA (equation 8). The measured endpoint for both 
QSARs was the inhibition of reproduction after 24 h of exposure. The measured toxicity for TCS for S. 
vacuolatus is indicated as Δ using the same test system. 
Due to the wide range of pKa values of the chlorophenols (Table 2) dissociation 
occur at the adjusted pH value of 7 in the test. Mainly the higher chlorinated phenols 
dissociate and are therefore less accessible for the membranes, which leads to the 
underestimation of the toxicity and explains the lower slope of the curve. However 
dissociation will not further be considered in this work. 
3.2 Specification of the MoA of TCS in S. vacuolatus using the 
classification system of Neuwöhner et al. (2008)  
To specify the indicated specific MoA of TCS in chlorophytes the proposed 
classification system of physiological MoA established by Neuwöhner et al. (2008) was 
used. This system was established for the 24h algae test with the synchronised culture of S. 
vacuolatus. The data of algae tests conducted with S. vacuolatus in this study was 
evaluated again with regard to the input parameter used by Neuwöhner et al. (2008). 
Beside the endpoints reproduction and photosynthesis also the cell division parameter 
(CD) as well as the total cell volume growth (CVG) were used to classify chemicals 
according to their MoA. Algae tests with TCS, where additionally the total cell volume per 
mL was recorded (raw data set from Vogs et al. (2013)), were used to calculate the CVG. 
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Additionally, the CD parameter was calculated by taking the fraction of cell volume <72 fl 
into account. 
Considering all these endpoints the most sensitive one for TCS was reproduction, 
which was in the same concentration range as the endpoint CD. Also PS was affected to a 
high extent. CVG was the least affected endpoint (Table 4). Except for CVG the standard 
errors of the EC50-values were small.  
Table 4: EC50-values ± standard error for reproduction (Repro), photosynthetic yield (PS), cell 
volume growth (CVG), and cell division (CD) for the data set evaluated in this thesis and the 
data provided by Vogs, S. vacuolatus was exposed to TCS for 24 h, n.o. = not observed 
 Data of Franz (chapter A) Data of Vogs 
Endpoint 
log 1/EC50 in 
mol L-1 
EC50 in  
µg L-1 
log 1/EC50 in 
mol L-1 
EC50 in  
µg L-1 
Repro  8.2 1.90 ± 0.04  8 2.77 ± 0.13 
PS 7.9 3.7 ± 0.15  n.o.  
CVG n.o.  7.7 5.89 ± 0.87 
CD n.o.  7.9 2.94 ± 0.05  
 
To specify the MoA of TCS in S. vacuolatus the EC50-values were quantitatively 
compared according to the flow chart of Neuwöhner et al. (2008) (Figure 1). The 
classification system is based on six reference compounds with well-characterized MoAs. 
The physiological effect pattern of these compounds is used as basis for mechanistic 
interpretations and can be linked with the underlying MoA. 3-nitroaniline was chosen as 
baseline toxicant with non-specific effects in algae. Specific acting chemicals were irgarol 
and diuron as photosystem II inhibitors and norflurazon as carotenoid biosynthesis 
inhibitor. As reference for chemicals that interact with proteins and peptides the biocide 
Sea-Nine was chosen and TBT as uncoupler and inhibitor of ATP synthesis (Neuwöhner et 
al., 2008). 
The first decision criterion in the flow chart is the calculation of the TR based on 
the endpoint reproduction (Figure 1). According to the calculation in chapter 3.1 the TR for 
TCS is 1838 (using the data of chapter A; EC50, Repro = 1.90 ± 0.04 µg L-1) resp. 1260 
(using the raw data of Vogs et al. (2013); EC50, Repro = 2.77 ± 0.13 µg L-1, see Table 4). As 
stated previously, this indicates that TCS acts more specific than baseline toxicity. The 
following decision criterion in the flow chart compares the EC50, Repro with the EC50, PS. In 
the algae tests of chapter A photosynthesis was measured as effectparameter with an 
EC50, PS of 3.7 ± 0.15 µg L-1. In comparison to the endpoint reproduction photosynthesis is 
about a factor of 1.9 less affected and TCS can therefore not be classified as inhibitor of 
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photosynthesis. The two parameters CVG and CD were calculated with the raw data set of 
Vogs et al. (2013). The CD parameter was affected in the same range as reproduction 
(EC50, CD = 2.94 ± 0.05 µg L-1). Furthermore, the EC50, Repro (2.77 ± 0.13 µg L-1) was 
compared to the EC50, CVG, which was 5.89 ± 0.87 µg L-1 for TCS. Therefore CVG was 
about a factor of 2.1 less affected than reproduction. The same sensitivity order of these 
endpoints was identified for the reference compound Sea-Nine which is known to interact 
with proteins and peptides.   
3.3 MoA prediction of TCS in N. palea using a relationship between the 
biological response and the lipophilicity  
To predict the MoA of TCS for the diatom N. palea, no QSARs were available in the 
literature for the used test system. The calculations above gave an indication for an 
uncoupling MoA in diatoms. However this calculation is based on a QSAR for S. 
vacuolatus using a different endpoint and should therefore not be transferable to N. palea. 
 Referring to the QSAR for an uncoupling MoA for S. vacuolatus (equation 8) the 
toxicity of four chlorophenols (Table 2) classified as uncouplers according to Escher and 
Schwarzenbach (2002) was investigated for N. palea and the relationship between their 
toxicity and lipophilicity was determined. Due to the life form of the diatom (attached 
living biofilm) photosynthesis was measured as endpoint because the non-destructive 
method of chlorophyll a-fluorescence measurement using the Imaging-PAM is easily 
applicable for biofilms.  
The analytical determination of test concentrations after the 24 h test period resulted 
in the following recovery rates: DCP: 85-162%; TCP: 62-102%; TeCP: 18-105%; PCP: 
42-125%. For DCP, TCP and PCP between 75-100% of the measured samples had 
recovery rates above 80%. Only for TeCP deviations were that high that only 38% of the 
samples had recovery rates above 80%. Therefore the concentration-corrected data was 
used for all substances to generate concentration-response curves.  
Figure 3 shows the concentration-response data and the fitted concentration-
response curves of the four chlorophenols for N. palea biofilms. The standard deviation of 
the three replicates of the measured PS-inhibition was between 0 and 5.2% with one 
exception for the highest concentration for 2,4,5-TCP (18.9%). A log-logistic model 
(equation 12) was applied to model concentration-response curves (Figure 3). The EC50-
values span between 0.3 and 16 mg L-1 with lowest toxicity for 2,4-DCP and highest 
toxicity for 2,4,5-TCP and PCP. The slopes range between 2.2 – 8.9 (Table 5) and 22.8 for 
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the steepest concentration-response curves for 2,3,4,6-TeCP. The model does not always 
describe the data of the lower effect range very well, thus higher variations derive in the 
calculated parameters (Table 5).  
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Figure 3: Concentration-response data for N. palea biofilms and concentration-
response curves using a log-logistic model for four chlorophenols. Inhibition of 
photosynthetic activity was calculated in relation to the controls (shown on left side) of 
the corresponding test. Analytically determined concentrations were plotted. 
 
Table 5: EC50-values and slopes calculated using a log-logistic model (Hill-model).  
 EC50-value [µg L-1]  slope Kor. R² 
2,4-DCP 16080.1 ± 5122.4 8.9 ± 23.8 0.98 
2,4,5-TCP 346.4 ± 41.9 6.3 ± 2.8 0.90 
2,3,4,6-TeCP 804.6 ± 1125.4 22.8 ± 2171.1 0.94 
PCP 499.7 ± 20.0 2.2 ± 0.1 0.99 
 
The calculated EC50-values were used to generate a relationship between the 
toxicity and the experimental determined log Kow (Hansch et al., 1995) of the investigated 
chlorophenols for N. palea biofilms resulting in:  
Log 1/EC50 (mmol L-1) = 0.696 log Kow – 0.606    (13) 
with F = 2.5; s = 0.68 and a R2 of 0.557. The small R² is due to the small amount of 
samples (n = 4). Therefore this relationship is not suitable for regulatory purpose but can 
be used for comparison with the existing QSAR for S. vacuolatus. 
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Figure 4: QSAR for chlorophenols with an uncoupling MoA for S. vacuolatus (■ black line) according 
to Walter (2002), modified. The inhibition of reproduction as effect parameter was measured after 24 h 
of exposure. Relationship between the toxicity of chlorophenols and their lipophilicity (experimentally 
determined Log Kow values) for N. palea biofilms (● grey line). The effect parameter inhibition of 
photosynthesis was measured after 24 h of exposure. Toxicity is expressed as inverse logarithm of EC50-
values. Black and grey dashed curves show the 95% confidence intervals of the respective curve. 
Experimentally determined EC50-values for the inhibition of reproduction of S. vacuolatus (▲) and the 
inhibition of photosynthesis of S. vacuolatus (Δ) and N. palea biofilms (◊), respectively after 24 h of 
exposure to TCS (chapter A). 
 
The predicted toxicity value for the diatom N. palea using the established 
relationship (equation 13) is 0.67 mg L-1, which is only 1.7 times higher than the measured 
EC50-value (0.39 mg L-1) (Figure 4). These results are an indication for an uncoupling 
MoA of TCS in diatoms. 
By comparing the relationship obtained for N. palea biofilms with the QSARs for S. 
vacuolatus (Figure 4), it could be seen that both regressions lead to the same toxicity 
prediction for chemicals with a log Kow between 3 and 5.5, although different algae species 
(S. vacuolatus, N. palea) from different algae classes (chlorophytes, diatoms) and different 
endpoints were used to compile the QSARs.  
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4 Discussion 
It was hypothesized that multiple target sites exist in the chlorophyte S. vacuolatus 
and the diatom N. palea which may explain the observed species sensitivity differences of 
two orders of magnitude. Therefore in this chapter QSAR models were applied to examine 
the MoA of TCS in algae. The measured EC50-values for the chlorophyte S. vacuolatus and 
the diatom N. palea were interpreted by reference to existing and established QSARs for 
these algae classes. For S. vacuolatus additionally the TR concept and the classififcation 
system according to Neuwöhner et al. (2008) could be applied.  
According to the TR concept of Verhaar et al. (1992) chemicals can be defined in 
distinctive classes each assigned to a MoA. Beside inert chemicals with a narcotic MoA 
(baseline toxicants), where the experimentally determined effect value correspond to the 
calculated baseline toxicity, also polar narcotic acting chemicals, which are not reactive 
and slightly more toxic (by factor 5-10) than baseline toxicants can easily be classified. 
Reactive as well as specific acting chemicals show an enhanced toxicity (by factor 10 to 
104) as compared to baseline toxicants (Verhaar et al., 1992). For a distinction between 
these two groups, also structural considerations have to be taken into account. However for 
specific acting chemicals no definite structural rules exist (Verhaar et al., 1992). For S. 
vacuolatus the calculated TR was > 10³. Hence for this algae species TCS could be 
classified as reactive or specific acting compound. The structural entities of reactive 
compounds given by Verhaar et al. (1992) do not describe the structural conditions of TCS. 
Therefore it can be assume that TCS can be classified as specific acting chemical 
according to Verhaar et al. (1992) in S. vacuolatus. A QSAR for predicting the baseline 
toxicity of diatoms was not available in literature. Therefore the TR could not be assessed 
for this algae species. 
QSAR models have a wide field of application. They are used for predicting the 
toxicity of chemicals when no data is available (Bradbury, 1995) but also in risk 
assessment and for regulatory applications. For thousands of chemicals no data is available 
and many (animal) tests would be needed to understand the chemical behaviour or the 
effects of those chemicals. Grouping of structural similar chemicals and the prediction of 
properties or effects with the help of QSAR-models are a meaningful application (IOMC, 
2007). According to IOMC (2007) QSAR models, based on well defined endpoints in 
harmonized test protocols, have the greatest potential for concordance between measured 
and estimated values and can only be expected to predict the specific endpoint used in the 
training set. For regulatory purpose QSARs should be constructed with the same test 
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system and the same endpoint. The test system used to investigate the toxicity of TCS to S. 
vacuolatus differ from the algae tests in literature, where most often the inhibition of the 
growth rate was measured after 48 h of exposure to the toxicant. Furthermore QSARs for 
algae in the ECOSAR program were developed on the basis of EC50-values of 96 h algae 
growth inhibition tests. In this study the measured endpoint for the chlorophyte S. 
vacuolatus was the inhibition of reproduction after 24 h in a synchronised cell culture. 
Therefore a direct comparison between the published QSARs or the ECOSAR QSARs 
with a QSAR for the 24 h reproduction inhibition test seems not feasible as different test 
protocols and endpoints were used.  
By developing or applying QSARs different approaches can be used (Walker et al., 
2003). In the chemical-classification approach chemicals of a homologous series are 
considered. The toxicity is attributed to a toxicophore, which is thought to be responsible 
for the toxic properties, which are similar in a homologous series. However this approach 
is not applicable for compounds were different MoA exist for chemicals with similar 
structure as it is known for phenols (Aptula et al., 2002; Bradbury et al., 2003; Escher and 
Schwarzenbach, 2002), to which TCS can be classified. Nonetheless in the literature 
QSARs have been published for chlorophenols (Chen and Lin, 2006; Shigeoka et al., 
1988), phenols (Aruoja et al., 2011), anilines and phenols (Lu et al., 2007) or substituted 
benzenes (Lu et al., 2001) (Table 6, highlighted in grey). The QSAR published by Aruoja 
et al. (2011) is almost identical to the ECOSAR-QSAR although different algae were 
exposed for different exposure times. The transferability of QSARs between different 
endpoints was shown by Chen and Lin (2006). They investigated the toxicity of 
chlorophenols to the algae P. subcapitata, where oxygen production and growth rate was 
measured (Table 6). The QSARs for each endpoint are very similar regarding slope and 
intercept. Both endpoints are highly correlated (R² = 0.98) therefore they could also be 
combined in one QSAR or substitute each other. These examples from literature give hints 
that QSARs for structural similar chemicals are transferable to other test species or to 
different test protocols using also different endpoints. In this chapter QSARs were chosen 
by the MoA-based approach. There only chemicals with a common MoA were used to 
establish QSARs. Therefore it is also possible to extrapolate from one species to another, 
especially for non-specific acting chemicals (Dimitrov et al., 2000) or to estimate whether 
a chemical has the same MoA as those used to establish the respective QSAR (Bradbury et 
al., 2003). MoA-based QSARs for algae are published for polar, nonpolar and uncoupling 
MoA (Table 6). As indicated by Dimitov et al. (2000) the QSARs for nonpolar narcotics 
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were quite similar independent from the used test system, test organisms, and exposure 
times. Also the algae-QSARs for polar narcotics are in a good agreement even with 
QSARs for fish or ciliates (Table 6). QSARs developed for an uncoupling MoA 
established for the ciliate Tetrahymena pyriformis (Cajina-Quezada and Schultz, 1990; 
Schultz, 1987; Schultz et al., 1986; Schultz and Cronin, 1997) using phenols and anilines 
were quite comparable regarding the slope and intercept of the regression equations (Table 
6). These equations were also similar to the uncoupling QSARs for phenols and anilines 
compiled for the fish Pimephales promelas (Cajina-Quezada and Schultz, 1990; Schultz et 
al., 1986; Schultz and Cronin, 1997) and also for the bacterium Vibrio fisheri (Schultz and 
Cronin, 1997). QSARs for the chlorophyte P. subcapitata were established by Hsieh et al. 
(2006) for the two endpoints growth and oxygen production. As it was performed for 
nonpolar narcotic compounds both QSARs were quite comparable. Also, the correlation to 
toxicity values for other organisms could be shown, which is referable to the nonspecific 
MoA (membrane perturbation) for these compounds. These findings are in accordance 
with the finding of this chapter. The relationship obtained for N. palea biofilms and the 
QSARs for S. vacuolatus lead to the same toxicity predictions for chemicals with a log Kow 
between 3 and 5.5 although different algae species from different algae classes and 
different endpoints were used to compile the QSARs.  
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Table 6: Published QSARs for (chloro)phenols established for several organisms and test systems, chemical classification based QSARs for algae - highlighted in grey 
Reference Number of compounds – stated MoA 
log Kow- 
range 
Organism Exposure 
time 
Measured 
end point QSAR equation  R² 
Chen and Lin (2006) 8 chlorophenols  1.57-5.02 
P. subcapitata
(chlorophyte) 48h 
oxygen 
production log 1/EC50 = 1.301*log Kow - 2.170 mmol L-1 0.927 
Chen and Lin (2006) 8 chlorophenols  1.57-5.02 
P. subcapitata
(chlorophyte) 48h growth log 1/EC50 = 1.158*log Kow - 1.670 mmol L-1 0.937 
Lue et al. (2001)  40 benzenes  1.03-5.12 
S. obliquus 
(chlorophyte) 48h growth 
log1/EC50= 0.272*log Kow -0.659* 
ELUMO+2.54 mol L-1 0.793 
Lue et al. (2007) 21 anilines and phenols  0.59-3.52 
S. obliquus 
(chlorophyte) 48h growth 
log1/EC50= 0.445*log Kow -
0.801*∆E +9.501 mol L-1 0.876 
koAruja et al. (2011) 30 phenols  1.46-3.84 
P.subcapitata 
(chlorophyte) 72 h growth log1/EC50= 0.617*log Kow -0.459 mmol L-1 0.85 
ECOSAR -   
U.S.EPA (2011) 40 phenols  1.50-6.30 Chlorophytes 96 h growth log1/EC50= 0.609*log Kow -0.599 mmol L-1 0.675 
Hsieh et al. (2006)  26 nonpolar narcotics -0.24-5.31
P.subcapitata 
(chlorophyte) 48h growth log1/ED50 =0.974*log Kow -1.95 mmol L-1 0.943 
Hsieh et al. (2006) 26 nonpolar narcotics -0.24-5.31
P.subcapitata 
(chlorophyte) 48h 
oxygen 
production log1/ED50 =0.978*log Kow -1.83 mmol L-1 0.940 
Walter (2002)  
7 alcohols –  
nonpolar narcotics -0.77-2.03
S. vacuolatus 
(chlorophyte) 24h reproduction log 1/EC50 = 0.808*log Kow + 0.865 mol L-1 0.990 
Altenburger et al. 
(2004) 12 nonpolar narcotics 2.8-5.54 
S. vacuolatus 
(chlorophyte) 24h reproduction log 1/EC50 = 0.863*log Kow - 2.103 mmol L-1 0.978 
ECOSAR -  
U.S.EPA (2011) 43 nonpolar narcotics 1.30-5.30 Chlorophytes 96 h growth log1/EC50= 0.813*log Kow - 1.232 mmol L-1 0.631 
Worgan et al. (2003) 10 nonpolar narcotics -0.77-3.43
C. vulgaris 
(chlorophyte) 15 min 
enzymatic 
activity log1/EC50=1.04*log Kow -3.28 mmol L-1 0.96 
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Reference Number of compounds – stated MoA 
log Kow- 
range Organism 
Exposure 
time 
Measured 
end point QSAR equation  R² 
Zhao et al. (2009) 
14 anilines and 
chlorophenols –  
polar narcotics 1.03-4.03 
S. obliquus 
(chlorophyte) 48h growth log1/EC50=0.577*log Kow + 1.90 mol L-1 0.86 
Walter (2002) 
7 chlorophenols – 
polar narcotics 2.15-3.72 
S. vacuolatus 
(chlorophyte) 24h reproduction log 1/EC50 = 1.437*log Kow + 0.197 mol L-1 0.989 
Worgan et al. 2003 
10 phenols – 
polar narcotics 1.32-3.43 
C. vulgaris 
(chlorophyte) 15 min 
enzymatic 
activity log1/EC50=0.641*log Kow -1.91 mmol L-1 0.88 
Schultz et al. (1986) 
21 phenols – 
polar narcosis 0.96-5.04 
P. promelas 
(fish) 96h 
lethal 
concentration log LC50=-0.601*log Kow -2.428 mol L-1 0.938 
Schultz et al. (1986) 
20 phenols – 
polar narcosis 0.96-5.04 
T. pyriformis 
(ciliate) 48-60h growth log BR=0.590*log Kow -1.032 mmol L-1 0.926 
Schultz (1987) 
14 phenols –  
polar narcosis 0.49 - 5.7 
T. pyriformis 
(ciliate) 48h growth log BR = 0.613*log Kow - 1.130 mmol L-1 0.958 
Shigeoka et al. 
(1988) 
13 chlorophenols –  
uncoupling MoA 1.46-5.04 
P.subcapitata 
(chlorophyte) 96h growth log 1/EC50 = 0.887*log Kow - 1.545 mol L-1 0.961 
Shigeoka et al. 
(1988) 
8 chlorophenols –  
uncoupling MoA 1.46-5.04 
C. vulgaris 
(chlorophyte) 96h growth log 1/EC50 = 0.543*log Kow - 0.909 mol L-1 0.845 
Schultz and Cronin 
(1997) 
16 phenols and anilines – 
uncoupling MoA 1.67-5.74 
V. fisheri 
(bacterium) 30 min luminescence log pT30 = -0.489*log Kow - 0.126 mmol L-1 0.848 
Schultz and Cronin 
(1997) 
16 phenols and anilines – 
uncoupling MoA 1.67-5.74 
P. promelas 
(fish) 96h 
lethal 
concentration log LC50 = -0.526*log Kow - 0.408 mmol L-1 0.858 
Cajina-Quezada and 
Schultz (1990) 
30 phenols and anilines –
uncoupling MoA 1.22-5.69 
P. promelas 
(fish) 96h 
lethal 
concentration log LC50 = -0.59*log Kow - 3.247 mmol L-1 0.917 
Schultz et al. (1986) 
6 phenols –  
uncoupling MoA 0.96-5.04 
P. promelas 
(fish) 96h 
lethal 
concentration log LC50=-0.590*log Kow -3.222 mol L-1 0.956 
Schultz and Cronin 
(1997) 
12 phenols and anilines – 
uncoupling MoA 1.67-5.74 
T. pyriformis 
(ciliate) 48h growth log IGC50 = -0.402*log Kow - 0.189 mmol L-1 0.824 
Cajina-Quezada and 
Schultz (1990) 
30 phenols and anilines –
uncoupling MoA 1.22-5.69 
T. pyriformis 
(ciliate) 48h growth log BR = 0.438*log Kow +0.157 mmol L-1 0.933 
Schultz et al. (1986) 
7 phenols –  
uncoupling MoA 0.96-5.04 
T. pyriformis 
(ciliate) 48-60h growth log BR=0.460*log Kow +0.418 mmol L-1 0.915 
Schultz (1987) 
7 phenols –  
uncoupling MoA 0.49 - 5.7 
T. pyriformis 
(ciliate) 48h growth log BR = 0.449*log Kow + 0.301 mmol L-1 0.925 
IGC = inhibition of growth concentration; BR (biological response) = 1/IGC50; pT30 = 30-min toxic potency 
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One exception of this possible transferability of QSARs could be found in the study 
of Shigeoka et al. (1988). They published two uncoupling QSARs established for two 
chlorophytes (Pseudokirchnerella subcapitata and Chlorella vulgaris) with major 
differences between these QSARs. Although both algae were exposed to the same 
chlorophenols the inhibition of growth differed by factor 11 and higher in particular for the 
higher chlorinated phenols (Shigeoka et al., 1988). Here it should be questioned if the 
chemicals used to implement the QSAR correspond to the same (uncoupling) MoA in 
these species. For Pseudokirchnerella the toxicity increased with increasing number of 
chlorine atoms, which is not the case for Chlorella. In Chlorella the toxicity is almost 
constant for 2- to 5-substituted chlorophenols and can not only be attributed to 
physiological and morphological characteristics, as stated by the authors, but rather to 
different MoAs of lower chlorinated phenols in comparison to higher chlorinated ones for 
these species (Shigeoka et al., 1988). The same chlorophenols were also tested for P. 
subcapitata by Chen and Lin (2006) using a new algal toxicity testing technique conducted 
under air-tight environment. The measured EC50 values were about factor 7 (lower 
chlorinated phenols) and up to factor 31 (PCP) smaller in comparison to the test used by 
Shigeoka et al. (1988) which is thought to be due to stable exposure concentrations. The 
importance of stable exposure conditions was considered in this chapter as well. The 
toxicity tests with chlorophenols were implemented under air-tight and stable conditions. 
This was proven with the high recovery rates of the analytical determinations. Furthermore 
effects were based on the measured concentrations.  
It can be concluded that many examples in literature and the own considerations of 
this chapter indicate that QSARs and in particular MoA-based QSARs may be transferable 
to other species or different test systems using different endpoints. Even QSARs 
established for different test organisms from different kingdoms (V. fisherii, T. pyriformis) 
showed only small variations. On the other hand few examples showed that it should be 
carefully reviewed and verified if transferability is given or if e.g. different test conditions 
may influence the outcome of the models. 
An important point for the development of MoA-based QSARs is that the MoA of 
the chemicals in the training set has to be known, which is not always clear for phenols. 
Several works investigated the MoA of phenols for T. pyriformis or P. promelas (Aptula et 
al., 2002; Russom et al., 1997; Schüürmann et al., 2003). In dependency on the used test 
organism and test system the MoA of certain phenols may vary. Escher and 
Schwarzenbach (2002) developed an in-vitro test method to distinguish between baseline 
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toxicants and uncouplers by observing the membrane potential at energy-transducing 
membranes, like membranes in mitochondria, chloroplasts or bacteria. Based on this 
method phenols were classified and a MoA-based QSAR for uncoupling phenols was 
established in this chapter. The basis for the developed QSAR for S. vacuolatus with an 
uncoupling MoA was the data measured by Walter. The data used for a relationship 
between the biological response and the lipophilicity for N. palea biofilms was generated 
in this study. The chemicals used to implement these QSARS can be reliable assigned to an 
uncoupling MoA.  
However there are several weaknesses of the models such as the small number of 
chemicals in the training set and the small R². According to IOMC (2007) a QSAR model 
for regulatory purposes should be associated with the following information: (1) a defined 
endpoint, (2) an unambiguous algorithm, (3) a defined domain of applicability, (4) 
appropriate measures of goodness-of-fit, robustness and predictivity, and (5) a mechanistic 
interpretation, if possible. Most of these aspects are not sufficiently described for the 
QSAR models implemented in this chapter. Hence the models can not be used for 
regulatory purposes however they can be used to predict the toxicity of chlorophenols and 
to compare it with the measured toxicity values for TCS. A higher measured toxicity 
indicates a more specific MoA. This was the case for chlorophytes. For diatoms the 
measured toxicity of TCS could be predicted with the relationship between the biological 
response and the lipophilicity for N. palea biofilms, which was established for an 
uncoupling MoA. Although the confidence interval of this relationship exceeds the 
confidence interval of the “Scenedesmus-QSAR” significantly, both equations for 
chlorophenols with an uncoupling MoA gave similar results for lipophilic compounds 
regardless of the used algae species. In this case it seems that the influence of another 
endpoint, algae species from another algae class or a different life form (suspended vs. 
attached) seems to be small. It can be concluded that the QSAR for S. vacuolatus can be 
used to predict the toxicity of chlorophenols also for N. palea although different endpoints 
were used.  
Using the established QSARs the results indicated that TCS might have different 
MoAs in the investigated algae species. For diatoms an uncoupling MoA is expected, as 
the measured toxicity value corresponds to the predicted toxicity using a QSAR for 
chlorophenols with an uncoupling MoA. In comparison, the measured toxicity value for 
chlorophytes exceeded the calculated toxicity using the QSAR for uncoupling MoAs by 
two orders of magnitude. This finding is comparable to the result using the TR concept and 
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indicated a specific MoA of TCS in chlorophytes. The indicated different MoA in these 
algae species may explain the species sensitivity differences of TCS.  
In general it can be seen that beside for algae species sensitivity differences also 
occur for plants (Amorim et al., 2010; Stevens et al., 2009; Zarate et al., 2012) and 
invertebrates (Amorim et al., 2010). Studies on three invertebrate species (Eisenia andrei, 
Enchytraeus albidus and Folsomia candida) showed that various effect parameters 
(survival and reproduction) differ in their effect level (Amorim et al., 2010). These 
different response patterns may indicate different toxicity mechanisms. This was also 
hypothesised for the investigated algae, to explain the observed high species sensitivity 
differences. Studies on TCS exposure on three wetland vascular plants showed that plant 
responses to TCS were also species specific (Stevens et al., 2009). Amorim et al. (2010) 
found a 20-fold difference in species sensitivity of Brassica rapa and Triticum aestivum. A 
species specific difference in bioaccumulation was observed in wetland macrophytes as 
well (Zarate et al., 2012). It can be concluded that species sensitivity differences can not 
only be assign to algae. Also higher plants show different effect levels when exposed to 
TCS, which is similar to algae. TCS toxicity can therefore not easily transferred to 
different organisms and has to be proven carefully.  
For further specification of the specific MoA in S. vacuolatus the flow chart for the 
classification of the physiological MoA in chlorophytes according to Neuwöhner et al. 
(2008) was used. By reference to a quantitative comparison of four endpoints the MoA 
classification for TCS was narrowed down with the help of six reference substances. For 
this approach the own dataset of TCS was extended with raw data from Vogs et al. (2013) 
using the same test system. Toxicity tests with S. vacuolatus are highly reproducible (EC50-
values (reproduction): 1.56 – 2.77 µg L-1; data not shown) which can be attributed to the 
synchronised cell culture. Therefore the mixing of these two data sets is not detrimental for 
the analysis. With the help of the flow chart of Neuwöhner et al. (2008) it could be shown 
that the receptor-mediated inhibition of photosynthesis can be excluded as primary MoA, 
as reproduction was more affected than photosynthesis. The parameter CD was affected in 
the same range as reproduction, however, smaller effects occured on CVG, which 
corresponds to the observation that cells still grew when exposed to TCS (resulted in a 
higher EC50CVG) but cell division is compromised (Neuwöhner et al., 2008). This 
quantitative comparison of the measured endpoints showed a similar toxicity pattern than 
the reference compound Sea-Nine. Thus a direct disruption of CD or of biosynthesis 
pathways related to cell division processes can be assigned as MoA for TCS. This 
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implements effects on the biosynthesis pathways of proteins, lipids or fatty acids 
(Neuwöhner et al., 2008). The observed effects of TCS can be explained by blocked lipid 
biosynthesis which leads to a reduced synthesis of endogenous lipids. Hence new cell 
membranes can not be built up and cell division is inhibited. Williams (2007) showed that 
the isothiazolone biocide Sea-Nine inhibits the growth of cells as a result of rapid 
disruption of central metabolic pathways by inhibition of several specific enzymes, 
including dehydrogenases. Oxygen consumption as well as ATP synthesis was inhibited, 
which leads to an inhibition of cellular activity. Furthermore the exposure to Sea-Nine 
leads to irreversible cell damage resulting in loss of viability and cell death (Williams, 
2007). It was also shown in green-algae that Sea-Nine destroyed chlorophyll. For TCS 
photosynthesis was indirectly affected in the lower µg L-1 range, which would strengthen 
the assumption of a MoA comparable to Sea-Nine. 
An inhibition of processes or enzymes which are involved in the cell division 
processes seems to be a plausible MoA of TCS in chlorophytes considering the MoA in 
bacteria. The target enzyme in bacteria is the enoyl-[acyl carrier protein] reductase (FabI) 
(Heath et al., 1999). FabI is a key enzyme which catalyzes the NADH-dependent reduction 
of α,β-unsaturated fatty acids bound to the acyl-carrier protein which is the terminal 
reaction in the fatty acid elongation cycle (Levy et al., 1999; Stewart et al., 1999). Thus 
TCS acts site-specifically by mimicking the enzymes natural substrate (Levy et al., 1999). 
The activity of this enzyme is indispensably required for the synthesis of fatty acids and in 
completing cycles of fatty acid biosynthesis. Escalada et al. (2005) investigated the 
relationship between inhibited enoyl reductase and bacterial viability and showed that TCS 
prevents lipid labelling and inhibits bacterial growth, which leads to a bacteriostatic effect. 
However the experimental duration lasted only 150 min. Longer exposure times may lead 
to a longer prevention of lipid synthesis, which may cause that membranes could neither be 
synthesised nor renewed (Escalada et al., 2005). In comparison to the well examined MoA 
of TCS in bacteria which are the target organisms of this substance, the MoA in algae is 
unsure (Franz et al., 2008; Ricart et al., 2010). Until now it is not known whether the 
enzyme FabI is blocked in algae as well (Franz et al., 2008), however TCS acts specific at 
least in chlorophytes. In this chapter this was shown for S. vacuolatus. However no 
investigations about the MoA of TCS in algae are published until now. MoA investigations 
in algae are indispensable if the mechanism of action will be identified to explain the 
species sensitivity differences in detail. Therefore molecular methods, enzyme inhibition 
assays or genetic investigations have to be used.  
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In general it can be stated that QSARs are a powerful tool to predict the toxicity of 
chemicals. In addition by using MoA-based QSARs and the combination of different 
approaches like the TR concept or the classification system of Neuwöhner et al. (2008) the 
MoA for chlorophytes could be narrowed down to a specific one where processes or 
enzymes are inhibited which are involved in the cell division processes. For diatoms less 
methods are available in literature therefore a QSAR for uncoupling chlorophenols was 
established which perfectly predicted the measured toxicity of this species. This leads to 
the conclusion of an uncoupling MoA of TCS in diatoms. These different MoA for algae 
may explain the species sensitivity differences.  
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The investigations of the heterotrophic component of the biofilm was mainly done by 
H. Lumbarsky (PhD student, University of St. Andrews, Scottish Oceans Institute) by 
measuring bacterial abundance, sediment stability, and EPS. Detailed results of these 
parameters are not shown here. However to enable discussion on the influence of TCS on 
interactions between the autotrophic and heterotrophic component of a biofilm, which was the 
main benefit of this cooperation, results of H. Lumbarsky will be mentioned. Passive dosing 
of TCS was done in cooperation with G. Streck (Department Effect-Directed Analysis, 
Helmholtz-Centre for Environmental Research-UFZ). For detection of TCS in the different 
compartments like sediment and biofilm I got support from A. Macherius (PhD student, 
Department Analytical Chemistry, Helmholtz-Centre for Environmental Research-UFZ) and 
M. Möder (Department Analytical Chemistry, Helmholtz-Centre for Environmental Research-
UFZ). The diatom analysis was conducted by Judith Römer. 
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1 Introduction  
Pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCP) are regularly detected in the 
aquatic environment (Fent et al., 2006; Kolpin et al., 2002). To examine the potential risk 
of PPCPs release into aquatic ecosystems like lakes and rivers the aquatic toxicity of these 
substances has to be investigated. To this end single species toxicity tests can be used to 
examine the effects e.g. on growth and reproduction of organisms, thus concentration-
dependent effects and threshold levels can be determined. Single species tests have the 
advantage of a standardized protocol, a high reproducibility and mostly a high test 
capacity. They are essential for understanding the effect of toxic compounds, however they 
cannot yield reliable risk assessment as they fail to predict indirect or system level 
responses to toxicants, like competition, succession or nutrient cycling (Pratt et al., 1988). 
Community ecotoxicology studies effects of contaminants on community patterns like 
species abundance, diversity, and species interactions (Clements and Newman, 2002) and 
the influence on ecosystem functions and ecosystem services supported by these 
communities. Benthic microbial communities represent excellent potential indicators of 
changes in the ecosystem status caused by contaminants as they are ubiquitously abundant 
in most aquatic ecosystems, stationary and integrate ecosystem functions (Lawrence et al., 
2005). Biofilm communities are assemblages of algae, bacteria, fungi and meiobenthos 
imbedded in a polysaccharide matrix and colonizing illuminated surfaces, where nutrients 
and water are available (Barranguet et al., 2004). Several authors pointed out the 
importance of biofilms as species richness is closely linked to ecosystem functions. They 
play an essential role in the food web and influence the nutrient cycling and energy flow 
within aquatic ecosystems as well as geochemical cycles (Battin et al., 2003). Benthic 
algae are important primary producers, they are even predicted to be the primary energy 
source in mid-sized streams, lakes and wetlands (Stevenson, 1996), because of their high 
turnover rate. Furthermore, benthic algae are chemical modulators as they transform many 
inorganic chemicals into organic forms (Lock et al., 1984). Algae grown on the surface of 
sediments and plants are considered to be sinks for nutrients before they are released into 
the water column and can also be important habitats for many other organisms (Stevenson, 
1996). Battin et al. (2003) showed that biofilm growth increased hydrodynamic transient 
storage and the retention of suspended particles in streams, therefore biofilms are also able 
to contribute to ecosystem processes by changing the physical and chemical microhabitat. 
They also increase sediment stability due to the production of extracellular polymeric 
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substances (EPS) (Stevenson, 1996; Underwood and Paterson, 2003). Due to these 
functions it is essential to maintain biofilm communities for protecting ecosystem services 
(Clements and Rohr, 2009; Hooper et al., 2005). 
Chemical or physical stressors on natural communities could lead to shifts in 
community structure, responses to growth rate or function (White et al., 2005). These 
effects could be measured in community tests. Community-level testing is a powerful tool 
in ecotoxicology, due to its relatively high ecological realism and reliability, when 
assessing the ecological consequences of contaminants (Porsbring et al., 2007).  
As bacteria and algae co-occur and interact in the biofilm, both groups of organisms 
have to be considered, when studying the influence of chemicals on biofilms. A direct 
effect on bacteria e.g. by a bactericide could lead to indirect effects to non-target 
organisms. In general a positive correlation exists between the primary production of 
phytoplankton and bacterial abundance (Cole, 1982; Rier and Stevenson, 2001). However 
the strength and nature of interactions are also controlled by chemical and physical 
conditions of the given system (Rier and Stevenson, 2002). Within a community in a 
natural environment interactions occur simultaneously and are highly variable in time and 
space (Grossart, 1999). This makes it difficult to interpret the observed effects on one 
group of organisms in a proper way, when taking these interactions into account.  
In this study we investigated the influence of the bactericide triclosan (TCS) to a 
natural biofilm community consisting of algae and bacteria. It was expected that the 
bactericide has a direct effect on the heterotrophic fraction of the biofilm, which leads to an 
indirect effect on the autotrophic fraction as algae and bacteria coexist. However also a 
direct effect on the autotrophic part was expected, as a clear inhibition of TCS on algae 
(Franz et al., 2008) and phytoplankton communities (Wilson et al., 2003) were found 
already. To investigate the influence on the structure of bacteria and algal communities 
structural-based parameters (biomass, diatom composition, pigment composition, bacterial 
cell counts) were applied. To consider also the influence of TCS on the functional level of 
the autotrophic fraction photosynthetic activity was measured. As indirect effect sediment 
stability was measured as functional-based parameter. It was expected that a negative 
influence on bacteria leads to a decreased stabilizing property of sediments. The main 
benefit of such an integrative study was that interactions between the both fractions in the 
biofilm can be differentiated and could be taken into account for an ecological and 
mechanistic discussion. 
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To investigate the influence of TCS on a natural biofilm a mesocosm-study was 
conducted. Hydrophobic substances like TCS degrade, evaporate, bioaccumulate, adsorb to 
glass walls or organic matter. Therefore the adjustment of a stable exposure regime over 
various days is a challenge for such compounds. Different approaches have to be used to 
overcome this limitation, such as non-depletion test strategies, periodical renewal of the 
exposure medium, flow-through systems for a continual resupply of the test substance or 
passive dosing techniques (Smith et al., 2010a). Passive dosing implies the partitioning of 
hydrophobic compounds into the test medium from a dominating reservoir loaded in a 
biocompatible polymer such as silicone (Smith et al., 2010a). Therefore, losses due to 
sorption, precipitation, volatilization, chemical and biological degradation, and uptake into 
biota can be compensated (Brown et al., 2001) by subsequent delivery of compounds 
stored in silicon rods. As described in the concept of the equilibrium partitioning approach 
(Ditoro et al., 1991), equilibrium is adjusted between the water phase, organic matter and 
biota. Until now passive dosing techniques were used in aquatic toxicity tests with single 
species cultures of algae (Bandow et al., 2009a; Mayer et al., 1999), bacteria (Brown et al., 
2001), invertebrates (Heinis et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2010a), fish (Heinis et al., 2004) or 
fish embryos (Kiparissis et al., 2003) as well as in toxicity tests with cell cultures (Smith et 
al., 2010b), where relatively small amounts of test medium with many replicates have to be 
dosed. In the experiment of this study the challenge was to dose TCS in mesocosms, 
having a stable exposure regime over the whole experimental duration and a fast 
achievement of equilibrium in the system. Therefore partitioning-based dosing using 
silicon rods as passive dosing device loaded with TCS was used for the first time in large-
scale experiments in water channels.  
 
2 Material & Methods  
2.1 Cultivation of biofilms and test design 
The experiment was conducted in seven flow through glass channels (86 cm x 11.5 
cm x 10 cm) each filled with 3.5 L water from the river Parthe, next to Leipzig, Germany. 
In addition to the natural inoculum from the river water, biofilms from the same river, 
cultivated for four weeks on glass slides in an aquarium, were scraped off and used as 
inoculum. The biofilms grew on artificial, noncohesive substrate (glass beads, ∅ 0.04-0.07 
mm, Ballotini beads, Jensson, provided by VWR international) filled in Petri dishes (∅ 10 
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cm) with a hight of 1 cm. Six Petri dishes were placed in each channel. The cultivation 
period lasted 18 days in a temperature- controlled room (18°C) under a 14:10 light/dark 
cycle and a light intensity of 80 ± 5 µmol photons s-1m-2. An UV-filter (UV CL SR HPR, 
WIPA Technik, Germany) was used to avoid UV-degradation of TCS during the 
experiment. The water was tempered at 16°C and pumped (Tubing Pump BVP Standard, 
ISMATEC) in circulation with a flow rate of 2 L min-1 through plastic tubes (PharMed-
BPT, Saint Gobain Performance Plastics, France) in the channels. During the cultivation 
phase the water was renewed once a week.  
 At the beginning of the exposure experiment the flow-through regime was 
replaced by aeration with oxygen to avoid TCS losses by sorption to the plastic tubes. The 
light regime was changed to 10:14 light/dark cycle. A control channel was prepared 
including Petri dishes containing the artificial substrate and autoclaved water without 
microbial inoculum. At the beginning of the exposure (day 0) a 150 mg L-1 TCS stock 
solution (CAS RN: 3380-34-5, CaliboChem, purity 99.8%), dissolved in DMSO (CAS RN: 
67-68-5, Merck, Germany, purity 99.9%) was prepared. Working solutions were prepared 
to reach concentrations in the channel of 2, 20, 50 100 and 150 µg L-1 TCS with 1‰ of 
solvent. Beside these treatments there was a positive control containing substrate with 
grown biofilm but without TCS (CB) and a negative control containing substrate without 
biofilm and the highest concentration of TCS (150 µg L-1  (CT)). Additionally to the TCS 
solutions, silicon rods served as a passive dosing tool to keep concentrations stable 
throughout the 10 day period of the experiment. The amount of TCS, necessary to reach 
equilibrium concentrations on the levels mentioned above were calculated (see below), and 
silicon rods were loaded accordingly. Then, the loaded rods were placed in the channels 
below water surface. During the exposure experiment no water replacement took place. 
Evaporation losses were compensated by adding fresh river water. Water parameters and 
nutrients were not measured in the fresh river water, but in the channels during the 
exposure experiment to control nutrient depletion. Because the pKa of TCS (8.14) is in the 
range of the pH of the river water (7.8) significant proportion of TCS in the ionized form 
can be expected. The fate and exposure of TCS is influenced by its speciation and only the 
non-ionized form is expected to cause toxic effects (Reiss et al. 2002). Therefore a stable 
pH-regime was essential, which was adjusted by adding phosphate buffer according to 
Sörensen (Clark et al., 1981). 1.9 mM of Sörensen buffer (KH2PO4 + Na2HPO4·2H2O) was 
added to reach a pH value of 7.2. At this pH-value 90% of the TCS was calculated to be in 
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the non-ionized form. Furthermore Na2HPO4·2H2O was added during the experiment when 
pH increased again above 7.6 (all together 3.6 mM Na2HPO4·2H2O).  
2.2 Light spectrum and light regime of the test system  
The light spectrum of the used lamps (OSRAM L 36W/954, LumisLux deLuxs 
Daylight) was measured with a spectrometer (Tristan®5, m·u·t GmbH, Germany) between 
each channel at the level of the water surface (Figure 1). Variations in the spectra between 
the lamps can be neglected (data not shown). 
The light intensity was measured using a LI-COR Model LI-189 radiometer (Li-
Cor. Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) equipped with a spherical Micro Quantum Sensor (US-
SQS/L, Walz, Effeltrich, Germany). Measurements were conducted over each Petri dish 
and the light intensity was averaged for each channel. The averaged light intensity for all 
channels was 79.6 ± 5.2 µmol photons s-1m-2. The highest light intensities were measured 
in the central channels (T1, T2, T3, T4) with intensities of up to 10 µmol photons s-1m-2 
higher than in the outer channels (CB, T5, CT). 
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Figure 1: Light spectrum of the used fluorescent lamps. UV light (200-400 nm) was filtered out by 
using an UV-filter (UV CL SR HPR, WIPA Technik, Germany). 
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2.3 Sampling strategy 
 One day before the exposure experiment started, all biological parameters (see 
below) and the water chemistry were measured to obtain the status quo of the system. 
From three Petri dishes of each channel, sediment cores were taken with a volume of 0.5 
cm³ with a syringe. For diatom analysis, pigment measurements, bacterial cell counts, and 
EPS analysis (carbohydrates, proteins) one sediment core for each parameter was sampled. 
For the functional parameters photosynthesis as well as sediment stability each Petri dish 
was measured as a whole, since non-invasive methods were applied. TCS was added at the 
beginning of the exposure experiment (day 0). After 1, 3, 6, 8 and 10 days of exposure 
measurements were repeated to observe changes over time. Petri dish 1, 3, and 5 of each 
channel were measured at status quo, day 3 and 8 and Petri dish 2, 4 and 6 were 
investigated at day 1, 6 and 10 after exposure. Therefore two measurement series with 
repeated measurements were conducted. 
2.4 TCS loading of silicon rods1 
Silicon was purchased as a flexible cord with a diameter of 5 mm from Goodfellow 
Cambridge Ltd. (Huntingdon, U.K.). Rods were produced from this cord by cutting it into 
pieces with a length of 2.52 cm. Then, silicon rods were prepared and loaded similar as 
described by (Bandow et al., 2009a; Bandow et al., 2009b). Briefly, rods were cleaned 
three times with a mixture of acetonitril:methanol (80:20, v:v) for 15 min in an ultrasonic 
bath. The rods were dried for 8 h in an atmosphere of nitrogen at 240°C, and then loaded 
by soaking each silicon rod in 300 µl of a solution of TCS in hexane. The solvent was 
completely removed by gently blowing nitrogen for 20 min over each rod and by heating 
them for 2 h at 30°C. 
The amount of TCS loaded onto the rods was calculated beforehand assuming equilibrium 
between the intended concentrations of TCS in the water phase (CW), biofilm (CBf) and 
silicon (CS) in the experimental system. The total mass of TCS in the system equals the 
mass of TCS loaded onto the silicon rods (mS) and the mass of TCS, which was directly 
added to the water phase (stock solution) at the beginning of the experiment. The 
equilibrium will be adjusted between the three compartments biofilm (mBf), water phase 
(mW), and silicon rod (mS).  
 
1 This subchapter was provided by G. Streck with the purpose to submit this chapter for 
puplication. 
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The silicon water partitioning coefficient (KSW) is the ratio between the 
concentration in the silicon rod and the water phase and can be derived from the regression 
line (equation 3) according to Bandow et al. (2009a).  
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The partitioning coefficient between biofilm and water phase (KBfW) is the ratio 
between the concentration in the biofilm and the water phase and can be derived from the 
following equation:  
( ) ρϕ ⋅−⋅== 1Bf
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K       (4) 
where ρ is the density of biofilms (assumed to be 1 kg L-1, Wicke et al. 2007) and φ 
it the water content of biofilms (assumed to be 90%, Wicke et al. 2007). The KBfW at 
equilibrium was estimated from the log KOC (partitioning coefficient between organic 
carbon and water phase) based on studies according to Wicke et al. (2007) and Wicke et al. 
(2008) with an assumed total organic carbon fraction (fOC) of 0.48 where 
6.0loglog −≈ OWOC KK         (5) 
OCOCBfW KfK ⋅=         (6) 
           Depending on the intended concentrations of TCS in the water phase (between 2 µg 
L-1 and 150 µg L-1), the loaded amount of TCS (mLoad) per rod varied between 9.6 µg and 
724 µg. 14 silicon rods were prepared for each channel. Pre-experiments showed that 
equilibrium is reached within a period of approximately 72 h (data not shown).  
2.5 TCS concentration in the water phase 
Water concentrations of TCS were measured at day 0 to 3, 6, 8 and 10. A 
subsample of 20 ml water was taken from each channel, mixed with 100 µl of a standard 
containing 4-phenoxyphenol and PCB 28 in chloroform, and extracted using a micro 
liquid-liquid approach. Briefly, water samples were extracted three times by shaking them 
vigorously with 500 µl of chloroform for 1 min. To separate the chloroform phase the 
samples were centrifuged for 20 min at 3000 rpm. The chloroform was taken up with a 
syringe, transferred to a 2 ml-vial made of brown glass, and the final volume of the 
combined chloroform phases noted. Samples were stored in the dark at -20°C for a 
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maximum period of 14 days until analysis by gas chromatography/mass selective detector 
(GC/MSD) as described below. Besides TCS and the standards, triclosan methyl was 
monitored by GC/MSD in order to be able to determine a possible degradation of TCS 
during the experiment. 
2.6 TCS concentration in artificial sediment and biofilm 
At the end of the experiment the concentration of TCS was measured in the 
sediment and biofilm. Therefore the whole biofilm of all Petri dishes in a channel was 
collected and combined to a sample for analysis. Sediment cores without biofilm were 
collected from different Petri dishes of each channel and were pooled for a sample. The 
samples were centrifuged to remove the water, quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 
-80°C until sample preparation. Before extraction of TCS the samples were freeze-dried 
and weighted. 1 g of sediment resp. 1 g of biofilm were transferred in centrifuge vessels 
and 10 ml of bidistilled water and 10 ml of ethyl acetate/acetone 1:1 (v/v, both for GC, 
Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) were added according to the QuEChERS methodology 
(Anastassiades et al., 2003). After 1 min of extraction by shaking, 4 g of anhydrous MgSO4 
(Sigma Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) and 1 g of NaCl (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) were 
added, to provoke the phase separation. The samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 
rpm and 5 ml of the supernatant was transferred to a centrifuge vessel containing 750 mg 
of MgSO4, 125 mg of PSA (primary secondary amin; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 
USA) and 60 mg of GCB (graphitized carbon black; Supelco, Bellefonte, USA). After a 2 
min dispersive solid phase extraction clean-up the samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 
4500 rpm and an aliquot of 3.5 ml was concentrated up to 1 ml to determine the TCS 
concentration in biofilms and up to 200 µl for the sediment samples.   
2.7 Analysis of TCS with GC/MSD2  
All analyses were performed using HP 6890 Series gas chromatographs equipped 
with mass selective detectors HP 5973 (all Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany). 
GCs were fitted with a split/splitless injector. Analyses were conducted either on a DB-
XLB or on a HP5-MS capillary column (both 30 m x 0.25 mm i.d., 0.25 µm film thickness; 
Agilent Technologies). 1 µl of the extracts were injected in splitless mode. Helium was 
used as carrier gas at a constant flow (1.5 ml min-1 and 1.2 ml min-1, respectively). The GC 
 
2 This subchapter was provided by G. Streck with the purpose to submit this chapter for 
puplication. 
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oven program was as follows: 50°C for 1 min; 17 K min-1 to 300°C for 2 min. The mass 
selective detector (MSD) operated at 70 eV with electron impact ionization. The 
transferline was set at 280°C, the quadrupol at 150°C, and the ion source to 230°C. The 
MSD was operated in single ion monitoring mode, the quantifiers m/z are listed in Table 1.  
Table 1: Quantifier and Qualifier for MSD detection 
Compound CAS Quantifier (m/z) Qualifier (m/z) 
4-Phenoxyphenol 831-82-3 186 157, 109 
PCB 28 7012-37-5 256 258, 186 
TCS 3380-34-5 288 290, 218, 252 
Triclosan methyl 4640-01-1 302 304, 128 
 
2.8 Fluorescence measurement of biofilms 
The photosynthetic capacity of the biofilm was assessed by measuring the 
inhibition of the photosystem II, expressed as effective quantum yield Y(II). The MAXI-
Imaging PAM (Fa. Walz, Germany) was used for chlorophyll a-fluorescence 
measurements. The measuring procedure was used according to McClellan et al. (2008). 
Therefore the Petri dish was illuminated with actinic light for 2.5 min and the steady-state 
fluorescence F as well as the maximum fluorescence Fm of the whole area was recorded 
just before and after triggering the saturation pulse. This was repeated three times and an 
average was calculated. The effective quantum yield was calculated according to Genty et 
al. (1989) and Schreiber et al. (1986): 
Fm
FFm
Fm
FvIIY −=Δ=)(                  (7) 
The inhibition of the photosystem II is expressed as ratio of the effective quantum 
yield of the treated samples Y(II)treat and the controls Y(II)contr. 
contr
treat
IIY
IIY
Inhibition
)(
)(*100
100(%) −=                 (8) 
Every sampling day three Petri dishes were selected from each channel and the 
photosynthetic yields were measured. A mean inhibition of photosynthesis for each 
channel was calculated by taking the average of the three measurements. The status quo 
was observed one day before TCS was added to the glass channels. 
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2.9 Photosynthetic pigment determination by HPLC 
Each sampling day, from three Petri dishes of each channel one sediment core was 
taken. The three cores of each channel were pooled and placed in a brown glass vessel 
containing 1 ml of 90% acetone, sonicated in a 56°C water bath for 4 min and stored at -
80°C over night. The next day the extracts were filtered (Spartan 13/ 0.2 RC, Whatman 
GmbH, Germany) and stored at -80°C until HPLC measurements. For pigment 
determination 100 µl of the extracts were pipetted to HPLC vials. 30 µl of the aliquot was 
injected to a HPLC system (Bio-Tec Kontron Germany) with a diode array detector 
(DAD). Analyses were conducted on a Vertex column with integrated pre-column (250 
mm x 4.6 mm i.d., 4 µm film thickness; Knauer, Germany). The used solvents were A 
(4.72 M methanol, 13.4 M acetonitrile, 53.4 mM ammonium acetate, 2.69 mM tetrabutyl 
ammonium acetate), B (90% acetonitrile, 10% acetone) and C (80% acetone, 20% 
acetonitrile, all solvents were purchased from Merck or Aldrich and were HPLC-grade). 
Pigments were separated by gradient elution with a flow rate of 1 ml min-1 according to 
Woitke et al. (1994). The pigments were separated according to their retention time and 
spectra. Chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and carotinoids (fucoxanthin, zeaxanthin, lutein, and 
β-carotene) were calibrated, using standards supplied by DHI Water & Environment 
(Hørsholm, Denmark).  
Accessory or marker pigments are characteristic for different taxonomic groups and 
provide insights into effects on every algal group (Wilhelm et al., 1991). Marker pigments 
were used to quantify shifts in algae class composition and therefore changes in algae 
communities. The ratio between fucoxanthin and chlorophyll a (fuc/chl a) was used as 
proxy for the relative portion of diatoms in the total algae biomass and the ratio between 
lutein and chlorophyll a (lut/chl a) as proxy for the relative portion of chlorophytes in 
algae biomass.  
2.10 Taxonomic analysis of diatoms 
At status quo and at the end of the experiment three sediment cores from three Petri 
dishes were pooled from each channel. The sampled sediment cores for analysing 
taxonomic groups of diatoms were immediately fixed with formaldehyde (5%) until further 
processing. Diatom samples were centrifuged, decalcified with 10% hydrochloric acid and 
oxidized with 30-35% hydrogen peroxide. The detailed method is described in Bertzen and 
Müller (2002). According to the method of Rott et al. (1999) and Rott et al. (1997) at least 
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500 shells were counted for each sample. Additional single species were analyzed for 
occurrence. Absolute and relative abundance were calculated for each species.   
2.11 Sediment stability measurements using MagPI 
Sediment stability was measured using the magnetic particle induction (MagPI) as 
it is described in detail by Larson et al. (2009). With the MagPI the surface adhesive 
capacity is measured as a proxy for surface sediment stabilization. Red fluorescent ferrous 
particles (∅ 250-300 µm, Partrac, UK) were carefully added to the biofilm surface and 
were immediately incorporated into the binding network of the biofilm (Gerbersdorf et al., 
2009). Immediately after the addition of the particles the measurements were conducted. 
The magnetic forces required to recapture the particles describe the retentive capacity of 
the biofilm. This method is suitable for detecting sensitive changes of the surface adhesion 
of sediments or biofilms (Lubarsky et al., 2010). Each sampling day the sediment stability 
at one spot in a Petri dish was measured. This was done for all Petri dishes and the values 
were averaged for each channel.  
2.12 Bacterial enumeration using flow cytometry  
Bacteria were counted as described in Gerbersdorf et al. (2009). Briefly, sediment 
cores for measuring bacterial enumeration were fixed with 0.2 µM pre-filtered 
glutaraldehyde solution (1% final concentration). Bacteria were stained with SYTO Green 
13 (Molecular Probes, 1:2000 v:v, 1.2 μM L-1 final concentration) for 15 min in the dark. 
Measurements of the bacterial abundance were conducted using a Becton Dickinson 
FACScan™ flow cytometery with a laser emitting at 488 nm. Recording of data was 
proceeded until 10000 events were acquired. As internal standard fluorescent calibrated 
beads (PeakFlow™, 6 µm, 515 nm, Molecular Probes) were added to some samples. The 
acquisition of events was thus limited to a gate encompassing the bacterial cells by plotting 
the side light scatter (SSC) versus green fluorescence (FL1). The bacterial abundance was 
calculated by multiplying the acquisition rates (between 160 and 640 bacteria counted per 
sec) by the flow rate (fixed to 60 μl min-1) (Lubarsky et al., 2010). 
Each sampling day three Petri dishes were selected and one sediment core was 
sampled from each dish.  
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2.13 Water parameters of channels 
Water parameters like temperature, pH-value, conductivity, O2-content and O2-
saturation were measured each sampling day using the Universal measuring device Multi 
340i (WTW GmbH, Weilheim, Germany). Values were averaged for the channels CB to 
T5 and are shown in Table 2. CT was omitted because autoclaved water was used.  
Table 2: Water parameters averaged over all channels (except CT) over the 10-day exposure 
experiment with TCS. 
Date 
Day of 
Exposure 
Temperature 
[°C] 
O2 saturation 
[%] 
O2 content 
[mg L-1] 
pH 
(buffered) 
Conductivity 
[µS cm] 
15.02.1010 status quo 18.65 ± 0.24 98.02 ± 4.41 8.91 ± 0.38 7.82 ± 0.03 1182.0 ± 1.10 
17.02.2010 1 16.18 ± 0.61 93.58 ± 3.42 9.06 ± 0.37 7.29 ± 0.20 1265.5 ± 78.5 
19.02.2010 3 14.90 ± 0.15 93.90 ± 2.00 9.17 ± 0.18 7.08 ± 0.05 1263.8 ± 68.5 
22.02.2010 6 14.02 ± 0.15 90.97 ± 4.45 8.91 ± 0.43 7.19 ± 0.08 1344.5 ± 78.7 
24.02.2010 8 14.98 ± 0.25 92.13 ± 1.68 8.46 ± 0.16 7.37 ± 0.10 1430.5 ± 115.2
26.02.2010 10 15.43 ± 0.18 87.08 ± 1.99 8.41 ± 0.21 7.79 ± 0.08 1371.7 ± 102.2
 
2.14 Data evaluation and statistical analysis 
As two measurement series with repeated measurements were conducted (1: t=1, 6, 
10 days; 2: t=0, 3, 8 days; see 2.3) data evaluation was performed using a two-way 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with repeated measurements. The different time points 
were the within subject factors and the different treatments were the between subject 
factors. Using this analysis significant interaction between the factors could be determined. 
The Mauchly´s test was used to test the assumption of sphericity. Calculations were 
conducted using the program SPSS Statistics 19. All multiple comparison procedures 
among the means of the treatments versus the control group were analysed using the 
Bonferroni t-test. Correlations between measured parameters for each day were performed 
using the Spearman Rank Order Correlation because the requirements of a normal 
distribution and constant variance were not always fulfilled. Regression analyses were used 
to examine the relationship between different variables at the end of the experiment using 
the program SigmaPlot 11.0. For all statistical analyses α was set to 0.05.  
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3 Results 
3.1 TCS concentration in the water phase  
Dosing of TCS was conducted by adding stock solutions of different concentrations 
of TCS to the channels as well as by using loaded silicon rods at the beginning of the 
experiment. The intended TCS concentrations were: 2, 10, 20, 50 and 100 µg L-1. After 
two days, equilibrium was achieved (Figure 2). For T1 and T2 the intended and measured 
concentrations fit well. The measured concentration for T3 was about 1.7 times higher than 
calculated and the highest concentrations were within factor of 2.5 and 2.8 higher than 
calculated. The adjusted concentrations after 10 days were 2, 25, 87, 250 and 424 µg L-1 
for T1 to T5. So a clear gradation in concentration could be achieved (Figure 2). The 
negative control (CT) showed a higher concentration than T5 although the same amount as 
in T5 was added. Because there was no biofilm in CT, no uptake, adsorption to biota or 
biological degradation could take place. This resulted in concentrations three times higher 
than in T5 and very constant concentrations over 10 days. In the control (CB) TCS was 
measured in the range of the lowest concentration. The addition of water because of 
evaporation losses led to variations in concentration but was compensated quite fast.  
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Figure 2: Measured concentrations of TCS (in µg L-1) in channel water over a 10 day experiment. 
Open symbols are controls: □ CB- channel with biofilm and no TCS; ◊ CT as negative control - 
channel without biofilm and highest concentration of TCS (measurement for CB at day 3 was lost). 
Filled symbols are TCS exposures – T1 smallest concentration (2 µg L-1) to T5 highest concentration 
(424 µg L-1) measured after 10 days of TCS exposure. Dashed lines show addition of water for 
evaporation compensation.  
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3.2 TCS concentration in artificial sediment and biofilm 
The concentration of TCS in sediment and biofilm was measured after 10 days at 
the end of the experiment. The measured water content in the sediment was 3.6%, the 
assumed water content in the biofilm was 90% (Wicke et al. 2007). The measured 
concentrations were calculated pertaining to a volume sediment or biofilm, which 
contained the same amount of “pore” water. Therefore 25 times more sediment had to be 
dried to get an equivalent pore water amount of 1g.  
The measured TCS concentrations, which adsorbed to the sediment, were 0.005 to 
0.15 µg g-1 dry weight (DW) for T1 to T5 (Figure 3). The higher the concentration in the 
water of the channels the higher was the measured concentration in the sediment. The 
highest concentration in sediment was measured in CT with 0.16 µg g-1 DW. As TCS 
could be measured in the water of the control CB TCS could also be measured in the 
sediment of this channel. Although similar water concentrations were measured in CB and 
T1, the concentration in the sediment of CB was about factor 10 higher than in T1. The 
amount of TCS in dried biofilm was in a range of 0.51 to 14.8 µg g-1 DW for T1 to T5. 
Also for the biofilm samples the measured concentrations of TCS increased with an 
increase of TCS in the water of the channels (Figure 3). The amount of TCS in the biofilm 
of the control CB is in accordance to the channel T1, where similar concentrations in the 
water were measured.  
Thus within a channel the concentration of TCS in the biofilm was two orders of 
magnitude higher than the concentration of TCS in sediment (factor 96 to 213) and a clear 
enrichment of 100% on average in the biofilm compartment out of the water phase could 
be observed. 
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Figure 3: Measured concentrations of TCS (in µg per g dried sediment – white bars resp. per g dried 
biofilm – striped bars) for the treatments T1 (2 µg L-1) to T5 (424 µg L-1) and controls. The measured 
concentrations were adjusted to a volume of sediment or biofilm containing the same amount of pore 
water. One measurement per treatment and compartment was conducted.  
 
From the measured concentrations of TCS within the single compartments and on 
the assumption that equilibrium was reached between the water phase, silicon rod, and 
biofilm the relative portion of TCS was calculated within the single compartments. 
Therefore the sediment within a channel was weighted (312 g DW) and the portion of 
biofilm was estimated from the dry weight of the collected biofilm (4 g DW). The amount 
of water (3.5 L) was fixed. The TCS treated channels show quite similar results in respect 
of relative portions of TCS in sediment, biofilm or silicon rods (Table 3). More than 85% 
of TCS remained in the silicon rod and the portion of TCS in the water phase reached up to 
14% (on average: 9 ± 4%; Table 3). Only 0.6% of TCS was adsorbed to the sediment. On 
average 1% of the whole amount of TCS in the channels could be observed within the 
biofilm. This was up to 75 µg TCS in treatment T5. In the channel without biofilm (CT) 
almost an equal ratio was reached between the water phase and the silicon rod (43% / 57%, 
Table 3). Due to a high measured value of TCS in the sediment for the CB-channel the 
portion reached almost 10% (Table 3).  
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Table 3: Amount of TCS (in µg) within the single compartments and the relative portion of TCS 
within the channels in brackets (%)  
Treatment – 
measured TCS 
concentration 
Water phase, 
after 10 days 
Sediment Biofilm Silicon rods Sum 
CB – 3 µg L-1 10.5 (5.9) 18.4 (9.8) 1.1 (0.6) 158.6 (84.0) 188.8 (100) 
T1 – 2 µg L-1 7.0 (4.9) 1.7 (1.2) 2.1 (1.5) 130.9 (92.2) 142.1 (100) 
T2 – 25 µg L-1 86.1 (6.1) 3.9 (0.3) 10.9 (0.8) 1318.2 (92.8) 1421.0 (100) 
T3 – 87 µg L-1 305.5 (8.6) 22.6 (0.6) 30.0 (0.8) 3189.1 (89.8) 3552.6 (100) 
T4 – 250 µg L-1 877.5 (12.4) 37.2 (0.5) 60.6 (0.9) 6119.2 (86.1) 7105.2 (100) 
T5 – 424 µg L-1 1483.9 (13.9) 52.9 (0.5) 74.6 (0.7) 9033.1 (84.8) 10657.8 (100)
CT – 1300 µg L-1 4552.5 (42.7) 65.4 (0.6) no biofilm 6039.9 (56.7) 10657.8 (100)
 
3.3 Photosynthetic pigment determination by HPLC 
The amount of chlorophyll a (chl a), as parameter for algae biomass, was measured 
in a 1 cm³ sediment core with biofilm (Figure 4). The initial chl a amount was measured 
before TCS was added to the channels (status quo). The highest concentration was 
observed in channel T5 with an average of 4.0 µg chl a cm-³. The standard deviations 
within the channels were within a range of 0.1 to 1.6 µg chl a cm-³ for these undisturbed 
biofilms. At day 0 of the experiment TCS was added to the channels. The analysis of the 
following day (day 1) showed much higher chl a concentrations for all channels (8.6 ± 1.2 
µg cm-³). The standard deviations within the channels were in the range of 0.8 to 2.3 µg chl 
a cm-³. This indicates that biofilms within a channel can be more heterogenous than 
between the different treatments. This is in accordance to the patchy appearance of the 
mature biofilms which was observed. At the end of the experiment chl a concentrations 
varied between 7.9 and 10.4 µg cm-³. The standard deviations after 10 days exposure to 
TCS within each channel increased up to 1.1-4.8 µg chl a cm-³. The differences in the 
mean values of the two factors time and treatment were not significantly different (two 
way ANOVA with repeated measurements: factor time: F1,12=1.2, p=0.295; factor 
treatment: F5,12=0.61, p=0.695). Also the interactions between the two factors were not 
significant (F5,12=0.9, p=0.521). The assumption of sphericity could not be tested due to the 
available data basis. Therefore no significant changes in biomass over time between the 
channels could be observed. Only the variance within the channels increased over time.  
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Figure 4: Amount of chlorophyll a in 1 cm³ sediment for the contol CB and the TCS treatments T1 (2 
µg L-1) to T5 (424 µg L-1)  for the first day of exposure (white bars) and the end of the experiment after 
10 day (striped bars) measured with HPLC. Per channel three measurements were averaged. Error 
bars show the standard deviation. 
 
Figure 5 shows the ratio fuc/chl a for all treatments at the first day of exposure and 
the end of the experiment (day 10). As the mature biofilms were quite patchy at the 
beginning of the exposure period, the ratios at day 1 varied between 0.26 and 0.36 in the 
different channels. The standard deviations were in the range of 0.02-0.08. After 10 days of 
exposure in each channel a smaller fuc/chl a-ratio was determined in comparison to day 1 
(Figure 5). The ratios ranged between 0.14 for the highest treatment (T5) and 0.31 for the 
control (CB). There was a significant effect of time (F1,12=49.5, p<0.001) however the 
different treatments did not significantly influence the result (F5,12=2.7, p=0.071). Both 
factors interact significantly with each other (F5,12=5.0, p=0.003). Sphericity of the two 
way ANOVA with repeated measurements could not be tested due to the available data 
basis. Especially for the highest TCS concentrations (T3-T5) the decrease in the fuc/chl a-
ratio over time was statistically significant (T3: t=2.5, p=0.029; T4: t=3.5, p=0.005; T5: 
t=7.1, p<0.001; Figure 5). This leads to the conclusion that the relative portion of diatoms 
in the total biomass decreased over the duration of the experiment at high TCS 
concentrations.  
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Figure 5: Averaged ratio of fucoxanthin/chlorophyll a for for the contol CB and the TCS treatments 
T1 (2 µg L-1) to T5 (424 µg L-1) at the first day of exposure (white bars) and the end of the experiment 
after 10 day (striped bars). Error bars show the standard deviation (n=3). Statistical significances 
between the two time points for each treatment were marked with *. Pairwise multiple comparison 
procedures were conducted using the Bonferroni t-test. 
* * *
 
The lutein/chlorophyll a-ratio (lut /chl a) at the first day of exposure and the end of 
the experiment is shown in Figure 6. The ratios at day 1 varied between 0.07 and 0.14 in 
the different channels. The standard deviations were in the range of 0.009-0.03. After 10 
days of exposure in each channel a higher lut/chl a-ratio was determined in comparison to 
day 1 (Figure 6). The ratios ranged between 0.11 for the control (CB) and 0.17 for the 
highest concentration (T5). To identify which groups differ from the controls for each 
single factor a multiple comparison procedure was used (Bonferroni t-test). There was a 
significant difference in the ratios at the beginning and end of the exposure phase for the 
lowest TCS concentration (T1, t=2.2, p=0.047). Also the ratio for T4 (t=2.8, p=0.015) and 
T5 (t=4.6, p<0.001) increased significantly over the exposure duration of 10 days (Figure 
6). After 10 days significant differences in the lut/chl a ratio could be observed for T3 
(t=3.3, p=0.014) and T5 (t=3.1, p=0.024) in comparison to the control CB. The lut/chl a-
ratio at the first day of exposure and the end of the experiment was significantly affected 
by time (F1,12=31.0, p<0.001) and treatment (F5,12=7.0, p=0.003). The effect of different 
TCS concentrations (factor treatment) did not depend on the measured time point. There 
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was no statistically significant interaction between these two factors (F5,12=1.9, p=0.171). 
Sphericity of the two way ANOVA with repeated measurements could not be tested due to 
the available data basis. It seems that the decrease in the relative portion of diatoms at high 
TCS concentrations (Figure 5) is paralleled by an increase in the relative portion of 
chlorophytes (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Averaged ratio of lutein/chlorophyll a for for the contol CB and the TCS treatments T1 (2 µg 
L-1) to T5 (424 µg L-1) at the first day of exposure (white bars) and the end of the experiment after 10 
day (striped bars). Error bars show the standard deviation (n=3). Statistical significances between the 
two time points for each treatment were marked with *. Pairwise multiple comparison procedures 
were conducted using the Bonferroni t-test.  
***
 
3.4 Taxonomic analysis of diatoms 
Taxonomic analyses of diatoms were conducted before TCS was added to the 
channels as well as after the 10-day exposure experiment. At status quo the number of 
species within the channels varied between 26-35 for the controls and the three lowest 
concentrations and 22-25 for the highest concentrations. On average 29 species were found 
per channel at the beginning of the experiment. All channels show a similar community of 
diatom species dominated by Achnanthes minutissima var. minutissima followed by 
Diatoma tenuis. The relative abundance of these species accounted for 62% resp. 12% on 
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average. Four Fragilaria taxa (F. capucina var. gracilis, F. capucina var. mesolepta, F. 
nanana, F. ulna acus) had a relative abundance between 3-4%. All other species (in total 
57) had relative abundances below 3%.  
After 10 days of TCS-exposure the composition of diatoms in comparison to the 
status quo changed slightly. Again A. minutissima var. minutissima was the most abundant 
species (62%). A small decrease could be observed in the relative portion of D. tenuis 
(8%). The portion of Fragilaria species (F. capucina var. gracilis, F. capucina var. 
mesolepta and F. nanana) increased to a small extend up to 5%. In each treatment channel 
several low abundant species (<1%), like Nitzschia and Navicula were not present anymore 
after 10 days. However Nitzschia paleacea, the most abundant species from this genus, 
increased from 2.8 to 3.5%. Only for few species a concentration dependent occurrence 
could be observed. For A. minutissima var. minutissima a small increase in the relative 
abundance could be observed with increasing TCS concentration. For the most abundant 
Fragilaria and Nitzschia species the abundance was higher in the controls and at lower 
concentrations. 20 species which were determined at the beginning of the experiment could 
not be found anymore at the end of the experiment (mainly Nitzschia (6 species), Navicula 
(4), Fragilaria (3) and Cymbella (2)). However the abundance of these species was quite 
low at the beginning. In total 42 species could be detected. All together the number of taxa 
was slightly higher in the control and for the lowest concentration (n=27, 28) than in the 
other TCS treatments (n=25, 23 for the highest concentrations). So the amount of species 
decreased to 26 on average for all channels at the end of the experiment.  
3.5 Bacterial enumeration using flow cytometry  
To observe bacterial development within the biofilm bacterial abundance was 
determined six times over the whole experiment. As shown in Figure 7, the bacterial 
abundance ranged between 15.2 and 29.4·106 cells cm-3 (except in the negative control CT) 
at the beginning of the experiment. In the negative control the bacterial cell counts were on 
average below 4.4·105 cells cm-3 only at the last sampling day the cell count was higher 
(1.3·106 cells cm-3). After exposure to TCS there was an increase in bacterial cell counts up 
to the third day of the experiment. The highest values were measured for CB and T2 
(52·106 cells cm-3). After six days of exposure the bacterial enumeration decreased for the 
three highest concentrations (T3-T5) and was significantly different from the control 
(Figure 7). This state remained until the end of the experiment whereas the difference in 
the bacterial cell counts even enlarged in comparison to the control. For the low TCS-
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concentrations (T1, T2) the cell counts remained stable until the end of the experiment and 
were similar to the control (Figure 7). By comparing the beginning and the end of the 
experiment (status quo and day 8) only for the control and the lowest TCS concentration a 
significant increase could be observed (Bonferroni t-test, CB: t=3.1, p=0.01; T1: t=5.1, 
p<0.001).   
The two different measurement series with repeated measurements showed a 
significant influence of time (F2,24=36.5, p<0.001 (for t=0, 3, 8) resp. F2,24=18.1, p<0.001 
(for t=1, 6, 10)), but also the influence of the different treatments was significant 
(F5,12=8.5, p<0.001 (for t=0, 3, 8) resp. F5,12=20.4, p<0.001 (for t=1, 6, 10)). For both series 
a statistically significant interaction between the two factors time and treatment could be 
observed (F10,24=6.2, p<0.001 (for t=1, 6, 10) resp. F10,24=3.9, p=0.003 (for t=0, 3, 8)). The 
sphericity assumptions of the two-way ANOVA with repeated measurements for the 
measurement series t=1, 3, 5 was fulfilled (Mauchly-test, df=2, p=0.589). For the series 
t=0, 3, 8 the sphericity assumption could not be tested due to a single measurement at 
status quo.  
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Figure 7: Bacterial abundance (106 cells cm³) for different treatments with TCS over a 10 day 
experiment. There was only one measurement at status quo, for the following sampling days three 
measurements were averaged. Error bars show the standard deviation. Pairwise multiple comparison 
procedures were conducted using the Bonferroni t-test. Statistical significances between the control 
(CB) and treated samples at each time point were marked with *. 
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The maximum decrease in bacterial abundance reached 55% for T3 and T5 after 10 
days of exposure in comparison to the control of the same sampling day. This effect built 
up over time as dependent on the concentration. For lower concentrations it needed a 
certain time for effects to be detected. It seems that after 8 days of exposure the maximum 
effect level was reached at concentrations ≥ 87 µg L-1 (≥ T3) with a stable effect plateau of 
50.3 ± 4.2% inhibition.    
3.6 Photosynthetic activity  
For functional analysis of the autotrophic component of biofilms the photosynthetic 
activity was measured. At status quo all channels showed a similar photosynthetic activity 
with only very small standard deviations (Figure 8, average: 0.36 ± 0.008 r.u.). After one 
day of TCS exposure the photosynthetic yield was on average around 0.08 r.u. higher for 
all treatments including the control. This could be ascribed to a change in light regime at 
the beginning of the exposure time. For both repeated measurement series the influence of 
time on photosynthetic activity was highly significant (F2,14=67.4, p<0.0001 (for t=1, 6, 10) 
resp. F2,14=112.0, p<0.0001 (for t=0, 3, 8)). Also higher TCS concentrations lead to a 
significant reduction in photosynthesis (F5,7=22.2, p<0.0001 (for t=1, 6, 10) resp. F5,7=7.7, 
p=0.009 (for t=0, 3, 8)). Interactions between time and TCS concentration exist for both 
measurement series (F10,14=5.0, p<0.001 (for t=1, 6, 10) resp. F10,14=8.2, p<0.0001 (for t=0, 
3, 8)). The sphericity assumptions of the two-way ANOVA of repeated measurements was 
satisfied (Mauchly-test, df=2, p=0.996 resp. p=0.051).  
For multiple comparisons of the different treatments for each time point Bonferroni 
t-tests were conducted, testing the treated samples versus the control group (CB). In 
comparison to the control, after three days a significant difference could be observed for 
the highest TCS concentration (t=4.7, p<0.001; Figure 8). After six days of exposure 
significant differences in the photosynthetic activity could be investigated for all TCS 
concentrations except the lowest one (T1). This remained stable until the end of the 
experiment with one exception for T2 after 8 days of exposure, where no differences in 
comparison to the control could be observed. The photosynthetic yield in the control CB 
remained stable over the whole exposure duration (0.43-0.46 r.u.). No effect could be 
observed for the smallest concentration (T1), indeed the concentration of TCS in water of 
T1 and the control were similar. 
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Figure 8: Averaged photosynthetic yield Y(II) (mean ± standard deviation; n = 3) for different 
treatments with TCS over a 10 day experiment. Pairwise multiple comparison procedures were 
conducted using the Bonferroni t-test. Statistical significances between the control (CB) and treated 
samples at each time point were marked with *.  
 
After 10 days of exposure, the lowest photosynthetic yields were measured for the 
treatments T2 to T5, which resulted in an inhibition of 21-28% for T2 to T5 in comparison 
to CB (Figure 9). It can be concluded that the inhibitory effect on photosynthetic activity 
builds up over time in dependency of the concentration. For the highest concentration (T5) 
an effect can be observed quite fast after 3 days already (15% inhibition), for lower 
concentrations it needs six days for an effect on photosynthesis to be develop. It seems that 
after a certain exposure time the effect manifests at a certain inhibition level. The higher 
the concentration, the sooner the maximum inhibiton level is reached (Figure 9). After 6 
days maximum effects between 15 and 20% inhibition can be observed, after 8 days the 
maximum inhibition level reaches 16% and after 10 days the maximum inhibition of 25 to 
28% was reached (Figure 9).     
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Figure 9: Inhibition of photosynthetic activity for the TCS treatments T1 (2 µg L-1) to T5 (424 µg L-1) 
in comparison to the control of the respective sampling days  
 
3.7 Sediment stability measurements 
The second parameter for functional analysis was the sediment stability. The 
averaged sediment stability before TCS exposure was 18.2 ± 2.9 mTesla and increased to 
22.9 mTesla after 8 days (maximum stability) in the control. Sediment stability in the 
negative control CT was the same over the whole experiment (~ 4.9 mTesla, data not 
shown). The repeated measurements for the time series t=0, 3, 8 showed no significant 
influence of time (F2,22=2.2, p=0.134) however for the series t=1, 6, 10 days, time had a 
significant influence (F2,22=13.6, p<0.0001) on sediment stability. The TCS concentration 
significantly influenced sediment stability for both measurement series (F5,11=8.5, 
p<0.0001 (for t=1, 6, 10) resp. F5,11=4.8, p=0.015 (for t=0, 3, 8)). Interactions between time 
and TCS concentration were not significant for both measurement series (F10,22=1.6, 
p=0.133 (for t=1, 6, 10) resp. F10,22=2.2, p=0.062 (for t=0, 3, 8)). The sphericity 
assumptions of the two-way ANOVA of repeated measurements were satisfied (Mauchly-
test, df=2, p=0.759 resp. p=0.851).  
For the multiple comparison of the different treatments for each time point 
Bonferroni t-tests were conducted by comparing treated samples versus the control group 
(CB). After three days significant differences could be observed for the highest TCS 
concentrations (T5:  t=4.6, p<0.001; T4: t=3.2, p=0.009) and T2 (t=2.7, p=0.044; Figure 
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10). After six days of TCS exposure all concentrations except T1 showed significant 
differences in sediment stability in comparison to the control. Due to a decrease in 
sediment stability in the control after 10 days of exposure only the highest TCS 
concentrations showed significant differences at the end of the experiment (T4: t=4.2, 
p<0.001; T5: t=4.0, p<0.001; Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Averaged sediment stability (mean ± standard deviation; n = 6) for different treatments 
with TCS over a 10 day experiment. Pairwise multiple comparison procedures were conducted using 
the Bonferroni t-test. Statistical significances between the control (CB) and treated samples at each 
time point were marked with *. 
 
Already after one day of TCS exposure a reduction in sediment stability of 23% 
was observed for the highest concentration (Figure 11). After three days of exposure for all 
concentrations an inhibition of at least 16% (T3) and up to 46% (T5) was observed. Over 
time the effect of reduced sediment stability increased also in accordance with increasing 
TCS concentrations. At day 10 the highest effect was observed for T4 and T5 with 50% 
and 47%, obviously the maximum effect plateau was reached for this parameter (Figure 
11).  
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Figure 11: Inhibition of sediment stability for the TCS treatments T1 (2 µg L-1) to T5 (424 µg L-1) in 
comparison to the control of the respective sampling day  
 
3.8 Correlation between parameters 
To check for correlations between the variables sediment stability, photosynthetic 
activity, chlorophyll a concentration, and bacterial cell counts a Spearman Rank Order 
Correlation was conducted. Therefore the averaged values for each treatment and each 
sampling day were used.  
A correlation between the functional parameter sediment stability and 
photosynthetic activity could be seen (p-value<0.001, rS=0.61; Table 4). A linear 
regression between these two parameters showed that with increasing photosynthetic yield 
the sediment stability increased (Figure 12). Also a strong correlation was calculated 
between the bacterial cell count and photosynthetic activity (p=0.007, rS=0.44; Table 4). A 
linear regression between these two parameters is shown in Figure 13, were an increase in 
the photosynthetic activity correlated with an increase in the bacterial abundance.  
 A correlation between bacterial cell counts and sediment stability was expected but 
could not be identified (p=0.19, rS=0.226; Table 4). Also the chlorophyll a values did not 
correlate with the sediment stability (p=0.26, rS=-0,239; Table 4). 
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Figure 12: Linear Regression between the functional parameters sediment stability and photosynthetic 
activity  
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Figure 13: Linear Regression between the functional parameter photosynthetic activity and the 
structural parameter bacterial abundance   
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Table 4: Spearman Correlation for the measured functional and structural 
parameters; cell content: correlation coefficient, p-value, number of samples  
  
  
Photosynthetic 
activity  
Sediment 
stability 
Chlorophyll a  
    
Bacterial cell 
count 
1 0,611 0,097 0,443 
 <0,001 0,647 0,007 Photosynthetic 
activity   36 24 36 
      
 1 -0,239 0,226 
  0,257 0,185 Sediment 
stability   24 36 
      
  1 0,143 
   0,502 Chlorophyll a 
     24 
      
   1 
    Bacterial cell 
count     
 
4 Discussion 
 
TCS exposure regime 
The criteria for successful delivery of TCS were to reach the equilibrium 
concentrations fast and maintain a stable exposure regime over the whole 10-day 
experiment. The use of silicon rods as supplier for TCS into the water phase was highly 
efficient. Already two days after adding a stock solution of TCS and using loaded silicon 
rods to maintain this level, equilibrium was reached. In this experiment 3.5 L water had to 
be spiked. At the end of the experiment, concentrations of 2, 25, 87, 250 and 424 µg L-1 
were measured for the different treatments T1 to T5. So a concentration range over two 
orders of magnitude could be adjusted by using silicon rods loaded with different amounts 
of TCS. After the equilibrium has been reached, the concentrations of TCS varied over the 
experimental duration of 10 days up to 25% for medium and high concentrations (T2 to 
T5) and between 63 and 82% for the smallest concentration and the control. This high 
variance resulted from high variations in the measurements in this lower µg L-1-range. A 
higher variability in concentration measurements is also influenced by biota in samples 
(like algae or hatched fish eggs), which has a direct effect on the overall partition (Bandow 
et al., 2009a; Kiparissis et al., 2003). Also the addition of water because of evaporation 
losses resulted in variations of the concentration over this 10-day experiment. However 
after half a day the equilibrium was reached again. Thus the adjusted concentrations 
remained stable over the exposure duration of 10 days.  
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This dosing technique was used with the aim to compensate losses of hydrophobic 
compounds due to partitioning to biota or degradation losses (Bandow et al., 2009a). Until 
now passive dosing devices were used in small scale experiments where equilibrium is 
reached quite fast (within minutes to hours in small amounts of test medium/water e.g. 
(Kiparissis et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2010a; Smith et al., 2010b)). However this experiment 
showed that dosing techniques can also be used in large-scale systems and the criteria for 
successful delivery were fulfilled. 
Because the test compound TCS is a quite lipophilic substance, different 
precautions with respect of dosing had to be taken. Therefore the whole test system was 
made of glass, the used adhesive was hardened, and during TCS exposure mixing and 
aeration by pumps was replaced by an aeration system to avoid losses of the substance to 
plastic tubes. This was also suggested by Wicke et al. (2007), who used polar test materials 
to reduce hydrophobic interactions and sorption of the analytes. The average concentration 
of TCS in the artificial sediment was 0.09 µg g-1 DW. This corresponds to 0.6% of the total 
load of TCS in the compartment sediment, which is almost negligible.  
The intended TCS concentrations for the test were 2, 20, 50, 100 and 150 µg L-1. 
These concentrations except the lowest are not environmentally relevant, but they were 
chosen because in a former experiment effects on a pure bacteria community were 
measured at this concentrations range for structure of the bacterial community as well as 
for the functional parameter sediment stability (Lubarsky et al. 2012). Additionally, this 
concentration range was chosen because acute effects in a 24h-test with natural microalgae 
communities were observed in the mg L-1-range (EC50 for photosynthetic activity = 1 mg 
L-1, Franz et al. (2008)). For a long-term exposure it was expected that effects can be 
observed at lower concentrations than 1 mg L-1.  
The measured concentrations were in average around factor 2 higher than 
calculated. Variations from the intended concentrations were higher at higher 
concentrations. The assumptions that were made for calculating the load of TCS on the 
silicon rods were rechecked at the end of the experiments, when measured concentrations 
were available. Therefore the partitioning coefficient between silicon and water (KSW) was 
overestimated and less TCS was assumed to be in the water phase. The KSW was derived 
from the correlation between log KOW and log KSW, published in Bandow et al. (2009a). 
There an error of about 20% for the log-transformed data was indicated, which could lead 
to a variation of the KSW of about factor 5. Also the partitioning coefficient between 
biofilm and water (KBfW) was lower than expected, therefore the partitioning into the 
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biofilm was underestimated. This is also influenced by the assumption of the organic 
carbon fraction (fOC) of a bacterial biofilm, which was taken from Wicke et al. (2007). 
Better conformance with the measured concentrations could be achieved by choosing a log 
KBfW one order of magnitude smaller (~2.8) and a log KSW about factor 1.7 smaller (3.5).  
TCS was detected in the control channel in the range of the lowest concentration 
and was also measured in the sediment as well as in the biofilm of the CB-channel. As 
water was taken from the river Parthe, it was checked if TCS occurs in this river. The 
monitoring data set published by von der Ohe et al. (2012) includs 572 water bodies in 
Saxony, Germany. Four sampling sites were situated at the river Parthe. The highest TCS 
concentration detected in the Parthe was 120 ng L-1, the average concentration was 41 ng 
L-1. At this sampling site the overall detection frequency of TCS was 100% (n=12) (von 
der Ohe et al., 2012). This indicates the occurance of TCS in this river however the 
measured concentrations were far below the detected concentrations of 3 µg L-1 in this 
experiment. As TCS was measured in the control channel during the whole experiment, 
mistakes during one sampling day or spreading during the extraction method can be 
excluded.  
Within the channels the relative portion of TCS in the single compartments was 
calculated. More than 84% of TCS remains within the silicon rods. High proportions of the 
chemical, which remained in the dosing device helped to ensure a quick and efficient mass 
transfer into the water, which is essential for maintaining constant concentrations over a 
long experimental duration. In every channel, around 1% of the total TCS amount was 
accumulated within the biofilm compartment. Therefore the bioaccumulation of TCS in 
biofilms could be calculated. Bioaccumulation (or bioconcentration) is defined as the 
uptake of organic compounds by biota from either water or food (Smith et al., 1988). The 
bioaccumulation factor (BAF) is the ratio of the compound concentration measured in 
biota to the concentration measured in the surrounding media. Information about 
lipophilicity of a compound can be used to estimate the bioaccumulative and the 
toxicological potential of organic substances (Manthey et al., 1993). On the basis of its 
high log KOW of 4.8 TCS is expected to bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms (Halden and 
Paull, 2005). The calculated BAFs for TCS in biofilms in this experiment were in the range 
of 4 to 27. This was calculated based on fresh-weight of biofilms. The lower the 
concentrations in water, the higher were the BAFs. In comparison to the sediment no 
accumulation of TCS onto the artificial sediment (glass beads) could be determined. Algal 
bioaccumulation of TCS in macroscopic chlorophytes was measured in two studies 
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(Coogan et al., 2007; Coogan and La Point, 2008). They collected filamentous algae 
typically occurring in receiving streams below WWTP discharges, which were exposed to 
low TCS concentrations (0.06-0.12 µg/L). The calculated algae bioaccumulation factors 
(BAF) were between 900 and 2100 for different sampling sites, with quite low water 
concentrations of TCS (Coogan et al., 2007). The water concentration in these rivers was 
two to four orders of magnitude lower than in our experiment. They also observed the 
trend that with increasing TCS concentration the BAF decreased. In the experiment of 
Coogan and La Point (2008) already after two weeks of exposure at environmentally 
relevant concentrations a BAF of 1400 was observed for the algae Chladopora spp.. So a 
clear enrichment in algae could be detected. Adolfsson-Erici et al. (2002) investigated TCS 
concentrations in the bile of fish. High concentrations could be found in fish exposed for 
four weeks to sewage water (34 – 120 mg/kg fresh weight). But also in wild living fish 
TCS could be found in the bile at concentrations of 0.24 – 4.4 mg/kg fresh weight. These 
results indicate that aquatic organisms like algae accumulate TCS which can be passed up 
the food web to grazing invertebrates, fish, wildlife, (Adolfsson-Erici et al., 2002; Coogan 
and La Point, 2008; Jabusch and Swackhamer, 2004) and even to humans (Allmyr et al., 
2006). 
 
Structural-based parameters 
The increase of chl a, which refers to differences in algal cell density has commonly 
been used as one descriptor of biofilm biomass (Sabater et al., 2007). A change in biofilm 
biomass may express the long-term effects of toxicants in communities. In the described 
experiment no significant change in biomass could be observed within 10-days, probably 
because the experiment was conducted with mature biofilms. Furthermore, the biofilms 
had a patchy appearance, which makes it difficult to measure homogenous samples. Thus 
the observed high variations in chl a values are reliable. This result is in accordance to 
Wilson et al. (2003), who investigated the influence of TCS on chl a concentration was 
investigated on suspended algal communities. It was shown that TCS did not significantly 
alter the algal biomass yield within 12 days of exposure. As shown by Genter et al. (1987) 
the total biomass estimates may not be a good indicator to study effects on a community 
disturbance because a decline in one taxon can be compensated by the increase of another 
more tolerant taxon. Therefore in comparison to chl a, which is the main photosynthetic 
pigment, also accessory pigments were examined. In this experiment pigment analyses 
were performed to detect effects on community structure and changes in community 
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composition. Pigment ratios can be used to determine the abundance of individual 
phytoplankton groups (Schlüter et al., 2006; Wright et al., 1996). The change in 
community structure was obtained by analysing the pigments at the beginning and end of 
the experiment. The amount of marker pigments for chlorophytes (lutein) as well as for 
diatoms (fuxocanthin) (Schlüter et al., 2006; Woitke et al., 1994) was measured and 
expressed as marker pigment/chl a ratio, to express the relative portion of diatoms or 
chlorophytes in the total biomass. The fuc/chl a ratio varied at day 1 of the experiment 
between 0.26 and 0.36. This ratio is smaller than the determined ratio of freshwater 
diatoms according to Schlüter et al. (2006), who observed a ratio between 0.4-0.6. 
Fucoxanthin is not an unambiguous marker but the major carotenoid of diatoms (Wright et 
al., 1996). It is also found in haptophytes and chrysophytes. The ratio of chrysophytes was 
in the range between 0.2 and 0.3 (Schlüter et al., 2006) and would fit better to our result 
however microscopic observations at the beginning of the experiment showed that the 
community was dominated by chlorophyes and diatoms. The observed ratio decreased for 
each channel over the 10-day experiment. The higher the TCS concentration the higher 
was the decrease of the fuc/chl a ratio down to 0.14 for T5, which indicates a relative 
decrease of diatoms in a periphyton community when exposed to TCS. The lut/chl a ratio 
at day 1 of the experiment varied between 0.07 and 0.15. A general increase in the ratio 
could be observed over the whole experiment (up to 0.17 for T5), however the increase 
was not concentration-dependent and only significant for the highest concentrations (T4, 
T5). The observed ratio is in accordance to the study of Schlüter et al. (2006), who found 
lut/chl a ratios for freshwater chlorophytes in a range of 0.1 to 0.2. A disturbance of 
chemicals causes changes in species abundance while sensitive taxa will be replaced by 
more tolerant ones leading to the formation of a new community composition (Clements 
and Newman, 2002). In this experiment sensitive diatoms were replaced by the more 
tolerant chlorophytes at higher TCS concentrations. Next to the shift in species 
composition the influence of TCS could also lead to a physiological adaptation of the cells 
which could be observed in a changed pigment composition.   
Taxonomic analyses of diatoms were conducted to investigate the changes in 
species composition. It was shown that species composition varied slightly over time when 
exposed to TCS. Within the community some low abundant species disappear in each 
treatment channel. The most abundant species Achnanthes minutissima var. minutissima 
(62%) was stable over the experimental duration. A. minutissima is a very widespread and 
abundant diatom, common in well-oxygenated, circumneutral lakes and streams with low 
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or moderate concentrations of nutrients and organic pollution (Kelly et al., 2005). The 
saprobic index of 1.7 indicates a tolerance to slight organic pollution (Rott et al., 1997). 
The second abundant species Diatoma tenuis (12.4%) with a saprobic index of 1.3 tolerates 
only very little pollution. As D. tenuis decreased by two third of its relative portion it can 
be seen that pollution sensitive species decreased over time under exposure of TCS. This 
result is comparable with the study of Morin et al. (2010), where benthic diatom 
communities were exposed to TCS for 48 h followed by a 2-week recuperation period. 
Diatom communities were dominated by Achnanthidium and Gomphonema species in 
particular A. minutissimum Kützing. Relative abundance of these species varied only 
slightly in the treated samples (60 µg/L TCS) and diatom community structure was 
comparable between treatments in terms of dominant species (Morin et al., 2010). 
As it was shown by Blanck et al. (1984), the sensitivity of microalgal species can 
differ several orders of magnitude when exposed to chemicals. The effect of TCS to 
microalgae was studied by Orvos et al. (2002) or Franz et al. (2008) and the results show 
variations of three orders of magnitude with chlorophytes as most sensitive species. Our 
experiment indicated that in a biofilm community chlorophytes are less affected than 
diatoms as chlorophytes increase and diatoms decrease with increasing TCS 
concentrations. These findings are different to single species tests using chlorophytes, 
diatoms (Franz et al., 2008) or pelagic species (Wilson et al., 2003). The response of 
biofilms to toxicants can be accompanied by a change in community composition, usually 
favouring the most tolerant taxa (Sabater et al., 2007). This is due to the concept of 
Toxicant-Induced Succession (TIS), where a microalgal community can considerably 
change when exposed to toxicants. Therefore the number of tolerant species increases 
while the abundance of sensitive species decreases (Porsbring, 2009). In this experiment 
the biomass of the biofilms did not change but an influence of the toxicant TCS could be 
observed in the change of the species composition toward a community with slightly less 
diatoms at higher concentrations. However the composition in diatoms species did not 
change significantly.  
The direct influence of the bactericide TCS on the target organisms was observed 
by measuring the bacterial abundance over the whole experimental duration. A drastic 
decrease of bacterial cell numbers was expected due to the exposure with a bactericide. 
However in the first three exposure days bacteria cell numbers increased in all channels but 
decreased again after the sixth day to the initial densities for concentrations equal or higher 
than 87 µg L-1 TCS. In comparison to the controls a maximum inhibition of the bacterial 
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abundance of 40-55% was observed for the three highest TCS concentrations after six days 
of exposure and remained at this level. This effect built up after a certain time and around 
50% of the bacteria were affected. It was shown by Bhargava and Leonard (1996) that high 
differences in minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) occur for Gram-positive as well as 
for Gram-negative bacteria within a range of four orders of magnitude (0.01-100 mg L-1). 
Thus at a given concentration of TCS not all bacteria are affected, which is dependent on 
the occurrence of the target enzyme enoyl-acyl carrier protein reductase (FabI) in bacterial 
strains (Levy et al., 1999; McMurry et al., 1998). It is also known that biofilm-associated 
cells express properties, which are different from those of planktonic cells like an increased 
resistance to antimicrobial agents (reviewed in Mah and O'Toole (2001) and Stewart and 
Costerton (2001)). Phan and Marquis (2006) showed that cells in intact biofilms were more 
resistant than cells in suspension after exposure to TCS. Possible mechanisms of resistance 
are a slow or incomplete penetration of the toxicant into the biofilm, an altered chemical 
microenvironment within the biofilm, or the formation of resistant phenotypes (Stewart 
and Costerton, 2001; Stewart, 2002). An increase in resistance is also accompanied by a 
reduced growth rate (Mah and O'Toole, 2001). Mah and O'Toole (2001) presumed that 
multiple mechanisms are required for overall antimicrobial resistance. All these hypotheses 
depend on the multicellular nature of biofilms and refer to bacterial biofilms. The influence 
of the biocide TCS also altered the population growth kinetics as it was shown by Escalada 
et al. (2005). The duration of the lag-phase was increased and the population in the 
stationary phase was more resilient to the lethality of TCS. Ricart et al. (2010) measured 
the short-term effect of TCS on biofilm algae and bacteria and noted a higher toxicity for 
bacteria than algae, according to the calculated EC50- resp. EC10-values of the different 
observed parameters. They observed a strong decrease in the ratio between live and dead 
bacteria as dependent on the TCS concentration. Already after 48 h of exposure dead 
bacteria accounted for 85% of the bacterial population in the most contaminated channel. 
The calculated EC50-value for the live-dead bacterial ratio was 43.7 µg L-1 (Ricart et al., 
2010) which was therefore the most sensitive parameter (and the only one) for 
heterotrophs. 
 
Functional-based parameters 
The parameter photosynthesis is related to the direct or indirect effect of toxicants 
affecting algal communities (Sabater et al., 2007). As functional parameter the inhibition 
of photosynthetic activity was observed by measuring the chl a-fluorescence. 
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Measurements of in vivo chl a-fluorescence provide toxicity thresholds and gives 
indication regarding the mode of action of chemicals (Fai et al., 2007). For photosynthetic 
inhibitors the measured effects can even predict the effect on growth and therefore on 
structural parameters (Fai et al., 2007). After 10 days of exposure to TCS an inhibition of 
the photosynthetic activity of ~25% was measured for the highest concentrations in 
comparison to the control. The inhibition curves over the concentration in dependency on 
time indicate that the maximum effect level was reached. This is in accordance to the study 
of Ricart et al. (2010). They measured equal inhibitions of photosynthetic efficiency 
(25±15%) at comparable TCS concentrations (0.5-500 µg L-1), when they exposed riverine 
biofilms to TCS for 48 h. By comparing all measured endpoints on the EC10 or no effect 
concentration-levels, they defined that photosynthetic parameters (photosynthetic 
efficiency, non-photochemical quenching) were the most sensitive ones for algae when 
treated with TCS. In comparison to this study the effect in our experiment manifests in the 
same way after six days for all concentrations except the lowest one, which means this 
effect parameter does not discriminate between exposure concentrations over one order of 
magnitude, which was the same as in the experiment from Ricart et al. (2010). Former 
short-term experiments show that the EC50-value for the photosynthesis of biofilm 
communities was about 900 µg L-1 (Franz et al., 2008) which is way above environmental 
concentrations. The comparison to acute experiments indicates the importance of long term 
or chronic experiments where at considerably lower concentrations effects could be 
determined. This example showed the delayed effect of TCS developed after 6 days at a 
continuous TCS exposure of 25 µg L-1.  
The functional parameter related to the heterotrophic part of the community was 
sediment stability. Therefore the surface adhesive capacity was measured as proxy for 
sediment stability using the Magnetic Particle Induction (MagPI). This non-invasive 
method showed a high sensitivity and could discriminate the response of different 
concentrations. As it was shown by Lubarsky et al. (2010) the adhesive capacity of the 
biofilm was significantly higher in mixed assemblages than in pure bacterial or in axenic 
diatom culture. As this parameter is directly linked to bacterial biomass or EPS 
concentration and EPS components, chemicals, which influence algal or bacterial 
development indirectly, influence sediment stability as well. Also other abiotic factors like 
nutrients alter the interactions between bacteria and algae, which influences the overall 
microbial stabilization potential by affecting the quantity and quality of EPS (Gerbersdorf 
et al., 2009). Lubarsky et al. (2010) showed that the EPS fraction (carbohydrates and 
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proteins) in a biofilm were positively correlated to microalgae biomass and bacterial cell 
number. This infers to a strong positive relationship between sediment stability and chl a 
concentration of a diatom biofilm, which was shown by Lubarsky et al. (2010). In the 
present experiment a significant reduction of sediment stability was observed for the two 
highest TCS concentrations after three days of exposure and a reduced stability was 
measured for the median concentrations as well. This result is in accordance with a study 
of Lubarsky et al. (2012), where a clear concentration-dependent decrease in sediment 
stability was observed when bacterial biofilms were exposed to TCS. This effect on 
biostabilisation influences also other processes within a biofilm like nutrient fluxes, 
pollutant retention or sediment erosion (Lubarsky et al., 2010).  
 
Interactions between the autotrophic and the heterotrophic part of the biofilm 
When studying periphyton communities also the interactions between the 
autotrophic and the heterotrophic part of the biofilm have to be considered. It was 
hypothesised that the effect of TCS on the heterotrophic part of the biofilm is remarkable 
high because a specific MoA of this bactericide is known. TCS blocks the lipid synthesis 
by inhibiting the enzyme enoyl-acyl carrier protein reductase (FabI) (Levy et al., 1999; 
McMurry et al., 1998). Cole (1982) showed that bacteria growth in aquatic ecosystems is 
associated with senescent or dead algal cells. Therefore microbial production is supported 
saprotrophically during algal decomposition. As mature biofilms were used in this 
experiment the bacteria had a good basis to show a better resistance than in thin biofilms 
due to the production of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) by prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic micro-organisms (Flemming and Wingender, 2001b). EPS is among others 
responsible for a protection against biocides (Flemming and Wingender, 2001a; Foley and 
Gilbert, 1996; Stewart and Costerton, 2001). Therefore the negative influence of the 
bactericide could be mitigated. This was confirmed in this experiment as the bacteria cell 
numbers increased for three days after TCS exposure was started and decreased only at the 
three highest concentrations. Lawrence et al. (2009) observed in their study a significant 
reduction in algal biomass and significant alterations in EPS at a long term exposure (8 
weeks) with 10 µg L-1 TCS. TCS exposure leads to a significant change in community 
composition from an autotrophic to a more heterotrophic community. The experiment 
described here lasts 10 days. In comparison to the long term exposure experiment by 
Lawrence et al. (2009) similar effects in community composition could not be measured 
during this shorter exposure time. The change in community composition entails 
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significant influences on the ecosystem functions, like carbon and energy flow as a 
consequence of the interactions between algal and bacteria (Lawrence et al., 2009). A shift 
in community composition may also be associated with changes in nutritional value of 
periphyton to higher-level consumers (Genter et al., 1987). Bacteria and algae coexist in 
biofilms in a symbiotic association that mutually offers resources to sustain production of 
both groups of organisms (Carr et al., 2005). Bacteria benefit from phytoplankton exudates 
and phytoplankton profits from bacterial products (Grossart, 1999). A change in the 
composition may lead to a shift in the nutrient processing capacity and the natural food 
web structure of communities (Lawrence et al., 2009). Genter et al. (1987) showed that a 
stressor (zinc) also affects biological interactions like competition or predation.  
By correlating the measured parameters for functional and structural responses for 
both, the heterotrophic and autotrophic parts of biofilms, only a significant correlation 
could be observed for photosynthetic activity and sediment stability as well as for 
photosynthetic activity and bacterial abundance in this experiment. The correlation 
between photosynthetic activity and bacterial cell counts could be due to the same trend in 
time where first an increase in the measured parameters could be observed and the 
following decrease was delayed in time. Therefore the structural parameter for the 
heterotrophic abundance followed the trend of the functional parameter for autotrophs. It 
was already shown by Chrost et al. (1989) that photosynthetic products which include 
substances of low molecular weight can be easily degraded by bacteria and support 
significant bacterial growth (Cole et al., 1982; Malinsky-Rushansky and Legrand, 1996; 
Sell and Overbeck, 1992). However a major fraction of the photosynthetic organic matter 
consists of large molecular weight compounds (Münster und Chrost, 1990) which are not 
easily available to bacteria, however these proteins, polysaccharides, nucleic acids etc. 
seem to increase sediment stability as these two parameters correlated in a positive way. 
This could not be confirmed in this study as large molecular weight compounds were not 
investigated. Surprisingly there was no direct correlation between sediment stability and 
bacterial abundance as it was expected and shown in several studies (Gerbersdorf et al., 
2009; Gerbersdorf et al., 2008). This could be due to the increase of bacterial cell counts 
for all treatments at the first sampling days and the delayed decrease starting six days after 
TCS exposure for the higher concentrations whereas sediment stability decreased after a 
certain time only in the higher concentrations. However both parameters were highly 
correlated when taking into account the data of day 3 to day 10 only.  
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Ecosystems are complex systems and simple cause-effect-relationships between a 
(chemical or physical) stressor and a species response are difficult to detect (Genter et al., 
1987). The experiment showed that TCS affected the biofilm structure and function for 
both, the bacterial and the algal community. A direct effect on bacteria due to a specific 
MoA is assumed to change bacterial abundance and diversity. These effects on the 
structure of the heterotrophic part of the community lead to a decreased sediment stability 
as functional parameter. Furthermore indirect but also direct effects on algae can be 
observed by investigating the structure and function of the autotrophic part. Negative 
impacts like the decline of one taxa (diatoms) were compensated by an increased 
abundance of another taxa (chlorophytes). Therefore biofilm biomass seems to be a poor 
indicator because no change could be observed at this level; however, changes in the 
species composition may affect higher-level consumers. Direct effects on photosynthetic 
efficiency had even indirect effects on the bacterial community. Stress on individual 
organisms can also affect their biological interactions, which could lead to quite diverse 
effects on the whole community.  
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Potency of TCS 
PPCPs, like TCS are designed to interact with specific pathways and processes in 
the target organisms (Brain et al., 2008). It is expected that similar effects could also occur 
in non-target organisms possessing similar receptors (Brain et al., 2008). In this thesis 
toxicity measurements with TCS were conducted for non-target autotrophic organisms at 
different levels of biological complexity in the aquatic environment. The most sensitive 
organism tested was S. vacuolatus with EC50 values for reproduction of 1.9 µg L-1. The 
results showed that TCS is as potent as herbicides for the investigated microalgae. 
Microalgae sensitivities in the lower µg/L-range were observed after exposure to specific 
acting herbicides like Irgarol 1051 or diuron (Bérard et al., 2003; Ricart et al., 2009). The 
inhibition of photosynthetic activity as well as effects on biomass or shifts in community 
composition can be measured in biofilm communities at these low concentrations (Bérard 
et al., 2003; Ricart et al., 2009). Also for TCS the inhibition of photosynthetic activity 
could be measured in single and multispecies algae tests in the µg/L-range. The high 
sensitivity of TCS comparable to specific acting compounds with known MoA like PSII 
inhibitors led to the hypothesis that TCS has also a specific MoA. Observed adverse effects 
of UV filters, preservatives or fragrances on non-target organisms emphasize the 
importance of risk assessment of PPCPs (Boxall et al., 2012; Brausch and Rand, 2011; 
Daughton and Ternes, 1999; Fent et al., 2006) and in particular of TCS (Capdevielle et al., 
2008; Lyndall et al., 2010; von der Ohe et al., 2012).   
 
Species sensitivity differences of microalgae to TCS 
High differences in sensitivity were observed for different algae species (S. 
vacuolatus, N. palea) in the range of two orders of magnitude when exposed to TCS 
(chapter A). To display differing sensitivities of different species towards the same 
toxicant, SSDs (species sensitivity distributions) can be used. A SSD is a statistical 
distribution depicting the variation in toxicity of a certain compound among species. The 
concept can be used to predict effects at the community level using all available data from 
single-species toxicity tests (Posthuma et al., 2002). Therefore no-observed-effect-
concentration (NOEC) or EC50/LC50 data are usually assessed to create SSDs (Newman et 
al., 2000). As a result the hazardous concentration (HC) protective for most species in the 
environment (usually 95%) can be calculated (Posthuma et al., 2002; Wheeler et al., 2002). 
Input data can originate from a specific taxon, a selected species assemblage, or a natural 
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community (Posthuma et al., 2002). Data for at least 10 species is a prerequisite for a 
reliable prediction (Solomon et al., 1996; Wheeler et al., 2002). The minimum species 
requirements suggested by European Commission (2003) are eight species form different 
families (e.g. fish, crustacean, insect, algae, higher plants). Using all available single 
species data to calculate the HC has a greater ecological significance than single species 
data alone (Dom et al., 2010). To compile a SSD information on the MoA of the chemical 
has to be taken into account. Differences in the MoA could lead to the inclusion of possible 
other (sensitive) taxonomic groups or the exclusion of possible over-represented taxonomic 
groups (European Commission, 2003). Newman et al. (2000) showed that datasets may 
contain several sub-distributions from distinct taxonomic and ecological groups possibly 
related to differences in sensitivity. A log-normal distribution is then not applicable in most 
cases.  
Available effect data for TCS including five taxonomic groups (fish, algae, 
crustacean, other invertebrates, and higher plants) were used to generate a SSD (see 
Introduction). The wide concentration range implies the high differences in species 
sensitivity towards this compound. To display the measured effect data for TCS generated 
in this study (chapter A) the data for S. vacuolatus, N. palea and periphyton communities 
were added to this modelled curve (underlined in Figure 1). Based on their EC50 values, the 
data points were only included in the figure and were not used to model the curve. So the 
outcome of the generated SSD was not affected. 
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Figure 1: SSD for TCS based on the U.S.EPA ECOTOX data base v. 4.0 conducted for algae, fish, 
crustaceans, other invertebrates and higher plants. Measured toxicity data for S. vacuolatus, N. palea 
and periphyton community (underlined) was added to the figure; however they were not used to model 
the SSD. The dashed lines show the 95% prediction interval. Chlorophytes are depicted in green 
(number of species =4), diatoms in red (3), cyanobacteria in dark blue (1), periphyton in light blue (1), 
crustaceans in brown (4), fish in grey (5), other invertebrates in light green (2), and higher plants 
(lemnoideae) in black (2). Calculated HC5 is shown in orange.  
 
The SSD displays two distributions, one between 60 – 1000 µg L-1 including less 
sensitive algae, fish and crustaceans and one in the lower µg L-1-range, which depicted  
algae and Lemna gibba. In this lower range different algae classes have to be distinguished. 
Whereas chlorophytes show sensitivities below 10 µg L-1, the effect data of diatoms spread 
over a wider range (19 – 390 µg L-1). Due to this inadequate fit the applied model is not 
appropriate. It is assumed that this finding results from differences in the MoA of TCS for 
various taxonomic groups. The division of the data set into several sub sets for the different 
taxonomic groups would possibly improve the SSD. However this is questionable due to 
the small number of data in the remaining data sets. Here the intention of the SSD was to 
show species sensitivity differences between and within different taxonomic groups. 
Therefore no further optimization of the model was performed.  
The calculated HC5 value of this SSD, below which 5% (a 0.05 cumulative 
probability) of the species response occur, is 1.26 µg L-1. This value is in line with the HC5 
value of 1.55 µg L-1 resulting from a SSD generated for TCS using NOEC or low effect 
concentrations (EC10-25 values) (Capdevielle et al., 2008). Assigned to an environmental 
community this means that at concentrations in surface waters above 1.26 and 1.55 µg L-1, 
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respectively, survival, reproduction and/or growth of more than 5% of the species is 
affected. As a proof this concentration range was assessed with the lowest concentration in 
the community study (chapter C). The prediction from single species data implies that 
species in a community are already affected in the lower µg L-1-range. This was confirmed 
by diatom assemblage analyses showing a decrease or a loss of highly sensitive low 
abundant diatom species after 10 days of exposure with 2 µg L-1 TCS (chapter C).  
Apart from algae, high species sensitivity differences were also observed for plants 
and invertebrates when exposed to TCS (Amorim et al., 2010; Stevens et al., 2009). The 
EC50-values for TCS in three invertebrates species (Eisenia andrei, Enchytraeus albidus 
and Folsomia candida) spread over two orders of magnitude (EC50, reproduction between 4 and 
368 mg/kg soil) and different response patterns were observed (Amorim et al., 2010). For 
enchytraeids and springtails the depression in reproduction could be explained by a 
reduction in the number of adults due to mortality (indirect effect), whereas in earthworms 
adults did not die but stopped juvenile production which is a direct effect on the 
reproductive system. This leads to the hypothesis of different toxicity mechanisms in 
invertebrates (Amorim et al., 2010), which was hypothesised in our study for the 
investigated algae as well, to explain the observed high species sensitivity differences. 
Studies on TCS exposure on three wetland vascular plants in the range of 0.4 – 1000 ppb 
showed that TCS bioaccumulated in plant tissues and seed germination and plant 
development was affected. Furthermore, responses of higher plants to TCS were species 
specific (Stevens et al., 2009). A 20-fold difference in species sensitivity was observed for 
Brassica rapa and Triticum aestivum (Amorim et al., 2010). Therefore it can be concluded, 
that species sensitivity differences can not only be assigned to algae as found in this work, 
but rather to higher plants and invertebrates as well. Differences in effect levels for 
invertebrates and plants are in the same range than observed for algae and different MoA 
occur for higher organisms as well.  
In comparison to the species sensitivity differences for TCS found in this work 
sensitivity differences can also be observed for other chemicals. Bérard et al. (2003) 
investigated the effects of two PS II inhibitors, Irgarol 1051 and atrazine in single species 
tests, and found species sensitivity differences of algae for each compound of more than 
three orders of magnitude. For Irgarol 1051 the two pennate diatoms Navicula accomoda 
(EC50 of 0.5 µg L-1) and Nitzschia sp. (0.8 µg L-1), and the chlorophyte Chlamydomonas 
intermedia (0.5 µg L-1) were the most sensitive species, investigated so far. The EC50 for 
other chlorophytes was in the range of 1.5 – 5.1 µg L-1. The diatom Asterionella formosa 
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was only slightly inhibited (EC50 > 253 µg L-1) and for the cyanobacterium Synechococcus 
elongates no effects could be observed at the given test conditions. A similar pattern with 
high species sensitivity differences could also be observed for atrazine (Bérard et al., 
2003). These findings are consistent with the results of this work. Also TCS shows varying 
sensitivities for different algae species of more than two orders of magnitude. Therefore it 
can not be generalized that TCS is highly toxic for algae. As shown by Bérard et al. (2003) 
Irgarol 1051 forced the restructuring of algae communities by disturbing the species 
composition. A prerequisite for restructuring the community is a high level of species-
dependent variability in sensitivity of algae to the contaminant. In the case of TCS a 
restructuring of the algae community was displayed by a decrease of the relative portion of 
diatoms while the relative portion of chlorophytes increased during a 10 day exposure 
experiment (chapter C). However this is not consistent with the finding that chlorophytes 
are more sensitive than diatoms in single species tests (chapter A). Bérard et al. (2003) 
argued that species sensitivities can be differently expressed in single species test than 
compared to community experiments. In complex communities the pollutant could 
enhance the competition between species for nutrient and light resources which influences 
the sensitivity of each species (Bérard et al., 2003). The biofilm used in the community 
experiment in this PhD was mature. In comparison to algae cells in suspended single 
species test, a mature biofilm shows several protection mechanisms, like EPS formation or 
a restricted penetration for toxicants. Therefore species in a full developed biofilm are 
better protected than suspended algae cells. 
One focus of this work was to reveal reasons for species sensitivity differences of 
TCS in algae. The sensitivity of organisms to chemicals depends on different factors like 
the uptake rate, distribution, storage, the body burden, the ability to detoxify or metabolise 
the compound or the properties of cell barriers (Kent, 1991; Vaal et al., 1997). To 
understand species selectivity and sensitivity the knowledge of the abundance of target 
sites, interaction with biomolecules and defence mechanisms is essential (Escher and 
Hermens, 2002; Vaal et al., 1997). Other reasons explaining the species sensitivity 
differences may be the ecological guild (different potentials of organisms to tolerate 
nutrient limitation and physical disturbance) or adaptation to the environment or 
environmental impacts (Vaal et al., 1997). 
Another factor for resistance and therefore for sensitivity differences is the 
possibility to detoxify compounds. As one example Hall et al. (1995) showed that two 
resistant biotypes of the grass weed Alopecurus myosuroides have an enhanced ability to 
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metabolize chlorotoluron, a PSII-inhibiting herbicide. The hydroxylation of the compound 
leads to an untoxic metabolite. However chlorotoluron metabolism varies between species 
and is also dependent on the degradation pathway (Hall et al., 1995). For TCS detoxifying 
properties are known for several bacteria. The two TCS-resistant soil bacteria, 
Pseudomonas putida and Alcaligenes xylosoxidans are able to utilize TCS as a sole carbon 
source (Meade et al., 2001). Degradation appears to be the mechanism of TCS 
detoxification by these bacteria (Meade et al., 2001). Another study showed that a 
consortium of bacteria was capable of growing on TCS enriched medium (Hay et al., 
2001). The dichloro-ring was partially mineralized and used as sole source of carbon and 
energy. No other breakdown products could be analysed in this study (Hay et al., 2001). 
Another mechanism of TCS resistance in bacteria is active efflux from the bacterial cell via 
efflux pumps (Schweizer, 2001). TCS resistance of P. aeruginosa could be assigned to the 
expression of the MexAB-OprM or the MexCD-OprJ effux pump, respectively (Schweizer, 
2001). Although detoxification mechanisms for TCS are known for bacteria, the 
detoxification potential of algae is not known for TCS so far and was not investigated in 
this work.  
Furthermore specific changes in proteins like substitution of amino acids may lead 
to high variances in (algae) species sensitivity. Norflurazon, a specific acting herbicide, 
blocks the carotenoid biosynthesis by inhibiting the enzyme phytoene desaturase in 
cyanobacteria, green algae and higher plants (Vartak and Bhargava, 1997). However, an 
amino acid substitution leads to a resistance to norflurazon like it was shown for the 
cyanobacterium Synechococcus PCC 7942 (Chamovitz et al., 1991). The review of Devine 
and Shukla (2000) summarizes several types of herbicide resistance due to an altered target 
site leading to a reduced affinity for the herbicide. For example triazine resistance in higher 
plants results from a single amino acid substitution in the D1 protein of the PS II reaction 
centre, the target site for PS II inhibitors (Devine and Shukla, 2000). For TCS several 
examples for bacteria are known where mutations in the target enzyme lead to a higher 
tolerance against the toxicant. Mutations of the wild-type E. coli or Straphylococcus 
aureus strains result in reduced TCS toxicity and higher MIC values of two orders of 
magnitude (Heath et al., 1998; Heath et al., 2000). This leads to a high species sensitivity 
difference for bacteria against TCS. For several species the enoyl-ACP reductase (FabI) 
which is the target enzyme of TCS in bacteria was sequenced and compared to each other 
and to other FabI homologues, like FabK. It was shown that FabK activity was more than 
100-fold more resistant to TCS than FabI (Heath and Rock, 2000). Pseudomonas 
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aeruginosa contains both FabI and FabK in its genome but is also resistant to TCS (Heath 
and Rock, 2000). The authors explain this discrepancy by a mechanism for active efflux of 
the drug and argue that a second TCS-resistant enoyl reductase is present. Bailey et al. 
(2009) showed that exposure of E. coli and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium to 
TCS induces a species-specific response. In this study divergent gene expression changes 
were observed for these closely related species. Transcriptomic analysis revealed an 
increased expression of genes encoding components of efflux pumps, and a decreased 
expression of ribosomal subunit genes and fatty acid biosynthetic genes (Bailey et al., 
2009). Due to a lack of fully sequenced algae genomes the occurrence of the specific target 
in algae is not known so far. Therefore investigations on possible alterations at the target 
site, like amino acid substitutions or mutations in the target enzyme were not possible at 
this stage of the PhD.  
According to Escher and Hermens (2002) for specific acting compounds the uptake 
rate and therefore the concentration at the site of toxic action determine the toxic effect and 
influences species sensitivity. The study of Vogs et al. (2013) predicted the time course of 
internal concentrations depending on the exposure concentrations using a TK/TD model for S. 
vacuolatus after exposure to TCS. The uptake rate constant for TCS was predicted to be 
1,643.6 L kgwet wt-1 h-1. This high uptake rate can be explained by the high hydrophobicity of 
this compound. The steady state of the internal concentrations in the algae cells was predicted 
to occur after approximately 5 h of exposure (Vogs et al., 2013). The concentration-time-
response-relationships for S. vacuolatus, modelled in chapter A of this thesis, showed that 
after 4 to 6 hours of exposure the final effect level for the inhibition of photosynthetic 
activity was reached. A similar trend was observed for N. palea biofilms. After 
approximately 6-10 hours of TCS exposure the final effect level was reached. Although the 
main target of TCS may not be related to the photosynthetic apparatus, these time frames 
correspond to the time the internal steady state concentration was reached. It can be 
assumed that the observed species sensitivity differences in the investigated algae were 
measured at internal steady state concentrations and are therefore independent of the 
uptake rate. 
The influence of exposure time on effect concentrations is more pronounced in 
specific acting chemicals in comparison to baseline toxicants, where the time dependency 
of effects is only caused by the bioconcentration kinetics (Escher and Hermens, 2002). In 
this thesis acute and chronic effects were measured in single species test (chapter A) but 
also for biofilm communities (chapter C). In biofilm communities the fuc/chl a ratio 
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showed a significant decrease after 10 days (chronic effect). On a functional level, a 
delayed effect (measured after six days) on the photosynthetic activity of the autotrophic 
fraction of the biofilm were observed at concentrations of at least 25 µg L-1. Acute effects, 
measured after 24 h of TCS exposure, the inhibition of photosynthetic activity of biofilms 
was observed at 900 µg L-1. Therefore the comparison to acute effects indicates the 
importance of long-term or chronic experiments, where effects of TCS could be 
determined at considerably lower concentrations. 
Interspecies variation in sensitivity can often be related to the type of MoA and 
therefore to possible receptor sites and interactions with biomolecules (Vaal et al., 1997). 
An explanation for the observed species sensitivity differences in algae, found in this work 
and reported in literature, may be the different MoA of TCS in these species. The 
measured toxicity using QSARs established for S. vacuolatus was two orders of magnitude 
higher than the calculated baseline toxicity, which strengthen the hypothesis of a specific 
MoA in this chlorophyte (chapter B). The measured toxicity of TCS for N. palea 
corresponds to the calculated one using the established relationship between the toxicity 
and the lipophilicity of chlorophenols with an uncoupling MoA. This is an indication for 
an uncoupling MoA of TCS in N. palea. 
The existence of different MoA in different species can also be observed for other 
chemicals. For example 221 phenols could be classified into four MoA groups (polar 
narcotics, respiratory uncouplers, pro-electrophiles, and soft electrophiles) with the help of 
certain substituents like the presence and position of nitro-, halogen- or amino- groups 
(Aptula et al. 2002). In dependency of the used classification method the MoA of phenols 
may lead to different categorizations in different test organisms, e.g. 2,4-dichlorophenol is 
classified as polar narcotics in T. pyriformis and as baseline narcotics in P. promelas, 
pentachlorophenol is classified as uncoupler of oxidative phosphorylation in T. pyriformis 
and as baseline narcotics in P. promelas, respectively (Aptula et al., 2002; Russom et al., 
1997). Beside phenols also chlorinated anilines induce their toxicity through different and 
species-dependent MOAs (Dom et al., 2010). It could be demonstrated that non-polar and 
polar narcotic acting chemicals show smaller variation in sensitivity between different 
species than reactive or specific acting chemicals (Vaal et al., 1997). In comparison to 
baseline toxicants, where nonspecific effects result form the partitioning of pollutants into 
biological membranes, the MoA of specifically acting compounds is more complex 
(Escher and Hermens, 2002). Bradbury (1994) showed that primary aromatic amines act 
under different MoA in fish due to metabolic activation in some species. Bérard et al. 
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(2003) explained the higher tolerance of diatoms against atrazine in comparison to 
chlorophytes by the specificity of the PSII/PSI ratio, different marker pigments and other 
carbon fixation pathways. Therefore the inhibition of PS II can be compensated and a 
lower toxicity up to two orders of magnitude could be observed for diatoms.  
Based on the above mentioned examples, the MoA of TCS seems to be dependent 
on the occurrence of the target enzyme and different MoA in different algae species seem 
to exist.  
Investigations about the MoA of TCA showed that there seems to be a specific 
MOA in chlorophytes where processes or enzymes which are involved in the cell division 
processes are inhibited (chapter B). TCS is known to be an inhibitor of fatty acid 
biosynthesis (FAS) that specifically targets the enzyme enoyl-ACP reductase (FabI) in 
bacteria (Heath et al., 1999). FabI is a key enzyme which catalyzes the NADH-dependent 
reduction of α,β-unsaturated fatty acids bound to the acyl-carrier protein which is the 
terminal reaction in the fatty acid elongation cycle (Levy et al., 1999; Stewart et al., 1999). 
It can be concluded that TCS activity results from inhibition of a specific cellular target 
rather than non-specific disruption of the bacterial cell membrane (Brain et al., 2008; 
Stewart et al., 1999). Fab I is one of the highly conserved enzymes required to catalyze 
fatty acids (Brain et al., 2008). Therefore it can be expected that Fab I is present in algae, 
which leads to the observed high sensitivity. The reactions catalyzed by the FAS are 
essentially the same for all organisms (Brain et al., 2008). It was questioned, which 
organisms possess the target enzyme for TCS. The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 
Genomes KEGG-organism database was used to search for the enzyme enoyl-[acyl-carrier-
protein] reductase (EC 1.3.1.9) in sequenced organisms. The KEGG generated molecular 
datasets by genome sequencing and other high-throughput experimental technologies 
(Kanehisa and Goto, 2000). Gene catalogues from (completely) sequenced genomes are 
linked to higher-level systemic functions of the cell, the organism, and the ecosystem. The 
enzyme EC 1.3.1.9 was searched for database entries and was found in more than 2100 
bacteria as well as in 34 protists (e.g. Apicomplexans: Plasmodium spp., Toxoplasma 
gondii) and 19 plants (e.g. Arabidopsis thaliana, Populus trichocarpa, Oryza sativa 
japonica, Zea mays). Four chlorophytes (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Volvox carteri f. 
nagariensis, Ostreococcus lucimarinus, and Ostreococcus tauri), the red algae 
Cyanidioschyzon merolae and two diatoms Phaeodactylum tricornutum and Thalassiosira 
pseudonana were found having the enzyme. Furthermore 72 cyanobacteria are listed in the 
database including the genera Synechocystis, Synechococcus, Cyanothece, Nostoc or 
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Prochlorococcus (retrieved March 2013). Except for the cyanobacterium Anabaena the 
SSD in Figure 1 of this chapter does not contain organisms which can be found in the 
KEGG-database. FabI was not found in the listed vertebrates and fungi in the KEGG 
database. This can be explained by the differences between the type I FAS in animals and 
yeasts, and type II FAS, found in plants and most bacteria (Harwood, 1996). Type II FAS 
consists of multiple proteins with different enzymatic functions (Harwood, 1996). The 
existence of Fab I in two fully sequenced diatoms P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana shows 
that the specific target for TCS is present in diatoms as well. Unfortunately for these 
species no experimentally determined effect data with TCS are available. Orvos et al. 
(2002) published an EC50-value of 19.1 µg L-1 for another diatom (Navicula pelliculosa). 
This high sensitivity indicates that for this species a specific MoA may also exist. However 
the measured effect data in this study using N. palea showed sensitivities of one order of 
magnitude below this value for N. pelliculosa and two orders of magnitude below the 
sensitivity of chlorophytes. This may be due to smallest steric variations in the target 
protein or mutations, which may lead to significant variations in sensitivity (Stewart et al., 
1999). But this needs final confirmation for diatoms and remains to future work. Further 
investigations in this study showed that for the diatom N. plaea an uncoupling MoA was 
expected as the measured toxicity value corresponds to the predicted toxicity using a 
QSAR for uncoupling chlorophenols (chapter B). Therefore it can be concluded that the 
toxic response of TCS in plants is likely receptor mediated and not via narcosis (Brain et 
al., 2008). However, due to the lack of fully sequenced genome data of algae it is not 
possible to verify this assumption. In comparison to fully sequenced genomes, genome 
sequences can not definitely answered if the target enzyme is missing in the whole genome 
or if it is just not sequenced yet. 
 
TCS toxicity to communities  
Environmental risk assessment (ERA) is mainly based on the toxicological 
response of single species in standardized bioassays, including acute and chronic effects. 
The resulting data (NOEC, LOEC, and EC50 values) are used to predict effects of 
chemicals in populations, communities or ecosystems, which are the entities to be 
protected in ERA (Newman et al., 2000). It is discussed since many years now, if this 
practice can perform a rational ecological risk assessment on the ecosystem level (Joern 
and Hoagland, 1996; Lin et al., 2005; Newman et al., 2000; Rubach et al., 2011). Critical 
features, like indirect effects, interactions among species or dynamic responses at the 
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community level are neglected, when using single species data in ERA (Joern and 
Hoagland, 1996). However these features are essential to assess the environmental 
relevance and risks of toxicants. To bridge the uncertainty of estimating effects from single 
species tests to complex communities several concepts were suggested, like micro- or 
mesocosm approaches, PICT (pollution induced community tolerance) or SSDs (Dom et 
al., 2010; McClellan et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2000; Schmitt-Jansen et al., 2008; 
Schmitt-Jansen and Altenburger, 2005a; Seguin et al., 2002), which increase the ecological 
relevance in ERA. 
SSDs use the data generated in single species tests of toxicants. This modelling 
technique focuses on species variation and is used to predict a hazardous effect 
concentration (HC) of chemicals below which only an acceptably small percentage of 
species in an ecosystem is affected (Posthuma et al., 2002). SSD modelling is already used 
as extrapolation approach in ERA. As mentioned above, the SSD approach was used in this 
thesis to calculate the HC5 of TCS, which was 1.26 µg L-1. This value corresponds to the 
concentration where effects in community structure could already be observed (chapter C). 
The loss of low abundant diatom species was observed at TCS concentrations of at least 2 
µg L-1. This shows that the HC5 is a good descriptor of the ecological threshold level for 
TCS observed in a mesocosm study.   
Micro- or mesocosm approaches were used in numerous studies, to predict the 
impact of toxicants to higher levels of ecological organisation (Guasch et al., 1999; 
McClellan et al., 2008; Proia et al., 2011; Rohr and Crumrine, 2005; Schmitt-Jansen and 
Altenburger, 2005b; Schmitt-Jansen and Altenburger, 2008; Seguin et al., 2002). 
Controlled conditions are used to reduce the effect driving factors and several parameters 
can be measured. Usually the number of replicates is small. Therefore the statistical 
evaluation of the results is restricted. To obtain a stable exposure over longer time periods 
and to keep environmental conditions constant are further challenging factors in micro- or 
mesocosm approaches (Schmitt-Jansen et al., 2008). Due to these challenges, a routine 
effect assessment of toxicants using model ecosystems is hardly manageable, however the 
existing data on community level should be included in ERA as it gives valuable 
information on interactions among species, dynamic responses or indirect effects. The 
performed mesocosm study in chapter C of this thesis investigated effects on community 
structure and function, for both, the algal and bacterial compartment of a multi-species 
community. The main benefit of such an integrative study was that interactions between 
the both fractions in the biofilm can also be taken into account for an ecological and 
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mechanistic discussion. Time dependent effects on the photosynthetic activity of algae in a 
mature biofilm were observed at concentrations of at least 25 μg L−1 (chapter C), although 
inhibition of photosynthetic activity is expected not to be the specific MoA of TCS in 
algae. Lawrence et al. (2009) investigated the effect of TCS on natural biofilms grown 
under TCS exposure for a period of 8 weeks. Effects on algal and bacterial community 
composition, bacterial populations and activities were observed at 10 µg L−1. Lower 
concentrations were not tested in this study. This shows the high toxicity of TCS to 
phototrophs with resultant impacts on the algal bacteria linkages in the community 
(Lawrence et al., 2009). In the mesocosm study with TCS conducted in this work, a 
response on the structural level of communities occur one order of magnitude below the 
concentration where effects on the functional level were observed. Therefore it is 
important to protect the ecosystem structure as this protects the community function 
(European Commission, 2003). 
Algae respond rapidly to a wide range of pollutants at environmental 
concentrations. Because of their position at the base of the aquatic foodweb effects on 
other organisms are predictable (Mccormick and Cairns, 1994). These well established 
effects on population and community level of algae leads to the development of indices 
which provide potentially useful early warning signals. If algae are at risk the basic food 
resource in the aquatic compartment is endangered which leads to indirect effects at higher 
trophic levels and in the structure and function of communities (Patrick, 1978). A 
significant reduction in algal biomass leads to a significant change in community 
composition. This change in the composition entails significant influences on the 
ecosystem functions, like carbon and energy flow as a consequence of the interactions 
between algal and bacteria (Lawrence et al., 2009). Also the photosynthetic activity and 
sediment stability were affected negatively which was measured as functional parameters 
in this study.  
 
Outlook 
Species sensitivity differences were observed for single algae species exposed to 
TCS in the range of two orders of magnitude. In this work, it was hypothesized that 
different MoAs in chlorophytes and diatoms lead to the observed sensitivity differences. 
MoA–based QSARs were applied to propose the MoA in the investigated species. Besides 
using prediction models, multivariate toxicity patterns through PCA (principal component 
analysis) and PLS (partial least-squares regression) can be used to identify and characterize 
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different MoA of chemicals (Schüürmann et al., 1997). Using PLS regression, it is possible 
to link the response profiles to the underlying molecular properties and endpoints using 
different test systems. Systematic differences in toxicity can be linked to mechanistic 
causes originating from structural features of the compounds (Schüürmann et al., 1997).  
To investigate the MoA of TCS in algae, a structural based approach can also be 
followed using dechlorination products of TCS. Structure-activity studies with TCS and 
TCS-analogues in bacteria revealed the importance of the hydroxyl group and the bridging 
oxygen atom of TCS for the inhibition (Sivaraman et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 1999). In the 
investigations of Sivaraman et al. (2004), changes in the measured effect were explained 
by molecular changes of TCS analogues and the affinity of the enzyme for the inhibitor. In 
comparison to this effect pattern in bacteria the effect in algae using TCS analogues could 
give further insights on the MoA. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii could be a good reference 
for those effect patterns in microalgae as this species is known to possess the target gene. 
Beside the classical effect assessment using bioassays, molecular (functional 
genomics, transcriptomics) and biochemical (proteomics and metabolomics) approaches 
may give information about the MoA of chemicals (Grossmann, 2005). Those “Omics” 
techniques are promising approaches, as they are based on comprehensive molecular and 
biochemical characterization of organisms (or tissues and cells) at multiple levels and thus 
can be used in MoA characterization after exposure to a toxicant (Grossmann, 2005). The 
effect of TCS exposure on the metabolome of S. vacuolatus is currently under investigation 
and better insights into changes of the physiology of this species under stress induced by 
the chemical are expected to be derived. Several proteomics analyses were conducted on 
Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium treated with TCS to gain a 
better understanding of TCS resistance mechanisms (Sheridan et al. 2013; Webber et al. 
2008). Proteomics analysis of microalgae should be performed to identify proteins which 
are affected by TCS and therefore to investigate the biological processes which are 
responding to the exposure. The microalga C. reinhardtii may be used as model organism 
as this species possesses FabI and this response pattern can be used as reference. 
Furthermore, it should be investigated whether resistance mechanisms comparable to the 
one found in bacteria (Heath et al., 2000; Heath and Rock, 2000) exist in microalgae. 
Possible specific mutations at the target site, active efflux systems or detoxification 
mechanisms may lead to species sensitivity differences in algae.  
 To identify specific MoAs, the corresponding endpoints have to be observed. 
Stevens et al. (2009) applied an enoyl-ACP reductase activity assay to measure the acute 
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effect of TCS on enoyl-ACP reductase enzyme activity in the model plant Arabidopsis 
thaliana. This species is known to possess FabI, therefore a significant depression of the 
enoyl-ACP reductase activity relative to the solvent control could be measured and lead to 
the conclusion that enoyl-ACP reductase is a cellular target of TCS in A. thaliana. Enoyl-
ACP reductase activity is measured in the extracted protein after TCS, reaction buffer, and 
the substrate crotonoyl-CoA is added (Serrano et al., 2007). This protocol, which enables a 
fast detection of enzyme activity, may be modified and used for algae.  
The expected presence of FabI in S. vacuolatus, the target gene for TCS in bacteria, 
may be confirmed soon as the DNA sequencing is well advanced for this algae species. A 
protein alignment with the genome sequence of C. reinhardtii can give final clarification 
about the existence of the target gene in S. vacuolatus. 
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